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This study was performed under Contract NAS8-31542 for the George C.
 
Marshall Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra­
tion under the direction of Mr. James I.Newcomb and Mr. Paul T. Craighead,
 
the Contracting Officer's Representatives. The final report consists of five
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Volume I - Executive Summary
 
Volume II - Study of Results
 
Volume III - Procedures and Plans
 
Volume IV - Supporting Analyses
 
Volume V - Cost Analysis
 
The study results were developed durinq the period from June 1975 to
 
January 1976. Principal Martin Marietta contributors to the study were:
 
Glen Dickman Study Manager
 
G. Dickman Task A Leader, Requirements and Data Base
 
Development
 
B. King System Requirements and Operations Analyses
 
R. Zermuehlen Subsystem Reouirements
 
R. Schappell Video Sensors
 
W. Koppl Ranging Sensors
 
C. Park Docking Dynamics Analysis
 
B. Dickman Docking Simulation Program
 
F. Vandenberg Rendezvous Simulation Proqram
 
M. Crissey, J. Hays, C. Lord Docking Mechanics
 
R. Chamberlain Payload Requirements
 
R. Zermuehlen Task B Leader, Candidate System Definition
 
B. King Task C Leader, Simulation Demonstration
 
Test Program Definition
 
E. Cody Task D Leader, Programmatics Definition
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I. DYNAMIC ANALYSES AND TOOLS 
Problems associated with spacecraft docking have received considerable
 
attention in the past few years. This was primarily necessitated by' the docking
 
requirements of the Apollo, Skylab, and Apollo/Soyouz, missions. In addition,
 
missions of the future, in particular those associated with Space Shuttle and
 
Space Tug operations, that require docking of space vehicles with satellites will
 
necessitate extensive analyses. The docking maneuver and its associated responses
 
will, no doubt, be of prime consideration in the design of these large, flexible
 
structures. Other considerations that must be included in the design of docking
 
attenuation mechanisms include definition of successful capture boundaries, defini­
tion of spacecraft attitude control requirements, propellant utilization studies,
 
and man/machine interaction or the degree of automation.
 
Tests to simulate the docking maneuver are very expensive, and generally
 
the'results are not conclusive because of the differences between.,the test and
 
space environment. Accurate and economical analy tical foimulations of the docking 
maneuver are imperative with respect to many aspects of vehicle and,docking mechanism 
design. - -
This chapter summarizes the dynamics-analyses tools'that were developed (or
 
extended from existing analyses) and implemented during the course df these in­
vestigations. Two digital codes were.employed.'. The first considers the Tug/
 
spacecraft/attenuation mechanism as a-dynamical system',of ititferconnected rigid
 
bodies. An.interface for inclusion of control logic is available. -Large amplitude
 
propellant motions are accounted for with a pendulum analog that assumes the fluid
 
to move as a point mass on a spherical constraint surface. The second code is a
 
mqdification of the Martin -Marietta developed IMPRES program for detailed docking
 
dynamics analysis. An interface for inclusion of control logi6 is available. Large
 
ampl-itude~propellant motions are accounted for through inclusion of'an'analog which
 
assumes that the fluid moves as a point mass on an ellipsoidal constraint surface.
 
This analog is an extension of the Martin Marietta developed approach which has
 
been validated through comparison with experimental results.
 
The following references may be used to provide additional clarification of
 
the analytical techniques:
 
I-I 
1) Orbital Docking Dynamics, MCR-74-23, Martin Marietta Corppration,
 
Denver, Colorado, April 1974 (Contract NAS8-26159)
 
2) Dynamic Analysis of a Flexible Spacecraft with Rotating Components,
 
MCR-75-18, Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver, Colorado, August
 
1975 (Contract NAS8-30761)
 
A. 	 IMPRES - DOCKING DYNAMICS ANALYSIS OF SPACECRAFT WITH EXPLICIT MECHANISM
 
DEFINITION
 
The analysis of spacecraft docking requires an accurate mathematical de­
scription of the mechanical systbm and solution of the resulting differential
 
equations. Generally speaking, impact problems involve the use of kinematical con­
ditions of constraint, and except for very elementary or degenerate situations,
 
the conditions of constraint are nonholonomic. A nonholonomic constraint can be
 
mathematically expressed only in terms of differential displacements. The corre­
sponding equation of constraint cannot, therefore, be used to eliminate one co­
ordinate in terms of remaining coordinates. A given mechanical system might in­
clude various combinations of holonomic constraints, or it might include constraint
 
conditions that are enforced at times and relaxed at others, depending on position
 
or other functions of configuration state. The last mentioned circumstance would
 
correspond, at best, to a piecewise holonomic constraint condition. This formula­
tion of the equations of motion is general to the extent of including any type,
 
or combination of types, of kinematical constraint conditions. To achieve this
 
objective, we have'employed Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers. An
 
extremely celebrated and useful feature inherent in the use of Lagrange's multi­
pliers is that holonomic constraints can be dealt with in exactly the same way as
 
nonholonomic constraints; if a mathematical expression of constraint can be
 
written in terms of displacement coordinates, then it can also be"written in terms
 
of differential displacements, simply by differentiating the former equation.
 
Thus, if Lagrange's multipliers are used to implement all constraint conditions,
 
then it is unnecessary to distinguish between types of constraints.
 
1. 	 Basic Approach - For an unconservative system with general type constraints,
 
Lagrange's equations of motion are
 
d ( T + V Q+(I.A-I)+ b E b qr = 
6bq 	 r Lb s (t).5
dt 
 r r r st (rAl
1-r
 
I-2 
where the index (r) ranges from I through the number of generalized coordinates
 
while the index (s) ranges from 1 through the number of constraint equations.
 
The term on the right side of the second set of equations accounts for the possi­
bility of rheonomic (moving) constraints. The first set represents a set of
 
second-order ordinary differential equations, while the second represents a set
 
of algebraic equations to be satisfied simultaneously with the motion equations.
 
We have employed a Hamiltonian approach to problem formulation. In this
 
technique generalized accelerations are eliminated in favor of generalized mo­
menta to replace n second-order equations with 2n first-order equations. The
 
Hamiltonian function is defined as the sum of kinetic and potential energies
 
H = T+V (I.A-2)
 
and the generalized momenta are
 
(I.A-3)
Pr = - .
 
Pr 
r
 
The kinetic energy of a discretized scleronomic mechanical system is of
 
positive-definite quadratic form in the generalized velocities,
 
T = 1/2 i4. q , (I.A-4) 
or, in matrix notation,
 
T =l/2 q}T [M] . (I.A-5) 
From the definition (I.A-3), it follows that
 
p = [N[{} (I.A-6) 
and, as is positive-definite, an inverse exists and
[M] 

(I.A-7)

"
{ = [} H] { p . 
1-3 
With reference to Equations (I.A-5) and (I.A-7), we have two ways to express
 
kinetic energy:
 
T = 1/2 {} {} (.-)
 
or
 
T = 1/2 { ITM]-' H . (I.A-9) 
Now, because the potential energy depends on position and not velocity, it is 
permissible to write the first of Equations (I.A-I) as 
dt -L (T - V) (T - V) r + Z brs X (L.A-l) 
s 
but from the definition Equation (I.A-2) it follows that
 
T - V = 2T - T - V = 2T - H, (I.A-II)
 
and in terms of configutation coordinates (p and q) we write
 
T - V = 4 }T 1- 1/2 jp [M] {p}- V . (I.A-12) 
Now, substituting Equation (I.A-12) into Equation (I.A-10) yields
 
6 + E b A
 
Qr " r brs a
 
S 
(I.A-13)2)H 
rr
 
s t(t)
-sr qr 
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These are Hamilton's equations of motion with.constraints shown in an abstract
 
form; however, they are general and~all-encompassing.
 
2. Generalized Coordinates - Selection of generalized coordinates assumes
 
that impact occurs only between two bodies, the Tug (chase vehicle) and a space­
craft (target vehicle), For each there is a set of generalized coordinates;
 
attenuation mechanism coordinates are considered separately.. As'Tug, spacecraft
 
and impact mechanism are independent except for the equations of couistraint and
 
the corresponding Lagrange multipliers, it is permissible to develop equations
 
for each. Hence we have applied Equations (I.A-13) to the three mechanical sub­
systems and the total set of generalized coordinates is
 
XT Projections of the position vector from the origin of 
q = X2T the inertial reference frame to the spacecraft mass 
X T center, onto the orthogonal inertial axes 
00T, Euler parameters, used to describe the attitude of the
 
jq2J A IT spacecraft body-fixed axis system with respect to the
 
02 
 inertial reference axis system
 
2IT Generalized modal displacements for spacecraft elastic
 
q3} = deflection
 
NT
 
X1C Projections of the position vector from the origin of
 
Jq = X2C the inertial reference frame to the Tug mass center, 
_ 3C onto the orthogonal inertialaxes 
1-5 
( 0 oC 	 Euler parameters, used to describe the attitude of the 
5- 0C Tug's body-fixed axis system with respect to the inertial5 32C reference 

axis system
 
0C
 
2C Generalized modal displacements for Tug elastic deflec-

Iq 20 tion
 
'NG
 
P 
p Generalized displacements of parts of the impact attenua­
j s4 
. tion mechanism
 
PNP
 
3. 	 Motion Equations for An Elastic Vehicle - The kinetic energy of an elastic
 
vehicle 	is
 
T = 
1/2 m 	 (I.A-14)
 
c c)k
 
k
 
where
 
m is the mass,
 
c is the absolute velocity of the mass center,
 
is the angular velocity of the body-fixed axis system,
 
is the moment of momentum of the body (as if it were considered rigid)
 
about an axis through the mass center,
 
k is the time rate of change of the elastic normal deflection in the
the 
kth 
mode.
 
1-6 
Equation (I.A-14) has no coupling terms between rigid velocities and elastic
 
velocities as a consequence of neglecting the contribution of elastic tangential
 
velocities due to the angular rotation rate.
 
The potential energy includes only strain energy due-to elastic defilec­
tion and it follows that
 
=
V 1/2 k2 k (I.A-15)
 
k
 
The Lagrangian function is
 
A =T-V
 
T
 
1/2m(XI+ X + k2)+ 1/2 [0 [I[ w] } (I.A-16) 
+ 1/.'h..Z -. 1/2Z 2 2 
k k 
where
 
1%j (I.A-17) 
['2J 
[j 1 0 0 0 0 11 -12 13 (I.A-18)
 
0 -112 122 123
 
0 -113 
 123 
 133
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and
 
[H:2 
00 01 
"0I 60f3 
-02 -63 
803 82 
2 
60 
'N 
03 
-'32 
N 
00 
(I.A-19) 
and it follows that the Hamiltonian function is 
H = 1/2 p+ p 2 + p 3 ) /m 
+ 1/2 [ Po, P0 3. 2' P3 j [ 0 ' r [ }. Tpol 
PO 
p8 2 
p 3 
(2A-0 
S1/2 
+1 EL 
k 
p+1/2 
tk 
W2 2 
L.ak Ek' 
k 
I-8 
Now with reference to Equation (I.A-13), the translational equations 	are
 
A S 	 (I.A-21)
X. = X. + E bx sj 
3 3 
­
(I.A-22)
X. = /r x 
and the rotational equations, which involve only the Euler parameters, are
 
Pe0
 
k L Po Psi	 P29 
pgj/3
 
+ >j bg - Ns 	 (I;A-23) 
S 
which, with some algebraic manipulations, become
 
+ [] J + [b ]T } 	 (I.A-24)
 
=1/16 [ ] t l t] 	 (I.A-5 
'1-9
 
The equations corresponding to vehicle elastic deflections are
 
=e Qt -j 2 + Z bj E I~ (I.A-26) 
j 
s 
pj - (I.A-27) 
4. Mechanism Equations - To accommodate a general impact attenuation device­
it is necessary to assume that large deformations occur between working parts of
 
the mechanism. The contribution to potential energy from internal mechanism re­
storing forces is substantial, but because force-displacement characteristics are
 
nonlinear, in general, it is extremely difficult to derive a'potential energy func­
tion corresponding to mechanism displacments. Additional special treatment given
 
to the mechanism includes the effects of restoring forces with those due to non­
conservative (dissipative) internal forces in the mechanism generalized force
 
vector {Qp} This circumvents expressing potential energy for the mechanism,
 
and because mass of the mechanism is negligible, a Hamiltonian function is zero.
 
The first of Hamilton's equations, (I.A-13) as applied to the mechanism-yields.
 
{E}+ [ bAJT{xf= L (I.A-28) 
because
 
p = = 0.
J 3j
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5. System Equations - The previous developments applied to Tug, spacecraft 
and mechahism yield 'the motion and constraint equations: 
{%}*+Q;} [bXjTlxt (I.A-29) 
Q2 +2 [P] [12] [302] q + [bAX2fAT (I.A-.30) 
=Q 3 -[w2] Iq3 + [b 3 JT IX~ (I.A-31) 
{P} Q4 } + [b.4 JTlXl (I.A-32) 
(I.A-33)
{P} {S}+[P,9] 5[T5 fq4 -I-[+ 5 T 
{6} = Q6 } 6~ 6 +bA61 T X (I.A-34) 
* 1 =1/mI i (I.A-35) 
q 2 }= 1/16 -[fi 0 2 ]IT[12]-1 [P12] P2 (I.A-36) 
31 = JP3 I-li 
41 s , 3r38) (I.A-2Equat 

{qj} =1/16 [ 5]T [f]' [ Jhi(A-9 
{q61 = P6 (I.A 40) 
{0} JP + [bXpi]T JXI (I.A-41)
 
+ [bX2] !j2~+ [bAX3] h + [bA4] ' [h; l] 1 
+ [bX5 ]'54 + [hX6] 6 + [bXp1j I = 0 (I.A-42) 
where Equations (I.A-29, 30, 31, 35, 36 and 37) refer to the spacecraft, Equations
 
(I.A-32, 33, 34, 38,.39, and 40) refer to the Tug, Equations (I.A-41) are for the
 
mechanism and Equations (I.A-42) are the constraint equations.
 
As the final step in the basic development we have transformed the
 
generalized momenta equations to ordinary momenta. Ordinary translational momenta
 
are related to generalized translational momenta as
 
{h} (i.A-43)
 
where isa matrix of direction cosines relating body attitude to the inertial
[ 
reference and ordinary angular momenta are related to general-ized angular momenta 
as 
{b = [T]T p (I.A-44)
 
where [T ] relates Euler parameter derivatives to spin vector components. 
Application of the above to both Tug and spacecraft yields 
'lj= GJ + [;L1 jkxI [2]1 jhj (I.A-45)jT a 
1h41 = {-°41 + [b44 TII + 5 1h41 (I.A-46) 
where
 
JG1 [72] IQII' {G4} = [5] IQ41
 
[t 4] T = [75] bX4] T
 T = [2] [bXl] T 
['210 I ta5' --z c0 xC-2zT 50 
= yT -OxT 0 [yC 
- xC 0
 
for the translational momenta and
 
= 1 121 + [-2] TjX' + [n2]I h2 1(I.A-47)
 
ih51 = {GO1 + + [0e] 1h51 (I.A-48) 
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where
 
G1 [T,62] T 1'q21 J%1 =[T"] TIQI
 
A2}= 82 2 ] '%
r k5 [T5 5 
T pT [b T 5]T [b
 
for the angular momenta.
 
The elastic deformation equations are unchanged and are summarized as
 
-jqJ+[xT
Ih2 13 li(A-49) 
61 061 - [ I }+ [bx[12{A} (I.A-50) 
where
 
= 1 Ih1 = P6
 
IG31 = 1Q3 1 IG61 = t and
 
1h 31 '3 

[33 bA3 ]j ~ [bA6 ] 
With the new definitions of momenta, it follows that the auxiliary non­
holonomic velocities are:
 
UI4 In
 
021 = [t2 f hl (I-.A-51) 
M.4[5 ]-th
j 
Now the generalized velocities, expressed in terms of nonholonomic velocities,
 
are
 
T,8 2] 1'2'(I.A-52) 
=5 [T,6] -W5 
and the constraint equations become
 
[T1] {l +[TX2] 2 +[t 3] 43 
+.[A4]I i b 5 s I [TA6 ] 46} (I.A-53) 
+ I = } 
where [ A3] [A ] and = [b6A6 ] 
6. The State Vector - The motion and constraint equations are expressed as a
 
set of simultaneous first-order differential equations
 
Vi f (V, V2 , ... ,. V, t) (I.A-54) 
where
 
V = jql, ..- , q6 ' p , h6 h, c s (IA-55).., 
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and (ql) thru q6 ) represents generalized coordinates for the elastic target 
and chase vehicles, p) represents the generalized displacements of the impact 
attenuation mechanism, (h 1 ) thru (h 6 ) correspond to the momenta of the two 
elastic vehicles (there are no momenta corresponding to the (assumed) massless 
impact attenuation mechanism) and (8c.) represents pertinent control system 
parameters.
 
7. The Large Amplitude Fluid Motion Model* - Developments to this point have
 
presented the system governing equations for the impact analysis of two orbiting
 
vehicles without consideration of any propellant motions. In the case of the
 
Space Tug an extension to consider these effects is warranted. Consider a vehicle
 
with an (assumed) ellipsoidal tank as shown in Figure 1-

Figure I-I Ellipsoidal Tank Representation
 
Using a spherical coordinate transformation in terms of the coordinates p,0,0 
yields 
X = p cos 
y = psin@ cos9 (I.A-56) 
Z = psinl sinG 
* This approach to fluid motion coupling was developed by Carl. S. Bodley, Martin 
Marietta Corporation, November 1975. 
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for the cartesian coordinates subject to the boundary constraint
 
b 2 (i.A-57)~c2 + 
where a, b,-c define the shape of the ellipsoid. It follows that
 
(I.A-58)
2( sinsin)2 sin cos )2 
and, therefore, the coordinates 0, 0 are sufficient to describe the fluid motion
 
on the ellipsoidal surface.
 
For the rigid Tug vehicle with two tanks define the vector of velocities
 
uC (I.A-59) 
vC 
wC 
xC 
yC
 
x1
 
YI
 
zi 
k2
 
Y2
 
z 
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where uC vC and wC represent the translational velocity of the Tug center of
 
mass; wxC, wyC and wzC represent the angular velocity of the Tug center of mass;
 
and X1, Y1, 1and '2, Y2, 22 represent the inertial velocity of the LH2 and LO2
 
fluid masses, respectively. Now it follows that
 
(I.A460)
Ui [W]I 
with 

' CVc
 
wc
 
WxC
 
0
 
zc
WzC
 
62
 
and ] I 

T 
] [] 
~ T T
 
"I
 
[B]= 1.Skl AI
 
I 
 Sk2 A
 
In the above definitions, note that
 
I = identity matrix,
 
y = coordinate rotation to inertial frame from body reference frame,
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Ski- i (i1,2) 
zi x 
A. [A. D (i 1,2) 
C FJ
 
and x Vil C~ 
The notation[R] denotes the coordinate rotation transformation to the Tug body­
axis system from the i tank local reference frame.
 
We now make the assumption that the tanks are positioned such that the
 
local x-axis is parallel to the Tug longitudinal axis and Equation (I.A-58) re­
duces to
 
a3.~ b-nl-
P'[ka>oi + (\ b. ) (I.A-61) 
with P = Pc3 # Ci2i a? bs ) (I.A-62) 
and, therefore
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A = - sin +Kp 3 sin cos20 
p3B = pcos cos0 +K sin20 Cos cos0 
C = pcoso sinG + X P3 sin2@ cos'6 sinG 
n = a (I.A-63) 
E = - p sinot sinG 
F = p 2sin cos 
Also, we have 
A~ = - z 4 s# [a2z in~ cos 2 16 
+ p3; (cos3 - 2 sin 2@ co s0]
 
B = COS Cos0 - p 0sin cos0 - p cos. sin0
 
+ K [3 p2 A sin2O cosO cos-8 + p3; (2 sino cos 20 cos0 
- sin3 o cos ) - P3b sin20 cosq sine] (I.A-64) 
C=.coso sin0 - p sin sin0 +pb cos cos0 
+ K[ 3 p2 sin2 @ cos# sine 
+ p3 ; (2 sin4 cos 2 b sine - sin3# sine ) 
+ P3 s 20 coso cose] 
=0
 
E -A sinO sine -P; cosO sine -pe sino cosG
 
F = sino cos0 +P4cos cos9 -pb sino sin9
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8. Inclusion of Fluid Motion-Analog into Basic Approach - The ellipsoid tank
 
representation developed previously has been incorporated into the basic equations
 
of motion and constraint and the original IMPRES code was modified in a consistent
 
fashion. This involved a redefinition of the equations of motion for the Tug
 
vehicle only; the applicable spacecraft equations of motion and those pertinent
 
to the attenuation mechanism required no rodification.
 
For the Tug vehicle, the equations of motion as developed previously and
 
extended to include fluid interactions can be written in a most concise form as
 
{h + + [b ]XF} (I.A-65)={G [a]{h} 
If we now define
 
=[ITjjhj (I.A-66) 
where [T] is as described previously, it follows that 
[Tlh}+T (I.A-67)
{h} T h} 

defines the new momenta equations for the Tug vehicle.
 
9. Digital Code and Sample Program-Data - The original IMPRES code was
 
delivered to Marshall Space Flight Center under Contract NAS8-26159 and is not re­
produced here; only those portions of the code that were added or modified during
 
this study are included.
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A note regarding the structure of program input data is indicated in that
 
input requirements have been slightly extended. The original version requires
 
user-supplied input to define the initial conditions. With reference to MCR-74-23
 
(Martin Marietta Corporation, April 1974), these initial conditions are defined
 
by the array
 
XC YC 0
ZC 

J m n 0 
uC vC 0
wC 

Wx YC zC 
 0
 
where
 
row 1'defines inertial coordinates of Tug mass center,
 
row 2 defines Tug inertial attitude
 
row 3 defines Tug translational velocity with respect to spacecraft
 
row 4 defines Tug angular velocity with respect to spacecraft
 
which must be augmented such that
 
row 5= L01 i 02 02] , the initial fluid orientations and
 
row 6 [ 1l 1 *2 ;2 J , the initial,fluid rates. 
Also, the program code reads an array (FLUID) containing pertinent fluid
 
and tank geometric data, viz
 
FLUID [I a b1I El YEI ZEll 
m2 a. 
 b2 XE2 YE2 
 ZE2J
 
where m. = fluid mass
1
 
ai, bi = tank coefficients 
XE±' YEi' ZEi = position of tank center with respect to Tug mass center 
and two coordinates rotation transformations (TROTI and TROT2) which orient the
 
local tank coordinates frames with respect to the Tug body-fixed coordinate frame.
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B. DOCKRB - DOCKING DYNAMICS ANALYSIS OF SPACECRAFT USING RIGID-BODY'ANALYSIS
 
The approach developed within this section differs markedly from that pre­
sented previously in that the Tug/spacecraft dynamical system is assumed to consist
 
of a number of interconnected rigid bodies. The assembled system, or any portion
 
thereof, may be spinning or nonspinning and members of the system may experience
 
large relative excursions with respect to each other. The system is, by its in­
herent nature, a feedback system where inertial forces (e.g., arising from centrif­
ugal or Coriolis acceleration) and restoring and damping forces are potion de­
pendent.
 
The following subsections detail the basic analytical techniques and de­
scribe the application to the Tug/spacecraft docking simulation.
 
1. ..System Characterifing Equations - The state equations governing the dynamic
 
response of the total system are summarized as
 
(o
= i I(Gh[ +[b ]T) (IIl 2)I I.B

[ BI I 
__U
__ 
S = f( i 2 'ji~~ 
subject to the constraint equations
 
Z[bl]jIU j (I.B-4) 
where the index j ranges over the number of bodies which comprise the system.
 
The first three sets of equations represent n first order, nonlinear, ordinary
 
differential equations while the last represents m additional conditions of
 
kinematic constraint.
 
State variables of the configuration space include absolute velocities
 
{'U }, position coordinates (both angular and cartesian position) {3} , and
 
additional variables {8 that are referred to as control variables.
} 
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Equations (I.B-1) represent dynamic equilibrium equations for the-jth
 
body. They state that a mass .matrix [m]j, postmultiplied by a vector of relative 
accelerations ( produces a vector of inertial forces that is balanced by all
 
other state and time 
V), 
dependent forces .G). and interconnection constraint forces,([ij [A). The constraint forces (Ib fT A~ ) are necessary in order that the 
kinematic constraint equations are satisfiel; elements of the vector ( A.) are 
actually Lagrange multipliers. Equations (I.B-2) represent a kinematical trans­
formation, transforming nonholonomic velocities to time derivatives of position
 
coordinates. Equations (I.B-3) are auxiliary differential equations used to imple­
ment control dynamics and other feedback effects.
 
Equations (I.B-4) are an active set of kinematic conditions and Equations
 
(I.B-2) are a passive set. The active set is used to calculate m of the dependent 
.elements of the ( ii)jvectors in terms of the remaining independent elements and 
the prescribed velocities ( & ) , some of which may be zero and some user-defined 
functions of time. Thus, the constraint equations are of a general form because
 
nonholonbmic, rheonomic conditions nay be so represented.
 
Lagrange multipliers are included for two reasons: (1) a monitor of the
 
multipliers as a function of system motion gives the interconnection forces and
 
torques, and (2) it is convenient to calculate and use the (A) vector in Equa­
tion (I.B-1). The Lagrange multipliers are calculated by differentiating Equation
 
(I.B-4) and combining the result with Equation (I.B-1) giving
 
(I.B-5)
 
The differential equations of motion for the system are of the general form:
 
i = f ( YI' Y2' -'' Yn-m; t ,(I.B-6) 
where the state vector and its time derivative are
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${312 {' 2
 
81 81 
82 2 
8N8 NS 
with NB the total number of bodies of the system, N,6 the total .number of position
 
coordinates necessary to orient the system and N8 the total number of auxiliary
 
(control) differential equations required.
 
2. Dynamic Equations for a Single Body - Lagrange's equations for a rigid 
body are 
m 
_T
d _T Q+ m' a..A. (I.B-7) 
dt / J'3:L.. jq. 

and
 
n 
aij + ait 0 
j=l 1-25 
The generalized constraint forces a i X augment the generalized) 
forces 	Q. (that arise due to the action of external factors) and are necessary
 
in order that the additional conditions of constraint be satisfied. Equations
 
(I.B-7) are complete and general, and the auxiliary constraint equations are in an
 
all encompassing form, because holonomic conditions may be so represented. The
 
coefficients (aij)may depend explicitly on the time (t), thus the constraint con­
ditions as shown account for both rheonomic and scleronomic situations.
 
In the equations, n is the number of generalized coordinates involved in
 
the representation and m is the number of auxiliary conditions of constraint.
 
Note that, although-the q. are generalized coordinates (as they must be for the
 
Lagraigian formulation) they are independent only in the isolated case when m=O,
 
or when there are no auxiliary constraint conditions.
 
The generalized coordinates chosen to represent a typical body include
 
three Euler angles to indicate attitude of the body fixed axis system relative to
 
an inertial frame and three projections (components) of the position vector from
 
the origin of the inertial frame to the origin of the body fixed reference system.
 
Note that the origin of the body fixed axis system needn't necessarily coincide
 th
 
with the body's mass center. For the r body, the generalized coordinates are:
 
o 	 Attitude
 
Euler Angles
 
X 	 Body's reference
 
Y 	 point position
 
coordinates
Zr
r
 
and, there exists a transformation that relates a set of nonholonomic velocities
 
to the generalized velocities. This transformation is
 
(I.B-8)
1-6 l P 
where
 
[1] * B-9)(1. 

and the elements of the transformation (v) are direction cosines relating atti­
tude of the body fixed axis system to the inertial frame. The transformation (irj 
is also a rotation transformation; however,it is not orthonormal because it re­
lates vector components based on an orthogonal basis to those of a skew (non­
orthogonal) basis; namely the axes about which Euler rotations are measured.
 
Kinetic energy for the typical body is
 
Tv= ( V)od V (I.B-10) 
V
 
where V is the velocity field and, with reference to Figure 1-2 , can be ex­
pressed as 
=V VR + x ° (I.B-ll) 
with VR dXRdt
 
Now, substituting Equation (I.B-!l) into Equation (I.B-iO) and performing the
 
integration yields
 
Body Axis
 
z .System
 
P0 
t 
I /\
 
/X nerial
 
Reference Frame
 
Figure 1-2 Typical Body of the System
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T = m uQ w {u v w 
+ W W x "J'U 1 yJ 
IYxL-J YY -JYz I Y (I.B-12) 
zx zy zz zj 
where m = f d V 
= f (y2 + z2 ) a d V, 
= f x y ad V, S= f xad V, 
V v 
and all other quantities in Equation (I.B-12) are obtained by cyclic permutations
 
of x, y and z, As kinetic energy is of quadratic form in (U we have
} 
T LVJ [m] {u (I.-13) 
with m -Jx J -J -Sz 
JJ xx xyJ -Jxz S-S 2 3'IB-4 (1.B-14) 
yy yz z x
 
J -S S 
zz y x
 
m 
Symmetric m
 
m 
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or, using Equations '(I.B-14), (I.B-8) and (I.B-13), the kinetic energy becomes
 
T= L4J[ [ I []1P (I.BU5) 
Let us now refer back to Lagrange's Equations and re-express them in matrix format
 
dt([]T [m][8fF) 
+ + B1J[#] mL]~}(.-6 
+ 4 J [T [ m][,j] H} + '[a] T{A 
[a] 4~ = 
and 
-tt* (I.B-17) 
Now define the ordinary momenta to be
 
{p} = [m][p] {4} 
= (m] IU1 
and, since 1U I = [#114 
it follows that [/]- UIf. With this we haveL 
='H-]IT {Qj + [p]L-T( )L44J [qnTj [] (- 18)4~ 
+ [of"-Z [a]'{x} 
and
 
[a] {U}= {-at . (I.B-19) 
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-IT 
Note now that [#] transforms the generalized forces Q to forces "acting 
in the quasi-coordinates 
thus 1 G contains ordinary forces and moments due to external sources and 
corresponds to time derivatives of the ordinary momenta. 
Because the transformation[P]depends only on the Euler angles, it follows
 
that only the first six elements of the column
 
are non-zero, and one finds after considerable algebraic manipulation that this
 
column may be reexpressed as
 
p = -y -v p(.x) (I.B-26) 
"z x -w u p(oy) 
z Wx UP-y) 
, -Wx v -u p(Wz) 
Wz 
-Wy p(u) 
-z-W x p(v) 
y "x p (w) 
so that equations (I.B-18) and (I.B-19) can finally be expressed as
 
J3 (
+x
1 + [b] (I.-21) 
[bJ )U( = )j(1.8-22) 
where [PJ [aE] P 1 
and - I atf. 
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The constraint equations are now expressed in terms of the nonbolonomic
 
velocities IUO; the coefficients [b] are obtained directly from relativeiy 
simple, vectorial expressions of kinematic constraint. The same [b] coefficients 
are transposed and used to multiply Al, producing constraint fotces/torques 
corresponding to the ordinary momenta. 
If we now define {G } to be
 
G = + I U (I.B-23)l-exl [m] 
it follows that the dynamic equilibrium equations for the rth body are
 
U [ .Jl G + [bjTIflxjB24 
to be used in conjunction with system kinematic constraint equations
 
b U- (I.B-25) 
r 
This is the same form as that given by Equations (I.B-1) and (I.B-4).
 
3. Application to Tug Docking - The rigid body developments discussed pre­
viously were applied to the analysis of the Space Tug/spacecraft docking
 
maneuver. This was accomplished by considering the total system to consist
 
of six bodies as shown in Figure 1-3
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Jq
 
mechanism 
Figure 3 Tug/Spacecraft System Topology
 
With reference to the figure, Body 1 (Tug structure) is positioned with respect
 
to an inertial reference through definition of Hinge 1*. Bodies 2 and 3 (LH2
 
and L02 fluid mass) are positioned with respect to Body 1 via Hinges 2 and 5
 
respectively while Body 4 (Tug attenuation mechanism) is positioned with respect
 
to Body 1 via Hinge 4. Hinge 5 defines the position of Body 5 (spacecraft atten­
uation mechanism) with respect to Body 4 and Body 6 (spacecraft structure)is
 
* 	 A hinge is defined to be a pair of structural hard points with a point 
situated on each of two contiguous bodies. 
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positioned with respect to Body 5 via Hinge 6.
 
At each hinge or connection point there are six possible degrees of
 
freedom. The topology of the complete system is defined by fixing any or
 
all of the relative degrees of freedom (fixed constraint) or by prescribing
 
the relative motion corresponding to the degrees of freedom (rheonomic con­
straint). Table I-I summarizes the total system topology.
 
Table 1-1 Summary of Topology
 
Body
 
1 Tug structure + engine
 
2 LH2 fluid mass
 
3 L02 fluid mass
 
4 Tug attenuation mechanism
 
5 S/C attenuation mechanism
 
6 S/C structure
 
Hinge 
I Body 1 to inertia - no constraints, 6 DOF
 
2 'Body 2 to Body I - constrain translation, 3 DOF
 
3 Body 3 to Body 1 - constrain translation, 3 DOF
 
4 Body 4 to Body I - user option, 0-6 DOF
 
5 Body 5 to Body 4 - user prescribed, 6 DOF (rheonomic)
 
6 Body 5 to Body 6 - user option, 0-6 DOF
 
4. The Large Aplitude Fluid Motion Model - The large amplitude fluid motion
 
model assumes that the liquid is constrained to move as a point mass on a
 
spherical surface as.indicated in Figure I.B-2. This assumption is not con­
sidered to be unduly restrictive in view of the known Tug tank geometry.
 
From MSFC 68M00039-2 we have that the volumes of the LH2 and LO2 tanks
 
,
are 1748 ft3 and 640 ft3 respectively so that, for a spherical approximation,
 
the equivalent tank radii are 7.47 ft and 5.34 ft, respectively. Now it can
 
be shown that an expression for the ratio of propellant volume to tank volume
 
is given by
 
SVp/Vt = 1/2 + 38/4 +p3/4 (I.B-26) 
r a r
 
t 
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where Vp = volume of propellant
 
Vt = volume of tank
 
= Yi/rs
 
yi = fluid level in tank
 
r. = equivalent spherical radius
 
and an expression for the ratio of propellant centroid location to equivalent
 
spherical radius is given by
 
Y =/r = 3(1 - 282 + p 4 )/16a .(I.B-27)s 
Table 1-2 summarizes results for three burn ratios where.re denotes the
 
equivalent radius arm for the 12 and L02 fluid masses.
 
Table 1-2 Summary of Fluid Geometry
 
re (in.) 
% burn % fill Yi/r s 3/rs LH2 L02
 
70 30 .28 .531 47.61 34.06
 
50 50 .0 .375 33.63 24.06
 
30 70 -.28 .227 20.36 14.56
 
The appropriate fluid masses are noted in Table 1-3 where densities of
 
4.4 and 71 lb/ft3 for LH2 and L02 are assumed.
 
Table 1-3 Summary of Fluid Masses
 
% burn L 2 (Ibs) L02 (lbs) burn ratio
 
70 2138 12802 5.987
 
50 3564 21336 5.987
 
30 4989 29870 5.987
 
5. Vehicle Inertial Characteristics - The inertial properties of the Tug
 
were taken from MSFC 68M00039-2. With reference to the coordinate system
 
indicated in Figure 1-4, we have the properties listed in Table 1-4 •
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2 
 17 
 not to scale
 
40
z0 

936 1296
0 x0 

Figure 1-4 . Tug Coordinate System for Definition of Inertial Properties 
Table I-4. Tug Inertial Properties
 
Mass = 178.73 slugs
 
Inertia Jxx Jyy Jzz
 
(slug-ft2) 5173.5 15939 15191
 
Center of Gravity x y z
 
(in.) 1094.3 -0.5 395.8
 
The inertial and geometric properties of the spacecraft* used in these analyses
 
are shown in Figure J-5 and Table 1-5.
 
* These data taken from SSPD (A-5), March 1973. 
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Y 
docking collar
 
i0.6
 
Figure - SEOS Spacecraft Schematic
 
Table 1-5. SEOS Spacecraft Properties
 
Mass = 81.86 slugs
 
2
 
3650 slug-ft
Jxx = 

2

Jyy = 3660 slug-ft
Jzz = 630 slug-ft
2 
6. Loads Transformation to Selected Mechanism Points - The simulation monitors
 
constraint forces acting at the several hinge points (eg., some reference point
 
on the impact attenuation mechanism) and this information-provides valuable in­
sight into the nature of the interface forces and torques generated as the
 
impacting vehicles move together. However, it is also desirable to ascertain
 
a more complete definition of how these interface forces and torques might be
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distributed throughout the attenuation mechanism. With reference to Figure
 
1-6 , the-forces and torques acting at some reference point on the mechanism
 
can be expressed in terms of those acting at several other mechanism points
 
y 
TO
 
Fr 
 2z
 
Figure 1-6. Mechanism Loads in Terms of Loads at Reference Point
 
by the expressions
 
T = '(T, + F. y, - F z.) F F 
x 2c Z* y 0. x3 
F i
Ty0 =E (Ty i + Fx i z, - i) F = EFY i (I.B-28) 
T '= .(Tz +F. xi - Ex yi) F -o Fz 
so that we have 6 equations and 6N unknowns of the form
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T T T F F FzJ ... T T T F F F
 
zi -yi 1 
-z. 
1 
x. 
3. 
I 
Yi -i 
or, in condensed form
 
BT = xTAT (I.B-29) 
which is equivalent to AX = B. 
Now, given the equations AX = B with more unknowns than available equations, it 
can be shown that a solution (not necessarily unique) is 
X = AT(AAT) -B (I.B-30) 
and this establishes a transformation (AT(AA ) ) that establishes the forces 
and torques at selected points in terms of those at the interface reference 
point. 
7. Power Series Representation of DockingTrajectory - The impact maneuver
 
simulation is structured such that supplied values of initial and final con­
ditions describing relative positions, rates and accelerations of one vehicle
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with respect to the other are satisfied through prescription Qf rheonomically
 
applied constraint conditions. In general, there are six relative degrees of
 
freedom between the spacecraft and Tug (three translation dnd three rotation)
 
and each of the six are described as a power series function of time as (eg.,
 
the longitudinal displacement)
 
x aO + aIt + a2t 2 + a3t3 + a4t 4 + a5t 5 (I.B-31) 
2 

k a + 2a 2 t +,3a 3 t + 4 a4 t
3 + 5a 5 t 4 1 

2 + 20a5t3
3 =2a2 + 6a3t + 12a4t

where the coefficients are satisfied by the initial and final conditions.
 
Thus, if we prescribe for t=0 (initiation of maneuver) that
 
x. = A x 0 = B 0 C
 
and for t = tf (termination of maneuver) that
 
xf =D f E xf F
 
we have
 
a.2 A B
0 a= a2 C/2 
and
 
4 5 a3 D-A-Btf-Ct2/2
 
6tf 12t 2 20tJ aJ = 
ft f. a5
 
which can be solved for a3, a4 and a5 . Knowledge of the series coefficients
 
now allows a step-by-step evaluation for acceleration, velocity and displacement
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for each of the six relative coordinates as indicated in Figure 1-7
 
displacement acceleration
 
a . time
 
/~1time of maneuver
 
sVelocity 
Figure 1-7. Typical locking Trajectory
 
This technique has been implemented in the digital code although any other
 
prescription of the docking trajectory could be accommodated with only minor
 
changes.
 
8. Digital Code and Sample Program Data - The digital code presented herein
 
is derived from a more general approach to solutions of systems of intercon­
nected flexible spacecraft systems that was originally developed for Marshall
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Space Flight Center under contract NAS8-30761.
 
The required program input formats are completely described in Volume II 
of the previously cited ref&rence MCR-75-18 with the except-ion of-two addi­
tional input arrays.. The first array specifies the initial and-final values 
of displacement,-velocity and acceleration across the docking interface hinge 
in the form 
o*l *.o l " °"*l ° 0l 01 0 0 0 
0 1 0 10 if if If 
20
 
DOCDAT 030 
x0
 
YO"
 
0o 0o 0o zf f ; F 
zf zf zf
z0 z0 

-
z0 
and the second specifys the coordinate locations of points on the Tug mechanism
 
where forces and torques are desired, viz
 
=Y "I.. Yn
 
z I • .
 n
 
- -4z 
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Ii. PROGRAM DOCK DESCRIPTION
 
This program is a 3-D simulation of the terminal docking of a tug with
 
a spacecraft. Closed loop attitude and translation control utilizes
 
sensors measuring relative range, line-of-sight and target attitude to
 
direct the firing of multiple tug attitude control rockets to maneuver
 
to a docking with the spacecraft. This initial version of the program
 
directs the tug to approach the spacecraft along the docking axis to an
 
impact docking at a prescribed approach velocity. A simple phase plane
 
autopilot controls tug attitude, and translation velocity commands are
 
followed within prescribed dead band tolerances.
 
A. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
 
The general requirements that resulted in the formulation of this program
 
are discussed inVolume II, Section II.D.2, and are not reiterated here.
 
Rather, this section simply describes how these requirements were met.
 
The geometrical representation is of pitch plane motion 6f the Space Tug
 
relative to a target spacecraft moving in a circular orbit about the
 
earth. The Tug is controlled by 24 rocket engines (not all of them used
 
in pitch plane motion) which can be pulsed for some minimum duration,
 
or left on as .lorg as desired. These engines are oriented as defined
 
in the MSFC Tug Baseline Descriptions Document (Vol. II, Ref. 7). Pitch
 
attitude control is effected using the phase plane logic described in this same
 
baseline document. The-axes are defined differently, being related to
 
the line of sight between Tug and Spacecraft, rather than to inertial
 
attitude. Control laws are used which operate on sensed data (line-of­
sight, target attitude and range - reflecting the availability of these
 
data) to direct closure between the vehicles.
 
In an effort to save computer time, this program does not operate at
 
the shortest airborne computer (minor) cycle at all times. Rather, it
 
preferentially operates at a long 'coast' cycle that will not be a part
 
of Tug airborne computer logic. It then performs a sequence of tests to
 
determine if any shorter computer interval activities were passed over
 
in the simulation. If this is the case, the simulation shortens its
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computational interval as required to achieve a true representation of
 
Tug motion. This logic is somewhat involved, as shown in this section,
 
but it results in excellent computer time savings.
 
Finally, this program generates the summary of output data required
 
to interpret system performance. The principal mathematical formulations
 
required to implement these functions follows:
 
1. 	 Definition of Geometry
 
TOp
 
Corner 
Bottom
 
Corner
 
Tg 
Direction Attitud 
Of 8/0
 
Orbiok
 
Motion Dockking U ~Docking
 
originOe SlmX-Azis
As Is 
Figure II-I. Program Dock Geometry
 
The sign conventions and general geometry used in this simulation
 
is shown in Figure 11-1. This array permits representation of the physical
 
geometry of the tug, including an offset center of gravity, location of
 
the docking sensors and docking mechanism towards the forward end of the
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Tug, and the use of a peripheral type of docking mechanism. The origin
 
of the X-Y axes is at the centerline of the target spacecraft, with the
 
Y-axis-along the Earth radius and the X-axis opposite to the direction
 
of spacecraft circular orbital motion, The docking axis, in this
 
formulation, is assumed to be along the X-axis.
 
The arrangement of RGS engines is as described in the Baseline Tug
 
Description. The numbering of these nozzles is illustrated in Figure
 
11-2. This also shows the C.G0 offset with respect to the engine location.
 
Not all of these engines are involved in the pitch plane motion simulated
 
in this program.
 
Top 
9 
18 -VOG 
17 
PYoANTD-oant Angle Of Pith & Yaw Nozzles 
RCANTD--Oant Angle Of Roll Nozze (Dog) 
(Positive outward From Axes Of Symmetry) 
Figure 11-2. RCS Engine Geometry
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2. RCS Engihe Forces & Moments -- The forces and moments created by
 
each of the RCS engines is summarized in Table I-I. The program logic
 
for turning these engines on is as follows. in the sequence, translation
 
commands are honored first, then attitude commands are superimposed. A
 
forward translation command results in engines, 1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 14, 19
 
and 20 being turned on. An aft translation command results in engines
 
4,-5, 10, 11, 16, 17, 22 and 23 being turned on. In the superposition
 
for attitude control, a pitch-up coiwmand results in engines 7, 8, 22 and
 
23 being turned on, engines 10, 11, 19 and 20 being turned off if they
 
are on. A pitch down command results in the reverse operation. Thrust
 
forces and propellant utilization are given in terms of an input value
 
of thrust (THR), and a flow rate derived from specific impulse
 
THR, where g = (32.174 ft/sec2))
(gi = ISP' 9.81 m/sec2 

3. Coast Integration -- The coast flight motion uses the Clobessy-

Willsbire formulation for the relative motion between two vehicles, where
 
the origin of a rotating rectangular coordinate system is centered in one
 
of the vehicles as illustrated in Figure V-i. The acceleration of a
 
vehicle coasting in this coordinate frame, assuming a linearization of
 
the acceleration forces, is given by:
 
X = GI o 
Y = G2 yo - G1 X 
where
 
Gl = 2 
G2 =
 
= Earth's gravitational constant
 
R = Radius of reference circular orbit
 
( )o . Represents initial condition 
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Table 11-1 

Engine 
1 & 2 

3 

4 & 5 

6 

7 & 8 

10 & 11 
13 & 14 
15 
16 & I7 

18 
19 & 20 
22 & 23 
H 
inSign 
RCS Engine Forces and Moments
 
Horizontal 
Translation 
Force 
2*THR*Cos(PYANT) 
0 
-2*THR*-os(PYOANT) 
0 
2*R*Cos(PYANT) 

-2*THR*Cos(PYCANT) 
2*THR*Cos(PYCANT) 

0 
-2*THR*Cos(PYCANT) 

0 
2*THR*Cos(PYCANT) 
-2*THR*Cos(PYCANT) 
Vertical Pitch Use 
Translation Torque
 
Force
 
0 2*THR*GOs(PYCANT)*VOG Move Fwd 
*os(RCAT) -TER*COo(RCANT)*LG Move Up 
~2*TH*OO8PY~aT*VCGMove Aft 
0( TTHR*Co( ANT) MAf 
-THR*CaB(RCANT) 
-2*THR*Sin(PYCANT) 

-2*THR*Sin(PYCANT) 
0 

THR*Cos(RCANT) 
0 

-THR*Coe(RCANT) 
2*ThR*Sin(PYCANT) 
2*THR*SIn(PYCANT) 
Convention: Forward, Up 
THR*CoB(ROANT)*LOG Move Down 
-2*THR*0os(YCANT)* Pitch Down 
(MTRAn-VG-LCG*Sin(PYCANT)) Move wd 
2*TMR*Co(PYCANT)* Pitch Up 
(MTRAD-VCG+LCGS8in(PYCANT)) Move Aft 
2*THR*Cos(PYoANT)*VCG" Move FNd 
-THR*Gcs(RCANT)*LCG Move Up 
-2*THR*Cos(PYCANT)*VCG Move Aft 
THR*Cos(RCANT)*LCG Move Down 
2*THR*Cos(PYANT)* Move FNd 
(MTRADiVOG-LCG*Sin(PYCANT)) Pitch Up 
-2*THR*Cos(PY0ANT)* 
(MTRADVCG*LCG4Sin(PYCANT)) 
Move Aft 
Pitch Down 
Forces And 
Nose Up Moment Positive 
- An evaluation of the complexity of integration required to achieve ade­
quate accuracy was made for anticipated docking simulation distances and 
times. It was found that the simplest approach was adequate. Therefore,
 
the following coast integration was employed.
 
= o +X DTC
 
= X + 2 o DTC + X (DTC) 2
 x 1 
YI= + Y DTC
 
YDTC + 1 Y (DTC)
 
where DTC = Coast integration interval. 
Also, in coast flight, there are no forces changing the vehicle pitch
 
rate. Therefore:
 
01 = 0o + 0 DTC 
4. Powered Flight Integration -- The powered flight integration is
 
identical in principal. The difference is that the contribution of the
 
thrust of each engine that is turned on to horizontal and vertical com­
ponents of force and to torque is summed up and set equal to HTHR, VTHR
 
and TORQUE, respectively. Then,
 
= 9 + 0 DTP + TORQUE (DTP)2
 
1 0 o 
 2 Iyy
 
o + IORQUE DTP1 = 
90 
+ 91 
@AVG = 
 2
 
where
 
DTP = Powered flight integration interval
 
Iyy = Vehicle pitch moment of inertia
 
HTHR cos 0 AVG + VTHR sin@AVG
 
0 m m 
I
Y (G2) Yo -(Gl) Xo + HTHR sin 0 AVG 
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-M+ VTHR cos 9AVG
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The integration technique used here is identical to that used in coast
 
flight. Current weight is obtained by integrating propellant flow rate.
 
Moment of inertia is assumed constant.
 
5. Command Generation The commands used to drive the tug to final
 
docking are based upon measurements of range, line of sight and target
 
attitude made by the sensors(See Figure II-i). Measurements are generated
 
by calculating the true location of the sensor, and adding measurement
 
errors:
 
XI = X - LSENS cos (THETA) 
YI = Y + LSENS sin (THETA) 
where 
XI, Yr are Lrue instrument location 
X, Y are true Tug CG location
 
THETA is Tug pitch angle
 
LSENS is shown on Figure 1I-i
 
Then:
 
2RANGS = (XI + YI 2 ) ± ROER
 
TAS = arctan (YI/xi) + TAER
 
LOSS = -(arctan (YI/XI) + THETA + LOSER)
 
where
 
RANGS is sensed range
 
RGER is its measurement error
 
TAS is sensed target attitude
 
TAER is its measurement error
 
LOSS is sensed line of sight
 
LOSER is its measurement error
 
NOTE: Error inputs are in degrees
 
These measurements are then used to generate the components of sensed
 
tug position and velocity.
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XS = X - LSENS * cos (THETA)
 
YS =Y + LSENS * sin (THETA)
 
XSD = XD + LSENS * sin (THETA) * THD + VIlER
 
YSD = YD + LSENS * cos (THETA) * THD + VVER
 
where
 
XD, YD are velocities at the-Tug C.G.
 
THD is true Tug pitch rate
 
VHER, VVER are input components of velocity measurement error
 
This program deals with the loss of measurements by updating position
 
information in a simulated Tug IMU to agree with sensed position informa­
tion at the time the measurement is lost, and using these data to generate
 
dummy sensed data. The dummy sensed position data (XIU, YIU) is generated
 
and used after either sensed range data (range less than MRRNG) or target
 
attitude data (range less than MRTA) is lost. Then, at ranges less than
 
MRRNG: 
RANGS = (XIU2 + YIU2) 
At ranges less than MRTA,
 
TAS = arctan (YIU/XIU) 
At ranges less than MRLOS,
 
LOSS = -(arctan (YIU/XI) + THETA) 
The steering, or command, control laws implemented in this simulation 
are very simple, but have performed adequately: 
THCOM = LOSS + THETA 
XDCOM = KVAPR 
YDCOM = KVAPR * KSTEER * (YS/XS) 
where
 
THCOM is pitch command
 
XDCOM is X-velocity command (input as KVAPR) 
YDCOM is lateral velocity command
 
KSTEER is steering gain
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These calculations are made at the start of each major (powered
 
flight) cycle and held constant throughout that period. Attitude error
 
signals are generated (equivalent to) each minor cycle using the differ­
ence between the current pitch attitude and the command.
 
THER = THETA - THCOM 
Attitude commands are established as described in the next subsection. 
Translation engine settings are updated once each major cycle by forming 
translation velocity errors and comparing them with the acceptable dead 
bond. If the velocity error (XSD - XDCOM or YSD - YDCOM) is greater or 
less than the velocity dead band (VDBX/2 or VDBY/2), the appropriate
 
translation engine settings are made (Section II.A.2).
 
6. Attitude Phase Plane Definition
 
RD D( 2) pi t s . 
MINTD A (1 
(-2)
 
Figure 11-3. Phase Plane Representation
 
I1­
The attitude phase plane representation implemented in this program
 
is illustrated in Figure 11-3. Program input parameters are illustrated -­
it is set up to accept these parameters in degrees and convert them to
 
radians internally. Program logic turns the pitch down engines full on
 
in the (2) region illustrated, on for one minor cycle interval in the
 
(1) region. In the (0) region, no pitch engines are called for. The
 
(-2) and (-I) regions are pitch up regions.
 
The pitch error entry to the phase-plane control is generated as the
 
current pitch attitude minus the pitch command. Pitch command generation
 
was discussed in subsection II.B.5. The line of sight rate entry is
 
composed of the inertial pitch rate plus a geometric line of sight rate 
generated from -= , where R and V are the relative range and velocity 
measured by the rendezvous sensors. Specifically: 
XS * YSD - YS * XSDJLSR =THfl xs 
XS 2 + YS 2 
where
 
LSR is the line of sight rate
 
XS, YS are sensed position
 
XSD, YSD are sensed velocity
 
THD is pitch rate
 
7. Compute Interval Control -- A simplified overall logic flow for
 
PROGRAM DOCK is shown in Figure 11-4. This illustrates the main aspects
 
of how the computational interval is controlled.
 
At the start of each interval, attitude and translation commands are
 
checked. If neither is required, and coast (power off) flight is commanded,
 
a long coast compute interval is initiated (DTCS is the input name for the
 
standard coast interval). If power-off flight is still commanded at the
 
end of the interval, integration at the coast interval is continued, if
 
not, a calculation routine is entered to establish the end of the first
 
major cycle where translation commands were not satisfied, or the end of
 
first minor cycle where attitude commands were not satisfied (whichever
 
came first). The major cycle interpretation is made simply by backing
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8. Printout.Sumnmary -- The standard printout block is shown in the
 
sample run shown in Table I-4. Several auxiliary calculations are
 
required to show the motion of the docking mechanism with respect to
 
the spacecraft docking port. An approach path, and position and rates
 
of the docking mechanism top corner, bottom corner and centerline are
 
generated. The geometry associated with these parameters is shown in
 
Figure I-i. The resulting equations are given by:
 
XCL = X - IMECH * cos (THETA)
 
YCL = Y + IMECH * sin (THETA) - VCG * cos (THETA)
 
XDCL = ID + IMECH * sin (THETA) * THD
 
YDCL.= YD + LMECH* cos (THETA)* THD VCG * sin (THETA) * THD
 
PATH = Aton (YDCL/XDCL
 
XTC = X - UMECH * cos (THETA) + DMECH * sin (THETA)
 
YTC Y + UMECH * sin (THETA) - (VCG- DMECH) * cos (THETA)
 
XDTC XD + LIECH* sin (THETA) *THD + DMECH *cos (THETA) * THD
 
YDTC YD + LECH * cos (THETA) * THD - (VCG - DMECH) * cos (THETA) *THD
 
XBC = X - MECH * cos (THETA) - DMECH * sin (THETA)
 
YBC = Y + LMECH * sin (THETA) - (DMECH + VCG) * cos (THETA)
 
XDBC = XD + INECH * sin (THETA) * THD - DMECH * cos (THETA) * THD
 
YDBC = YD + IECH * cos (THETA) * THD - (DMECH + VCG) * cos (THETA) * THD
 
where
 
XCL, YCL is mechanism centerline position
 
XDCL, YDCL is mechanism centerline velocity
 
PATH is centerline approach path angle
 
XTC, YTC is mechanism top corner position
 
XDTC, YDTC is mechanism top corner velocity
 
XBC, YBC is mechanism bottom corner position
 
XDBC, YDBC is mechanism bottom corner velocity
 
THETA is Tug pitch angle
 
THD is Tug pitch rate
 
II4ECH is C.G. to Mechanism distance (Figure II-1)
 
DMECH is mechanism diameter (Figure II-I) 
VCG is vertical displacement of Tug C.G. (Figure II-1)
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B. PROGRAM DOCK DESCRIPTION 
1. USERS INSTRUCTIONS
 
This program utilizes standard FORTRAN namelist input. The arrangement
 
of the run deck is as follows:
 
1) Control Cards (System Dependent)
 
2) Program Deck 
3) Input Deck 
P$ INPT 
NAME XXX, 
$ 
P$ INPT
 
NAME = X.XX, 
4) EOF 
Any number of runs can be sequenced. The input namelist-with definitions
 
is: 
REFR Orbital Radius of Target Spacecraft (ft) 
LSENS Distance Fwd of C.G. of Sensor Package. (ft)
 
RGER Range Measurement Error -- Adds to Measurement (ft)
 
TAERD Target Attitude Measurement Error'-- Additive (deg)
 
LOSERD Line-of-Sight Measurement Error -- Additive (deg)
 
VRER Horizontal Velocity Measurement Accuracy (ft/sec)
 
VVER Vertical Velocity Measurement Accuracy (ft/sec)
 
MRRNG Minimum Range at Which Range can be Measured (ft).
 
MRTA Min Range at Which Target Attitude can be Measured (ft)
 
MRLOS Min Range at Which Line-of-Sight can be Measured (ft) 
KVAPR Desired Docking Approach Velocity (ft/sec)
 
KSTEER Lateral Velocity Steering Gain (Nondimensional)
 
ADBD Total Attitude Dead Band (deg)
 
NNTDD Minimum THETA Dot at Large THETA for Control Off (deg/sec)
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RDBD Total Rate Dead Band (deg/sec) 
MIBBD Min Impulse Band Width (deg/sec) 
PROX Proximity - Range at Which Compute Interval, Output Change (ft) 
DTPR Powered Flight Compute Interval at Remote Range (sec) 
DTPN Powered Flight Compute Interval at Close Range (sec) 
DTAS Attitude Control Minimum Impulse Compute Interval (see) 
VDBX Total X-Velocity Dead Band (ft/sec) 
VDBY Total Y-Velocity Dead Band (ft/sec) 
VIYY Vehicle.Moment of Inertia (slug ft ** 2) 
WTO Initial Vehicle.Weight (lb) 
Tia ACS Rocket Thrust (lb) 
AISP ACS Rocket ISP (sec) 
PYCANTD Pitch/Yaw ACS Rocket Cant Angle (deg) 
RCANTD Roll ACS Rocket Nozzle Cant Angle (deg) 
VCG Vertical CoG. Offset (tt) 
CGL Longitudinal Distrnce of C.G. Ahead of Nozzles (ft) 
RADMT Mount Radius of ACS Engine Modules (ft) 
LMECH- Longitudinal Distance from C.G. To Docking Mechanism (ft) 
DMECH Diameter of Docking Mechanism (ft) 
YO Initial X-Position (ft) 
YO Initial Y-Position (ft) 
YDO Initial X-Velocity (ft/sec) 
YDO Initial Y-Velocity (ft/see) 
THO Initial Pitch Attitude (deg) 
THDO Initial Pitch Rate (deg/sec) 
XEND Final X-Position at Docking 
DTCS. Coast Compute Interval 
2. PROGRAM DETAILS 
The complete flow of program Dock is given in Figure 11-5. A listing is
 
shown in Table 11-2, sample input in Table 11-3 and sample output in
 
Table 11-3.
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Table 11-2(a) PROGRAM DOCK Listing
 
PROGRAM DOCK (INPUTOUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUTTAPE6=OUTPUT)
 
DIMENSION K2(2), ENG(24,3)
 
COMMON / SENSOR / LSENSRGERTAER,LOSERMRRNGMRTAMRLOS,
 
2RANGSTAS,LOSS,1VAPR,KSTEER,KIMt,XI,YI,XIU,YIU,VHERVVER,GLOSD
 
COMMON / PRNT / T(3),X(3),Y(3),XD(3),YD(3),TH(3),THD(3),XS(3),
 
2YS(3),XDCOM(3),YDCOM(3),NPCFLG,TATTOT,NENG(24),LMECH,VCG,PI,DMECH,
 
3WEIGHT(3),PROPTOTTHCOM(3),NVTRANHTRANATFLG(3),PROX
 
COMMON*/ ATCON / ADBRDBMNTDMIBB
 
REAL -LSENSLOSERtLOSERDMRRNGMRTA,MRLOSKVAPR,KSTEER,MNTDtMNTDD,
 
2 MIBBMIBBDLMECH
 
NAMELIST / INPT / REFR,LSENS,RGERTAERDLOSERD,MRRNG MRTA,MPLOS,
 
2 KVAPRKSTEERADBDMNTDD,PDBDMIBB,PROXDTPRDTPN,DTAS,VDBX,
 
3 VIYY,WTO,THR ,AISP,PYCANTD ,RCANTDVCGCGL,RADMT,LMECH,DMECH,
 
4 XQYO, ,XDO,YDO,THO,THIDO,XENDDTCSVHER,VVERVDBY
 
DATA PItRMUG / 3.141592654,1.4076452 E16,32.174/
 
1000 WRITE (6,10011
 
1001 FORMAT (iHI)
 
,READ (5,INPT)
 
IF (EOFY5) 2000,1005
 
1003 FORMAT (//2X,*SSSSSS PROGRAM DOCK S$SSSS*
 
2 / 2X,*$SS$$$ INPUT SUMMARY $$$S$$*
 
3 /1 2X,*REFR *E15.8* LSENS *E1S.8* RGER *E15.8* TAERD 
4 F15.R* L6SERD*E15.8* MRRNG *E15.8
 
5 / 2XV*MRTA *E15.8* MRLOS *E15.8* KVAPR *E15.8* KSTEER*
 
6 E15.8* ADBD *EIS.8* MNTDD *EIS. 
7 / '2X,*RDBD *E15.8* MIEBD *El5.A* PROX *E1S.8* DTPR 
8 E15.8 DTPN *E15.8* DTAS *E15.8 ) 
1004 FORMAT ( 2X,*DTCS *E15.8* VIYY *E15.8* WTO *E15.8* THR * 
I E15.8* AISP *E15.8* PYCANT*E15.8 
2 / 2X,*RCANTD*EI5.8* VCG *F15.8* CGL *E15.8* RADMT 
3 E15.8* LMFCH *F15.8* DMFCH *F15.8 
4 - / 2X,*XO *E15.8* YO *E1S.8* XDO *E15.8* YDO 
5 E15.8* THO *E15.8* THDO *E15.8 
6 / 2X,*XEND *E15.8* VHER *E15.8* VVER *E15.8* VDBX 
7 F15.8* VDBY *E15.8) 
1005 WRITE (6t1003) REFR,LSENS,RGER,TAEFD,LOSERDMRRNG,MRTA,MRLOS,
 
2KVAPRKSTEERADBD,MNTDDRDBDMIBBD,PROXDTPRDTPNDTAS
 
WRITE (6,tIOO4)DTCSVIYY;WTO,THRAISPPYCANTDRCANTDVCGCGLRAOMT,
 
2LMECH,DMECHXO,YO,XDO,YDO,THDTHDOXENDVHERWER,VDBXVDBY
 
KIMU=O
 
TH( 2)=THOb*!P-I/186.
 
THD(2)=THDO*PI/180.
 
X(2)=XO
 
Y(2)WYO .
 
DO 1010 I=1,24
 
1010 NENG(I)=O
 
XD(2)=XDO
 
YD(2)=YDO
 
WEIGHT(2)=WTO
 
OULM=DTPN 
IF ((XO-PROX).GT.0.I DUM=DTPR 
XS I)=XO-XDO*OUM op VAJV 
"YS(1)=YO-YoO*DLm R0ok QUQ. L 
TAER=TAEPD*PI/180.
 
LOSER=LOSERD*PI/180.
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Table II-2(b) 
ADB=Af)PD*PI/180.
 
MNTD=MNTDD*PI/180.
 
RDB=RDBD*PI/180.
 
MIBB=MIBBD*PI/180.
 
PYCANT=PYCANTr*PI/180.
 
RCANT=RCANTD*PI/180.
 
T(I)=-DUM
 
T(?)=O.
 
KI=O
 
PROPTDT=O.
 
TATTOT=O.
 
TATLST=C.
 
TTOUT=I.E6
 
TACUT=1.E6
 
VDXX=VDBX
 
VDYY=VDBY
 
FNG(1v1)=THR*COS(PYCANT)
 
ENG(lv2)=O.
 
FNG(193)=FNG(1,1)*VCG
 
ENC(2q1)=ENGTItI)
 
ENG(292)=O.
 
ENG(293)=ENG(193)
 
ENG(3,1)=G.
 
FNG(3,2)=THR*Cf3S(PCANTI
 
ENf(3v3)=-ENG(3j2)*CGL
 
ENG(4,1)=-EMG(II)
 
ENG(492)=O.

ENG(4,3) =-FP4Gj JV3) 
FNG(591)=ENG(491),
 
FNG(5,2)=O.
 
ENG(593)=ENG(493)
 
ENG(691)=O.
 
ENG(692)=-ENG(392)
 
ENG(693) -ENG093)
 
ENG(7,1)=ENG(191)

.ENG(792)= 
-THR*SIN(PYCANT)
 
ENG(7,3)= -THR*CCS(PYCANT-)*(RADMT -VCG-CGL*SIN(PYCANT))
 
EIYG(811)=ENG(791)
 
.ENGI8v2)=ENG(7,2)
 
;ENG(8q3j=ENG(7q3)
 
MOO ) =0. 
FNG(9?2)=O.
 
ENG(993)=O.
 
ENG (IOPI) =ETfGt4qI) 
;ENG(10v2)=ENG(7q2)
 
;ENG(1093)= THR*COS(PYCANT)*(RADMT-VCG+CGL*SIN(PYCANT))
 
,ENG(11,2)=ENG(10,2)
 
ENG(IIa)=ENG(10,3)
 
ENG(12,1)=0.­
Er4G(12?2)=O. 
ENG(12t3l--O.
 
ENG(l3v2)=O.
 
ENG(I3p3)=ENG(1,3)
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Table II-2(c)
 
ENGi14,1)=ENM3j1)
 
ENG(14,2)=ENG(1392)
 
FNG(14,3)=ENG(13,3)
 
ENG(1591)=O.
 
ENG(15,2)=ENG(3v2)
 
FNG(150) ENG(30)
 
ENG(1b,1)zENG(4,1)
 
ENG(1692)--O.
 
ENG(16,3)=ENG(4,3)
 
ENG(1791)=ENG(4fl)
 
ENG(17*2) O.
 
ENG(17f3)=FNG(4ij)
 
ENG(1891)=O.- ­
ENG(181,21=ENG(6,2)
 
ENG(LEq3)=ENG(6r3)
 
ENG(I9jI)=ENG(7,,I-)
 
ENG(19,2)=-ENGi7,2)
 
ENG(1993)=THP*COS(PYCANT)*(RADMT+VCG-('GL*SINIPYCANT))
 
FNG(20,1)=ENG(1q,1)
 
EMGJ 20,2)=ENG(19,2)
 
ENG(20q3)=ENG(19t3)
 
ENG(21911=0.
 
ENG(2192)=(j. 
'FNC(2193)=O.
 
ENG(22v1)=ENG('-,1)
 
ENG(22j2)=ENG(19v2j
 
ENG(2293)-THR*LDS(PYCANT)*(RADMT+VCG+CGL*SIM(PYCAN'T))
 
ENG(2391)=ENG('22v1)
 
ENG(2392)=ENG(2292)
 
ENG(23,3)=ENG(22*3)
 
ENG(24,1)=C.
 
FNG(24t2)=0.
 
ENG(2493)=O.
 
CALL PPINT
 
5 OTPS=DTPR
 
IF (X(2).LE.PROXY DTPS=DTPN
 
IF (X(2).LE.PPOX) VDXX=VDBX*DTPN/DTPR
 
IF (X(?).LE.PROX) VDYY=VDBY*DTPN/DTPR
 
IF (X(Z).LE.PPOX) ADB=ADBD*(PI/180.)*(I)TPN/DTPR)
 
TCN=712)+DTCS
 
TPN=T(2) DTPS
 
6 CONTINUE
 
CALL CUMG (X(2)ty(?)tTH(?),THCOM(2)iXDCOM(2)vYDCOM(2)vXS(2)gYS(2)
 
?XD(2),,YD(2)gTHD(2)txSDIYSD)
 
CALL TRALIM (VDXXvVDYYvXSDYSf),XDCOMt2),YDCOM(Z),NVTRAtNHTRA)
 
IF (NVTRA.EQ.0-AND.NHTRA.[Q.1D) GO TO 270
 
8 IF MTRAMOOP20
 
10 IfENG(6)=l
 
NENG(IP)=l
 
70 
TO 30
 
20 NFNG(3)=I
 
RENG(15)=l

30 1 F -(NHTRA ) -'2rO 60 9 50 
40 NENG(4)=I
 
NENG(5)=l
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Table II-2(d)
 
NENG(1O)=1
 
NENG(11)=1

NENG(16|=1
 
NENG(17)=1
 
NENG(22)=1
 
NENG(23)=1
 
GO TO 60
 
50 NFNG(1)=I
 
NENG(2)=1
 
NENG(7)=1
 
NEW;(8)=1
 
NENG(13)=l
 
NENG(14=1
 
NENG(19)=I
 
NENG(?O)=I
 
60 	THERR=TH(2)-THCOM(2)
 
CALL ATLIM (THERR,THD(2) ,NATFLG(2))
 
IF (NATFLG(2).E0.O) GO TO 85
 
65 	TATON=T(2)
 
IF (NATFLG(2).GT.0) GO TO 70
 
NENG(7)=1
 
NENG(8)=l
 
NENG(10)=0
 
NENG( I)=0
 
NENG(19)=O
 
NENG(203=0
 
NENG(22)=I
 
NFNGC23)=l
 
GO 	TO 80
 
70"NENG(7)=O
 
NENG(8)=0
 
NENG(10)=1
 
NENG1II)=I
 
NENGI19)=1
 
NENG(20)=1
 
NFNG(22)=O
 
NENG(23)=O
 
80 IF(IABS(NATFLG(2))oEQ.I) GO TO 90
 
85 DTP=TPN-T(2)
 
TATON=T(21

K=1
 
GO 	 TO 100 
90 	DTP=DTAS
 
K=-I .... 
100 NPCFLG=I
 
NTENG=0
 
H"RRwiF
 
VTHR=O
 
TOP0=0
 
DO I0o 1=1,24
 
HTHR=HTHR4NFNG(I)*ENG(I,1)
 
VTHR=VTHR+NENG(I)*ENG(1,2)
 
TOQQ=TORQ+NENUI )*ENG(1,3)
 
NTENG=NTFNG4NENG(I)
 
110 CONTINUE
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Table 11-2(e)
 
111 VM=WEIGHT(2)/G -

THDD=TORQ/VIYY
 
THD(3)=THD(2 I*THDD*DTP
 
TH(3)=THI2)+THD(2)*DTP.0.5*THDD*DTP**2
 
THAVG=ITH(2)+TH(3))/2
 
G1=2.*(RMU/REFR**.3)**.S5
 
G2=3.*RMU/REFR**3
 
XDD=GI*YD(2)-HTHP*COS(THAVGIIVM+VTHR*SIN(THAVG)/VM
 
Y!=G2*YI2)-GI*XD(2)+HTHR*SIN(THAVG)/VM+VTHR*COS(THAVG)/VM
 
XD(3)=XD(2)+XDD*DTP
 
X(3)=XC2+IXD(2)*DTP+.5*XDD*DTP**2
 
Yn(3)=YD(2)+YDD*DTP
 
Y(3)=Y(2)+YD(2)*DTP+.5*YDD*DTP.**2
 
WEICHT(3J=WEIGHT(2)-NTENG*THR*DTP/AISP
 
DPROP=WEIGHT(3)-WEIGHT(2)
 
T(3)=T(2),+DTP
 
KINT=1
 
C2500 FORMAT t /2X,* DTP=*E15.8* T(I)=*E15.8* T(2)=*EI5.8* T(3)=*
 
C 2 E15.8* K=*13* NATFLG2=t*13* NATFLG3=*13
 
C 3 / 2X,* TPN=*E15.8* DPROP=*EI5.8)
 
C WRITE (6,2500) DTPT(I,)T(2),T(3),KNATFLG(2),NATFLG(3),TPNDPROP
 
TF(K.LE.O) GO TO 210
 
THERP=TH(3)-THCOM(2)
 
CALL ATLIM (THERR,THD(3),NATFLG(3))
 
IF ({ NATFLG(2).EQ.NATFLG(3)).OR.(NATFLG(3).EQ.0)1 GO TO 249
 
THERR=TH(2)-THCOM(2)
 
KKK=O
 
IF (( NATFLG(2).EQ. 2).OR.(NATFLG(2).EQ.O.AND.NATFLG(3).GT.0))
 
I GO TO 180
 
TK1=(MNTD+RDB-THD(2)-GLOSD/THDD
 
IF (APS(THDD).LT.E1.E-I3)) TKI=I.EIO
 
THK1=THERR+THD(2)*TKI.5*THDD*TK1**2
 
A=.5*RDB/AOB*THDD
 
B=THDD+RDB*THD(2)/ADB
 
C=THD(2)+RDB*THERR/ADB-RDB/2.+GLOSDL
 
114 	IF (AES(A).LT.(l.E-12)) GO TO 135
 
DUM=B**2-4.*A*C
 
IF (DUM.GE.O.) GO TO 115
 
THK2=1.+ADB/2.+ MNTD*ADB/RDB
 
GO TO 120
 
115 	TK21=(-B+(DUM)**.5)/(2.*A)
 
TK22=(-B-(DUM)**.5)/(2.*A)
 
120 	IFCTK21.LT.O.) GO TO 140
 
IF(TK22.L.O.) GO TO 36
 
IF(CTK22-TK21).GT.O.) 130,140
 
130 TK2=TK21
 
GO TO 150
 
135 TK2=-C/B
 
GO TO 150
 
140 TKZ=TK2-- ---­
150 THK2=THERR+THDI2)*TK2 .5*THDD*TK2**2
 
IF (KKK.EQ.O) GO TO 190
 
TK3= 	(-MNTO- -RDB-THO (2 )-GLOSD)/THflD f 
IF (ABS(THD).LT.(1.E-13)) TK3=1.E1O OP P is 
THK3=THERR THD(2)*TK3+.5*THD*TKZ**2 L UALni'. 
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Table 11-2(f)
 
155 	IF(THKI.LT.(-ADO/2.-tNTD*AB/RDP)) GO TO lO 
IFdTHK2.LT.(ADB/2.+MNTD*ADB/RDB)) GO TO 170
 
OTP=TK3
 
GO TO 200
 
160 DTP=TKI
 
GO TO 200
 
170 DTP=1K2
 
GO TO 200
 
180 KKK=1
 
TKI=(MNTD-THD(2)-GLOSD )/THDD
 
IF (ABS(THDO).LT.(I.E-13)) GO TO 182
 
THK 1=THERR+THD(2)*TKI+,5*THDD*TKI**2
 
181 	A=.5*PDB*THDD/ADB
 
B=THDD+RDB*THD(2 )/ADB
 
C=THD (2 )+RDB*THERR/ADB+RDB/2.+GLOSD
 
GO TO 114
 
182 	THK1=1.EIO
 
, GO TO 181
 
190 TK3=(-MNTO-THC(2 )-GLOSD/THDD
 
IF (ABS(THDD).LT.(1.E-13)) TK3=I.EIO
 
THK3=THERR+THD (2)*TK3+,5*THDD*TK2**2
 
GO TO 155
 
200 K=O -

DTP=( INT(DTP/DTAS)+1P*DTAS
 
IF ((DTP+T(2)).GT.TPN) DTP=TPN-T(?) 
C2700 FORMAT (2X,*A=*E15.8* B=*E15.8* C=*E15o8* T(1)=*EI5.8* T(2)=*EI5. 
0 2* T(3)-*E15.8/2X,*TPN-*E15.8* THCOM3=*EI5.8* TK21=*E15.8* TK22=* 
c 3 E15t 8* TKI=*E15.8* TK2=*E15.8/2X,*TK3=*EI5.8* THKI=*EI5.8* TP 
C 4K2=*EI5.8* THK3=*EIS.B* DTP=*E5.8* DTAS=*EIt.8/2X,*THD2=*E15.8* I 
C 5HDD=4E5.8* THER=*El5.8* KKK=*13* NTFLG2=*13e' NTFLG3=*13* NHTRA=*1 
63* NVTRA=*13)
 
WRITE (6t2700) ABC 9 TII),T(2)T(3),TPN,THCOM(3),TK21,TK22,TKI,
 
2TK2,TK3.THK1,THK2,THK3,DTP DTASTHD(2),THDD,THERRKKKNATFLG(2),
 
3NATFLG(3) vNHTRA,NVTRA
 
GO TO III
 
210 PROPTOT=PROPTOT+DPROP
 
IF (NATFLG(2).EO.O) GO TO 217
 
TATOFF=T3)
 
TATTOT=TATTOT4TATOFF-TATON
 
217 	IF (T(I3ILT.TPN) 218,220
 
218 T(2)=T(Y
 
X(2)=X(3)
 
Y(2)=Y(3)
 
XDC2W=XD3) 
YD(2)=YD(3)
 
TH(2D=TH(3)
 
THD(2)=TFfD(3)
 
WEIGHT(2 )--i4EIGHT(3) 
DO 219 1=1,24 
219 NENG(IrTD 
GO TO 8 
220 LMN= l 
CALL CUmGX(3),Y(3),TH(3),THCOM(3,XDCOM(3),YDCOi3),XS(2),YS(3), 
ZXD(3) ,YD(3) vTHD(3),XSDYSD) 
225 CONTINUE 
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Table 11-2(g) 
00 226 I=I,2
 
11=1+1
 
T(I)=T( II)
 
X(I)=X(II)
 
Y(I )=Y(II)
 
XD(I)=XD(II)
 
YD(I)=YD(II)
 
TH(I)=TH(II),
 
THO(I)tTHD(II)
 
XS(I)=XS(I11)
 
YS(I)=YS(II)
 
XDCOM(I)=XDCD.(II)
 
YDCOM(I)=YDCDM(II)
 
THCO M(I) HCOM(II) 	 PAC -TZI 
226 	WEIGHT(I)=WEIGHT(II)
 
IF(LMN.EO.O) GO TO' 290 laYR QUAUA
 
IF (X(2).LT-.XEND) GO TO 240
 
CALL PRINT
 
DO 230 1=1,24
 
"'NENG(I)=O
 
230 CONTINUE
 
GO TO 5
 
240 RATIO=(XEND-X(i),)/(X(2-x(1))
 
X(2)=XEND
 
T(2)=T(1)+(T(2)-T(1))*RATIO
 
WEIGHT(2f=WEIGHT(I)+(WEIGHT(2)-WEIGHT(1))*RATTO
 
Y(2)=Y(1)+(Y(2)-Y(1))*RATIO
 
XD(2)=XD(1)+(XD(2)-XD(1))*RATIO
 
YD(2)=YD(I1)i+YD(2)-YD(1))*PATIO
 
TH(2)=TH(1)+(-TH(2)-TH(1))*RATIO
 
TrD(2)=THD(i)+cTHD(2)-THD(1))*RATIO
 
XS(2)=XS(i)+(XS(,2)-XS(1))*PATIO
 
YS(2)=YS(I)+(YS(2)-YS(1))*RATIO
 
CALL COMG (X(Zh)Y(2),TH(2),THCOM(2)*XDCOM(2YDCOM(2),XS(2)YS(2),
 
2XD(2),YD(2),THDI:2),XSDYSD)
 
CALL PRINT
 
GO TO 1000
 
249 PROPTOt=PROPTOT.DPROP
 
250 IF(NATFLG(2).NE.0) GO TO 260
 
GO TO 220
 
260 TATOFF--..
 
TATTOT=TATTOT+TATOFF-TATON
 
GO TO 220
 
270"	THERR=tH(2)-THCOM(2)
 
CALL ATLIM (THERRTHD(2)tNATFLG(Z))
 
IF(NATFLG(2).EQO) GO TO 280
 
-
GO TO 65 

.
 
.
280 DTC=TCN-T(2)
 
285 CALL COTINT (REFR,DTC,X2),Y(2),TH(2),X(3),Y(3),TH(31,XD{3),YD(3),
 
2 THD(fl,((2),YO(2)) "
 
T(3)=T(2)+DTC
 
CALL COMG (X(3),Y(3),TH(3),THCOM(3),XDCOM(3),YDCDM(3),XS(3),YS(3),
 
2XD(3),YD(?),ThD(2),XSD1,YSD1)
 
THER3=TH(3)-THCOM(3)
 
CALL ATLIM (THER3,THD(2)hNATFLGI3))
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Table II-2(h).
 
IF(KI.EQ.0) GO TO 300
 
LMN=O
 
THD(3)=THD(2)
 
TPN=(INT(T(3)/DTPS)+1)*DTPS
 
91=0
 
GO TO 225
 
290 CALL PRINT
 
1100 	FORKAT ( / 1OX9 * RUN TIME EXCEEDS 1000 SECONDS*)
 
IF (T(2).GT°1000.) GO TO 295
 
IF (ABS(TPN-T(2))oLT.(1.E-5)) TPN=TPN+DTPS
 
GO TO 6
 
295 WRITE (691100)
 
GO TO 2000
 
300 NPCFLG=-1
 
IFINATFLG(3).EO.) GO TO 360
 
K2(1)=
 
CTP=1
 
310 	TDUM=TCN-CTR*DTPS
 
IF(TDUMLE.T(2)) GO TO 320
 
DTC=TDUM-T(2)
 
CALL COINT (REFRDTCX(2),Y(2),TH(2hgXDUMgYDUMTHDUMXDDUM,
 
2 YDDUMTHD(2)vXD(2),YD(2))
 
CALL COMG (XDUMYDUMJTHDUMTHCDUM,DUMDUMDUMDUMXDDUMYDDUM,
 
2VHD(2),DUMDUM)
 
THERD=THDUM-THCDUM
 
CALL ATLIM (THERD,TRD(2),NATDUM)
 
IF (NATDUM.EQoO) GO TO 329
 
CTR=CTR+1
 
GO TO 310 "
 
329 DUM=THERD
 
-GO TO 330
 
320 TDUM=Tf2l
 
DUM=THERR
 
330 IF(THD(2).LE.O.) GO TO 340
 
TOIJT=.5*ADB/THO(2)-ADB/RDB- DUM/T4D(2)-GLOSD*ADB/(RDB*THD(2))
 
GO TO 350
 
340 TOIT=-.5*ADB/THD(2)-ADB/RDB- DtIM/THD(2)-GLOSD*ADB/(RDB*THD(2))
 
350 IF f(TOUT.LE.O.),ORo(TOLJT.GE.DTPS)) TOUT=DTPS-DTAS/2.
 
TOUT=TOUT+TDUM
 
* 	 TAOUT=(INT(TOUT/DTAS)+.)*DTAS
 
GO TO 370
 
360 K2(li=-1
 
TAOUT=IE6
 
-370-KINTh-:-
CALL TRALIM (VDXXVDYYXSDIYSDIXDCOM(3),YDCOM(3),NVTRAvNHTRA) 
IF(NVTRAoEO.OoANDNHTRA.E0.0) GO TO 450 
K 2(2)h-
CTR1I1 
380 TDUM=TCN-CTRI*DTPS
 
IF(TDU tLF.T{2)i GO TO 400
 
DTC=TDUM-T(23
 
CALL COINT (REFRDTCX(?),Y(2)gTH(2),XDUMVYDUMTHDUMXDDUM,
 
.2 ~YDDUMTHDf2),XD(2)fYD(2))
 
CALL COMG (XDUMYDUMTHDUMTHCDUMXDCDUMYDCOUMXSDUM-,YSDUM,
 
2XDDUMYDDU4MTHDDUMXSDDUMVYSDDUM)
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Table 11-2(I)" 
CALL TRALM IVDXX,VDYYVXSOUMYSODUMXDCDUM,YDCDUMNVTRA,NHTRA) 
­
IF(NVTRA.F.O.AND.NHTRA.EQ.0) GO TO 400
 
CTP I=CTR1 +1
 
GO TO 380
 
400 TTOUTTDUM+DTPS
 
IF(K2(I).NE.1.AND.K2(2.NE.1) GO TO 420
 
IF(TAOUT.LE.TTOUT) GO TO 430
 
420 DTC=TTOUT-T(.2)
 
GO TO 440
 
430 DTC=TAOUT-T(2)
 
440 KI=l"
 
C 2600 FORMAT (2X,*TAOUT=*E15.8* TTOUT=*E15.8* TDUM=*E15.8* T(2Y=*
 
c 2 FLB.8* K2t1)=*I3* K2(2)=*I')
 
0 WRITE (6,2600) TAOUTtTTOUTTDUMT(?)tK2(1),K2(2.)
 
GO TO 285
 
450 K2(2)=­
TTOUT=I.E6
 
IF(KZ(i).EQ.-I.AND.K2(2).FO.-I) GO TO 250
 
GO TO 430
 
2000 STOP
 
END.
 
SUBROUTINE COINT (REFRDTCvXOYO,THETAOvX1,YITHETAI,
 
IXIDYIDOTHETADXCDYODY
 
DATA RMU /1.407645ZE16/
 
GI=Z.*(RMU/REFR*s3.,**.5
 
G2=3.*RMU/PEFR**3.
 
XDD=GI*YOD
 
"YDD=G2*YO-GI*XOD
 
XID=XOD OXDD*DTC 
­
=DI=XO+XOD*0TC+."5*XDD*(DTC)**2"
- .PA 
YI D=YOO+YDD*DTC 0(JWrPG2I 
YI=YOYOD*DTC+.5YDD*D'TC )**2. "-OR QU.-r.',

THETAI=THETAO+THETAD*DTC
 
I FORMAT (2X,*COAST INTEGRATION DTC=*EI5.8)

WRITE (C41) DTC
 
RETURN
 
END
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Table Il-2(j): 
SUBPOUTINE COMG (XY,THETA,THCOM,XDCOM,YDCOM,XS,YS,
 
2XDYDTHD,XSDYSD)
 
REAL LSENSLOSER,MRRNGgMRTAMRLOSgLOSSKVAPRKSTEER
 
COMMON /SENSOR/ LSENS,RGERTAERLOSER,MRRNG,MRTA,MRLOS,
 
2RANGS,TAS ,LOSSgKVAPRKSTEERKINUtXIgYI,XIU,YIUVHERVVER,GLOSD
 
XT=X-LSENS*COS(THETA)
 
YI=Y+LSENS*SIN(THETA)
 
RANGS=(XI**2+YI**2)**.5+RGEP
 
TAS= ATAN(YI/XI)+TAER
 
LOSS=-(ATAN(YI/XIh THETA+LDSER)
 
XS=RANGS*COS-(TAS)
 
YS=PANGS*SIN(TAS)
 
XSD=XD LSENS*SIN(THETA)*THD4VHEr
 
YSD=YD+LSENS*COS(THETA)*THD+VVER
 
GLOSD=(XS*YSD-YS*XSD)/(XS**2-YS**2)
 
IF EKIMU.EQ 0 O) 10,30
 
10 	IF ((RANGS-MRRNGI.LT.(O.).OR.(TAS-MRTA).LT.(O.)) 20,50
 
20 	KIMU=I
 
DELX=XS-X
 
DELY=YS-Y
 
XIU=XS
 
YIU=YS 
GO TO 40
 
30 XIU=X+DELX
 
YIU=Y+DELY
 
40 	IF (PANGS.LT.MRRNG) RANGS=(XIU**2+VIU**2)**.5
 
IF (RANGSoLTOMPTA) TAS=ATAN(YIU/XIU)
 
IF (RANGS.LT.MRLOS) LOSS=-(ATAN(YIU/XIU)|THETA)
 
50 	THCOM=LOS3STHETA
 
XDCOM=KVAPR
 
YDCOM=KVAPR*KSTEER*(YS/XS)
 
RETURN-------.
 
END
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Table II-2(k) 
SUBROUTINE ATLIM (THETAETHDNATFLGJ
 
REAL MNtDMIBBLSR
 
COMMON /ATCON /ADBtRDBvMNTDMIBB
 
COMMON / SENSOR / LSENS,RGERTAER,LOSERMRRNGMRTAMRLOS,
 
2?RANGS ,TAS,LOSS,KVAPRKSTLFERK IMUXIVYI,XIUY IU,VHER ,VVER ,GLOSD
 
LSR=THD+GLOSD
 
IF (THETAE.LE.(-AD0/2.-MNTD*ADB/RDE))O 20
 
10 	IF (LSR.LT.(MNT-MJBB)) GO TO 90 
IF (LSR.,LE.MNTD) GO TO 80 
IF (LSR.LT.(MNTD+RDB)) GO TO 70 
IF (LSR.LE.(MNTU+RDB--MIB8)) GO TO 60 
GO TO 50 
20 	IF (AIS(THETAE).LT.(ADB/2.+MNTD*ADB/RDB))30,40­
30 	IF (LSR.tE.(-RDB/ADB*THETAE-ROB/2.-MIBB)) GO ,TO 90
 
-IF CLSR.LE.-RDB/ADB*THETAE-RDB/2.)) GO TO 80
 
IF (LSR.LT.(--RD/ADB*THETAE+RDB/2.)) GO TO 70
 
IF (LSR.LE.(-RDB/ADB*THETAE+PDE/2.+MBB)) GO TO 60
 
GO TO 50
 
40 IF (LSR.GT.(-MNTD+MIBB)) GO TO 50
 
- IF (LSR.GF.-MNTDJ GO TO 60 
IF (LSR.GT.(-MNTD-RDB)) GO TO 70 
IF (LSR.GE.(-MNTD-RDB-MIBB)i GO TO 80 
GO TO 90 
50 NATFLG =-2 
RETURN 
60 NATFLG --- I 
RETURN 
70 NATFLG =0 
RETURN-- -. 
80 	NATFLG =1
 
RETURN
 
90 	MATFLG---=2 
RETURN
 
END 
SUBROUTINE TRALIM (VDBXVODYtXSnVYSDtXDCOMVDCOMtNVTRANHTRA)
 
KX=O 
IF (ABS(XSD-XDCOM).GTVDBX/2.) KX=1
 
KY=O
 
IF (ABSI-'YSD-YDCOM) .GT.VDBY/2.I KY=I
 
IF (KX.EQ.O) GO TO 10 
NHTRA=-1 
IF (XSDoT.'XDCO) NHTRA=1 
GO TO 20 
10 NHTRA=O
 
20 IF (KY".EQ.O) GO TO 30
 
NVTRA=1
 
IF (YSO.GT.YDCOM) NVTRA=-l
 
GO TO 40 
30 NVTRA=O
 
40 RETURN
 
END
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Table II-2(1)
 
SUBROUTINE PRINT
 
DIMENSION NE(24)
 
COMMON / PRNT / T(3),X(3),Y(31,XD(3),YD(3),TH(3),THDE3IgXS(3),
 
2YS(3)hXDCOM(3)YDCOM(3)NPCFLGTATTOTNENG(24)gLMECHVCGPIDMECH
 
3WEIGHT(3),PROPTOTTHCOM(3),NVTRAtNHYRANATFLG(3),PROX
 
COMMON / SENSOR / LSENStRGERgTAERLOSERMPRNGgMRTAMRLOS,
 
2RANGSTAS,LOSSKVAPRvKSTEERKIMUXI YIXIUgYIUtVHERVVFRGLOSD
 
REAL LOSERLOSERDtLMECHLSENSPMRRNGMRTA,MRLOSLOSStLOSSD
 
2 KVAPRKSTEER
 
XCL=Xf2-LMECH*COS(TH(2))
 
YCL=Yr21+LMECH*SIN(TH(2))-VCG*COS(TH(2))
 
XDCL=XD(2)+LMECH*SIN(TH(2))*THD(2)
 
YDCL=YO(2)+LMECH*COS(TH(2))*THD(2)-VCG*SIN(TH(2))*THD(2)
 
PATH=(ATAN(YDCL/XDCL) *180./PI
 
XTC=X(2)-LMECH*COS(TH(2))+DMECH*SIN(TH(2))
 
vTC=Y(21.LMECH*SIN(TH(2))-{VCG-DMECH)*COS(TH(21)
 
XDTC=XD(2)+LMECHSIN(TH(21)*THD(2)+DMECHCOS(TH(2))*THD(2)
 
YDTC=YD(2)+LMECHCOS(TH(2))*TH(2)-(VCG-DMECH)*COS(TH(Z))*THD(2)
 
XBC=X(2)-LMECH*COSCTH(2))-DMECH*SINqTH(2))
 
YBC=YT2;ILMECH*SIN(TH(2))-(+DMECH VCG)*COS(TH(2)) 
XDBC=XD(21+LMECH*SIN(TH(2))*THD(2)-OMECH*COS(TH2) )*THD(2) 
YDBC=VD(2).LMECH*COS(TH(2))*THD(2)-(4DMECH+VCG)*COS(TH(2))*THD(2) 
PITCH=TH(2)*1BO./P1 
PRATE=THD(2)*180./PI 
PCQM2D=THCOM(2)*180./PI 
LOSSD LOSStIBO0 /PI ­
TASD=TAS*180./PI
 
LOSERD=LOSER*1800 /PI
 
TAERDfTlER*18O./PI
 
GLOS=GLOSD*180./P1
 
I FORMAT (// 2XY*S$$$S$ COAST FLIGHT SUMMARY $s$$$*)
 
2 FORMAT-(// 2X$,*S$St "POWERFD FLIGHT SUMMARY S$S$$*)
 
3 FORMAT 1 ZX,$$$$$$SS$ ENGLISH UNITS $S$$$$S*)
 
4 FORMAT C 2X,*TIME *E15.8* WEIGHT*E15.8* PROP *E15.8)
 
5 FORMAT - 2X,*SSS$$S C.G.MOTION s$$sS*)
 
6 FORMAT 2X9*XCG *E15.8* YCG *E15.8* XDCG *EIS.8* YDCG *
 
.2E15.8* PITCH *FL5.8* P-RATF*E15.8) 
7 FORMAT C 2X,*s$sss$ SENSED AND COMMANDED MOTION $S$SS*) 
8 FORMAT 2X,*XINST *E15.8* XSENS *F158* XIMU *E15o8* XDCOM * 
2E15.8* LOSS *E15.8* LOSERR*E15,S) 
9 FORMAT ( 2X9tYINST *15.8* YSENS -kF15.8* YIMU *E15.8* YDCOM * 
2E15.8* TAS *E15o8* TAERR *E15 0 8) 
10 FORMAT (46X,*GLOSD *EI5.8* THCOM *E15.8* RANGS 
2E15.8* RGERR *E15.8) 
11 FORMAT I 2X 9*$$$ DOCKING MECHANISM MOTION $$$$$*) 
12 FORMAT BX,*CENTERLINE*) 
13 FORMAT- 2X,*XCL *F15.8* XDCL *E15.8* PITCH *E15.8) 
14 FORMAT I 2X,*YCL *E15.8* YDCL *EI58* P-RATE*E15.8)
 
15 FORMAT B *E15.8)
8Xv*TOP CORNER*28X*PATH 

'16 FOP"RAT 2X, XTC -E15.8* XDTC 15.8)
 
17 FORMAT ( 2X,*YTC *E15.8* YDTC *E15.8)
 
18 FORMAT ( 8X9*BOTTOM CORNERt)
 
I FORMAT -r- ZX9*XBC *E15.8* XD8C WE5.381
 
20 FORMAT I 2X,*YBC *E15.8* YDBC *E15.8)
 
21 FORMAT C 2X,*s$$$$$ POWER ON CONFIGURATION SSSSS*)
 
TT-U 
Table II-2fm) 
22 FORMAT ( 2X,*ENGINES ON*221t3
 
23 FORMAT ( 2Xt*ACS TIME THIS INTERVAL =*EI5.8,5X*TOTAL ACS TIME =*
 
ZE15.8* NVTRA *13* NHTRA *13* NATFLG(2) *13)
 
TATDFL=TATTOT-TATLST
 
DO 30 1=1,24
 
NE(I)=O
 
IF (NENG(I).GT.0) NE(I)=I
 
30 CONTINUE
 
IF (NPCFLG.GT.0 31,32
 
31 WRITE (6,2)
 
GO TO 33
 
32 WRITE (6,1)
 
33 WRITE (6,3)
 
WRITE (6,4) T(23,WEIGNT(2)tPROPTOT
 
WRITE (6,5)
 
WRITE (6,6) X(2,Y(2),XD(2),YD(2htPITCHPRATE
 
WRITE (6,7)
 
WRITE (6,8) XI.XS(2).XIUXDCOM(?),LOSSDLOSEPD
 
WRITE (6,9) YIYS(2lYIUtYDCOM(2),TASDTAERD
 
WRITE (6,10 GLOSPCOM2DRANGSRGER
 
IF(X(2).LT.PROX) 40,50
 
401WRITE (6,11)
 
WRITE (6,12)
 
WRITE (6,13) XCL, XDCL, PITCH
 
WRITE (6,14) YCL, YDCL, PRATE
 
WRITE (6,15) PATH
 
WRITE (6,16) XTCtXDTC
 
WRITE (6,17) YTCYDTC
 
WRITE (6,18)
 
WRITE (6,19) XBCXDBC
 
WRITE (6,20) YBCYDBC
 
50 	IF (NPCFLG.LT.O) RETURN
 
WRITE (6,21)
 
WRITE (6122) NE(1),NE(2)tNE(3)NE(4),NE(5),NE(6),NE(7),NE(8),NE(9)
 
2,NE(If),NE(i1),NE(12),NE(13),NE(14),NE(15),NE(16),NE(17),NE(18),
 
3NE(19),NE(20),NE(21),NE(22)iNE(233,NE(243
 
WRITE (6,23) TATDELTATTOTNVTPA,NHTRANATFLG(2I
 
TATLST=TATTOT
 
RETURN
 
END
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Table 11-3 Sample PROGRAM DOCK Input 
PSTNPT
 
RFFR 

ISENS 

RGED 

TIIFPD 
LOsrRD 

MOPNG 
MFTA 

MPLOS 

WVAPR 

HSTEEV 

A09D 

MNTOfl 
"P9g 
MTqRO 

PPOX 

UTPP
 
DTPN 
DTAS 

VoDX 

Vniv 

VTYV 

WTO 

THR 

ATSP 

=139i6R24,,
 
=i,0.
 
=0°9
 
=Oot
 
=0.9
 
=.00
 
=15e0,
 
=2.0,
 
=-i.0,
 
=29,0

=i.0, 
=0.35, 
=0.29
 
=002,
 
=26,,
 
=0.59 
=0.0209
 
=0.25,
 
=0.125,
 
=3500009
 
=32000°,
 
=25.
 
=230o,
 
PYrANTn =:fDog

CANTI) zi0o,
 
VCG 

CGL 

PAOMT 

tMEtH 
nOECH 

xO 

YV 

Yno 

Yo0 

THO 

THQ0 

XENO 

OTCS 

VHEP 

VVEq 

=00,9
 
=i.g,
 
=7.59
 
=16o0. 
=3*09
 
=200,9
 
=13.0,
 
=-2.0.
 
=0.1,
 
=5009
 
=0.19 
=1600,
 
=4*09
 
=0,
 
009
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Table ll-4(a) Sample PROGRAM DOCK Output
 
SSSS$S PROGRAM OtE BSMST ________________ 
_________________________________
 
$f$$$ INPUT SUMMARY $$M37"
 
REFR i.3816PZ40E08 LSENS 1.40000000E+01 qGER a* TAERn *. LOSERU 0. HRRNG t.00C0000OE400 
MRT.A i.50000D aE+a± MRLOS 2.0OOODF+00 KVAPR -±.OOOOOOE+fO KSTEER 2.00009009E+00 AfO) ±.OCfO0flOE Of WNTnn .tDO0O000-2 
RnDO 2.O000OC03E-0 MI4IRO 2.O0000000E-02 PROX 2.6000000DEc0 qTPR 1.000000E*00 'TPN 5.900000OODE-0 nTAS 2o00OOOOE-O2 
OTCS 4. BO80003E+fl vITY 3.SOOOOOOOE+04 WTO 3.20000aoE44 THR 2.50000000E+Oi 8TSP 2.f0C00eOOE+02 PYCANT 1.OO0000E+1 
RCANTO ±.COGOOO0E+0± VCG ." CL 1.00000' OOE*O0 RAUMT 7.5000000E.O0 LMECH ±.60000000E+O OMErH 3.O00OOOOEtO0 
X0 2.OOOOOOE402 TO 1.0000000E+01 XO -2.UOO00OUE.0O YOO i.O00oooooE-o± Tma S.00000000E0 THOe t.COOOCOOE-01 
XEND 1.6000000E+0 
V.HER a. VVER O. VORX _ . COOCOOOOE-.O V0OY 1.25000000E-01
 
I$5$5 
 COAST FLIGHT SUNARY $$$$$T
 
SSS$HSS ENGLISH UNITS SS5SS$S
 
TIME 0. WEIGHT 3.20000000E404 PROP O. 
S$$SSS C.G.MOTION $S1115 
WCG 2.COOOOOOGE.2 YCG i.OO000OOOE+O± YOCG -2.O0000 OE+ O VOCG i.O0000000E-O1 PITCH 9.O0000000E+OO PPATE I, 00000E-01 
55155$ ENSEO AND COMMANUED NOTION $$331 
XINST 0. 
 XSENS 0. XIliU S. YOCOM B. LOSS . tOSERR to 
YTNST 0. YSENS 0. YI$U 
 0. YOCO 0. TAS 0. TAERR 8.
GLOSO 0. TI400H 0. RAHrS 0. AGEUR a.SS0

POWER ON CCNFIGURATION
$3$$ 

ENGINES ON 0 a a a a a a a 0 0 , a-O O o " 0 0 0 0 0'-'O 
OCS TIME THIS INTERVAL = 0. TOTAL ACS TIME a2. NVTRA 0 NHTRA 0 NATFLCI2) 0
 
5$T! POWEREO FLIGHT SUMMARY 51135$ 
$3S$$SSSS$T ENGLISH UNITS $$SS111s.. 
.- - - - - - --
TIME ±.CCO2000 GOEWEIGHT 3.i99BOIL30E+4 PROP -i.086962E0O
 
51555$ C.G.MOTTON $$$
 
WCG ±.98075967E*02 VCG 
 ±.00686930E+O± XOCG -1.83261635E+00 YDCG 3.60q!681'E-02 PITCH 4.@8856624E+00 P-RATE-i.33762073E-01 
$5$$$ SENSED ANn CONMANOEO MOTION S3$S35 
XINST ±.R4i268qSE+F2 XSENS .84t26895E+02 xIU 0. YOCO4 -. OOOOOOOE+C0 tCS -A.R86576E+O0 LOS.QR 8. 
YINST i.12617463E+C± YSENS 1.±26i7463E+01 YTMU 0. VOCOK -i.22325974E-01 TA? 3.saOOiqsaE+0O TAEP# 8. 
GLOSO 3.58963959E-02 THCOH -3.50001952E+00 QANGS i.844709?4Ea2 RGEPQ 1.­15535$ POWER ON CCNFIGURATION SS3S 
ENGINES ON 0 0 0 4 5 6 0 0 a 0 1± 0 0 0 a 16 1? is a 0 0 22 23 0 
ACS TIME THIS INTERVAL = 2.6COGOOOOE-0i TOTAL ACS TIME = 2.60000000E-01 NVTPA -1 NHTRA -1 NATFLG(21 0 
IS$$$$ OOWERED FLIGHT SUMM ARY $5S3 3 . ---------.............
 
SSTS3!$$TS ENGLISH UNITS SSS$$1$SS$
 
TIME 2.°C90ODOE+00 WEIGHT 3.±997826±E+04 PROP -2.±73±304E0d
 
$$$T C.G.NOTION 1$S. 

. .

XCG ±.96339.91E'+02 YCr 1.00719662Ea1 XOCG -1.64339709E+00 YOCG -2.537710E-02 PITCH 4.7P350%7E40U O-PATE-4.OLS928E-0S
 
35$535 SENSFn AND COMMANDEO MOTION $35351
 
XINST ±.A23R7743E+02 XSENS i.R23877h3E+02 XI4U 0. YOCON -. O1300000oE+OC t(SS -R.30q82168fEO0 LOSERR 8.
 
YTNST 1.12394395E0 YSENS ±.12394385E+0± YTMU 0. VOCOM -J.2324773qE-01 TAS 3.52632841E+00 TAEPQ 0.
 
GL.nSO *0.4614lE-02 THCOM -3.526!254iE+0 RANrS i.I2733T23Et02 PGEPR 8.I$3555 POWER ON CCtFIGURATION W33$S 
ENGINr- ON 0 3 a 4 5 6 0 a 0± 0±1i C 0 0 16 1? if 0 0 0 22. 23 a 
ACS TIME THIS INTERVAL = 4.OC000OOE-02 TOTAL ACS TIME = 3.OCOOOOOOE-01 NVTRA -1 JHTRA -1 NATFLGfE) 0
 
Table ll-4(b) Sample PROGRAM DOCK Output (Cont.)
 
M$SS
POWEREn FLIGHT SUMMARY $M$$ 
$SSSSSi$!$ ENGLTSH UNITS $$$$$s$$sr 
TIME 3.CGOOOOOOE*O WEIGHT 3.jqq8731E+f4 PROP -3.26086q;?E+02 
$$MSS C. G.4TIV2,N Mis!s 
XCG i.q47qOTiOE+02 YCG ±.OOq9g924E+o1 XOCG -±.45407601E+08 YOCG -9.449r14a2E-02 PITCH 4.7039067iE+00 P-RATE4-.92759836E-02
 
$MS$S SENSEn ANO CCPMANnSO MOTION 33113$
 
XINST ±.SG137865Et02 XSENS i.80837865E+02 XI4U 
 U. YOCOM -i.O000OOOOE+O0 tOSS -8.2470299E+00 tOSERR 8.
"
YINST ±.i580829E+0i Y;ENS ±.±150829E401 YIHU 0. 
 YOCON -1.23404276E-Ot TAS 3.53079SR7E+0' TAEWR "'f. 
GLOSn -6.80606530E-03 THCOM ,3.5307957E+O0 RANGS 1.8±±81777E02 *GEPP B.
 $SS S POWER ON CCNFIGURATION t$$$$ 
ENGINES ON 0 0 0 4 5 6 0 0 tO t-, 0 a ' 0 0 16 1? is - 0 - 0 a 22 23'ACS TIME THIS INTERVAL = 4.1OO00OOOE-02 TOTAL ACS TIME = 3.400YOOUOE-01 NVTRA -t NHTRA -i WATFLG(21 a 
S$$$$S POWERE' FLIGHT SUMAPY s$333 
SSSSSS ENGLISH UNITS SMSSSS$ 
TIME 4.00000000E+00 WEIGHT 3.±9958696E+04 PROP -4.t3O43478E+C0" 
53535$ C.G.MOTION S51511 
YCG L.93435325E+OZ YCG 9.90753944E+09 XOCG -1.25669440E00 YOCG -i.C4CT 0OE-0± PITCH 4.63463073E+00 P-RPTE-S.q2759836E-32 
335!! 7ZENSED3 AND COYMAWOEDO MOTION 333353 
XINST 1.7q4siio2E+02 XSENS i.7948±±0ZE+02 XKIU 0. 
 X1COM -±.O000COOI E+0C OSS -F.t±54i 2t4E40 LOSERR 8.

YINST ±.i33875S8E01 YSENS ±.±0387588E+01 YIMU 0. YDCO -i.23007477E-0i TAS 3.5194714E+E00 TAEM S.
 
GLOSO -i.58709062E-02 THCOM -3.519 741E+0O QANrS ±.79820244E+02 RGErR 3. .
 
33333$ POWER ON CCOFIGURATION $S13
 
ENGINES ON 
 0 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 a 10 it 0 0 0 0 16 17 0 0 a 0 22 23 aACS TIME THIS INTERVAL 0 TOTAL ACS TIME = 3.40000000E-0i NVTPA 0 NHTPA -1 NATFLG(2-------C. 

3$1$$3 VnWERED FLIGHT SUNAY_'S$.SS$S. 
SS$ $SS ENGLISH UNITS $ss$sts$s$ 
TIME 5.C3000IOE+cO WEIGHT 3.19956000E+04 PROP -. 0OOOOE000E+0 
MIST$ C.G.MOTION $3135 
XCG ±.92277333E+02 YCG 9.78928±50E+00 XDCG -t.0592904iE,00 Yf)CG -t.26±MsO62E-0i PITCH 4.56535VSECO P-PATE-6.92598636E-02 
SIM$ SFNSFn ANn COMHANDOO MOTION 513131 
TINST t.7832752EC2 XSENS 1.78321?52E+02 XIMU 0. XOCOM -1.OOOOOOE+o LOSS -. 06439522E+00 LOSERR e. 
YINST 1.09036281E40± YSENS 1.09036&8iE+01 YIMU 0. YCO0m -t.222q1621E-Oi TA 3.4qq0404?EG00 TAFr 
'GIOS' -2PO500q OE-02 THCO' -3.990k7E+O0 PANGS i.78654797r -'33335$ POWER ON C~FG TO 133$ 
ENGINES ON 0 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 10 i 0 0 0 0 ±6 17 0 0 " 
ACS TIME THIS INTERVAL = 0. TOTAL ACS TIME = 3.4000000ED1 NVTP A 
333$ COAST FLIGHT SUMMARY $3311 
$$$$$$$SST ENGLIS14 UNITS s$3s$s1s$s 
TIME 9.O00O000r+00 WEIGHT 3.19950030E+0 0 
M5ISS C.G.H-OTION $33111 
XCG 1.8R040324 +02 VCG 
$Ssss SENSE) AN' P" 
XINST 1.7407O'" 
YINST 
Table II-4(c) Sample PROGRAM DOCK Output (Cont.)
 
IS$3s CflAST FLIGHT SUMMARY I.
 
$S$SS$$SSS ENGLISH UNITS $SSSSS$t$n
 
TIE I.7G05U00l0E+02 WEIGHT !.i9943O43E+OCPx.
 
$$SSSS r.G.MOTION S3233$ 
 J
XCG j.6q6207q8EO1 YCG -4.8if13877E-0 XDCG ­
IS$$S$ SENSE' ANO CCP'4ANOEO MOTICN M$ - - to.-

XINST 2.96777682E+O0 WSENS 2.9677?682E+00 XTIU 2.96648734E+96
 
YINST -8.24828109E-02 YSENS -5.241)281OE-02 YIrU -i,3OSG5676E-01 YOCOv,
 
$13331 OOCKIHG MECHANISM MCTTON $$$$$$ GLOSO -1.2965823E-1 THCOM"t...
 
CENTERLTE
 
yC 9.6SQ9062S-Oi XCOCL -1.05975596E+OO PITCH 1.63460?§3E.OO
 
VOL -2.543290155-02 YOCL 2.248107097-02 P-RATE-6.40204684E-U3
 
TOP CORNER PATH -1. 2164O58E+O0
 
XTr, i.054i6690E+CG XnTC -1.05909104E+00
 
YTC Z.Q7334720E+OCG YOTC 2.2t4599B2E-2O
 
IOTTON COPNER
 
X(C 8.830i4468E-Oi XDC -1.0542089ECOO
 
YRO -3.024112E400 YV8C 2.28Ei1441E-O2
 
$1311 POWEREfl FLIGHT SUMMARY 3$33 
$$S$$S$$SS ENGLISH UNITS $$Ss$$S$ 
TImE .?ifOC00E+32 WFIGHT 3.j9q4i696E*Q PROP -5.83043479E00. 
13333$ C.G.HOTTON $33131 
XCG i.64329347E*Oi YCG -4.6;97984E-01 XDCG -1.0579946E+00 YOG 4.90931312E-02 PTTCH 1.6447869'E+00 P-RATE 2.58409977E-02 
US$33 SFNSEO AND rOH4ANOED NOTION $ss$3! 
YINST .43A6'2q95E+O XSENS 2.43B672Q5E+O0 YTMU 2.43731229E00 VOCOm -i.OlOOOOOE+O0 tOg -1.q655k ?E-(i tOSEQR 0. 
VINST -6.16559322E-02 YSENS -6.16559322E-C2 YIMU -±.12225i83E-O± VOCOM 5.05651504E-02 TA? -2.6363018E+02 TAEwl 0. 
GLOfl 6.72953302E-O± 1.14827632E+VO 2.4394523E400 RGRY V.
THCOM 0PAS 

S$11$3 hfCKING MECHANISM "(TION 33153$
 
CENTERLINE
 
XCL 4.394969OE-Oi XCL -i.05778733E+O0 PITCH i.Er47687EOO ...
 
VOL -4.24q924815-03 VOCL 5.63070259E-02 P--ATE 2.590O9977E-02
 
TOP CORNEQ PATH -3.4O703306E+O0
 
TC 5.25605Sqi%-Oi XOTC -1.05643486E+00 .'
 
TC 2.qg5j4O3E4OO YDIC 5.76594999E-02
 
AOTTOM COaRNEP
 
XAC 3.53387q69E-Oi XOEC -1.059139S±E+00 
- Yqr -3.0031388E+oO YnBC 5.4q549519E-O2 
i $S$S POWER ON CCNFIGURATION 153$ 
ENGINES ON 0 0 3 0 0 0 o 0 "0 ot 0 a 0 0 0 c0 a 0
 
AC' TIME THIS INTERVAL = 6.0OcOOGOOE-O2 TOTAL ACS TIME ?.400000O0E-01 NVTR 1 NHTPA 0 NATFtIG?) C
 
Y6 
Table ll-4(d) Sample PROGRAM DOCK Output (Cont.)
 
t!Ml PONtRE'J FLIGHT SUM4MARY lstssf 
SM$SSW ENGLISH UNMITS IssIsssss! 
TIME 1.Ti5DGOtGF+02 WEIGHT 3.19939522E404 PROP -6.0 4782699E#Oh 
$ISSS C.G.MOTTCN $33$S5 
XCG t.5903qa34E*ai YCG -4.3893±77E-0i XOCG -1.057SOOfE+UD YOCG 4.q171116;E-02 PITCH ±.EO656iOE0 P-RATE-5.78716087E-1 
1$53$5 SENSED AND CCMMANBEO MOTION 33$s$T 
YINST j.9L8747qrE+C XSENS i.q0R74794E+OO I4U i.908319q6E+0 XOCO C LOSS 1,123471130E+10-±.GOOOOOGOEV LOSER9 1. 
VTNST -7.0850i339E-02 YSEhS -7.OA5Oi339E-O2 YT'U -8.76581456E-02 YOCOV 7.42372865E-O2 TA- -2.63004e4OE+00 TAEC 0. 
GLOSO -3.94474q72E+OO THOOM 2.63004640E+00 PANGS i.qiU06212E+00 RGEQ S. 
$1$M$ OOCKINhG MECHANISM NOTION $5$$s 
CENTERLINE
 
XCL -9.05606919E-02 nOOL -±.06223980E+00 PTTCH 1.506561.OE+O0
 
YCL -i.82670464E-02 YOCL -i.±2381037E-Oi O-PATE-5.787i6087E-01
 
TOP CORNER PATH 6.02921613E+-0 
XTC -t.16860606E-02 XOTC -±.0925383E400 
YTC 2.9806959iE+O YOTC -±.42672066E-1 
BOTTOM CORNER 
y"C -i.69435'2E-Di YDBC -1.03i94877E00 
YBC -3.C1723 C)F+3J YOqC - .2QOOOS1E-02 
$355$ POWEP ON CONFIGURATION $535! 
ENGINES ON 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 8 0 0 U 0 0 1 0 0 0 a 0 22 2s 1 
ACS TIME THIS INTERVAL = 5.OCOOOOOE-0i TOTAL ACS TIME = .24006003E+OO0 NVTPA 0 NHTRA 0 NATFLG(23 -2 
TtS$t POWERED FLIGHT SUMMARY 31$$$$ 
333$S$SS$S ENGLISH UNITS S3SSSI 
TIME 1.714aq176E+02 WEIGHT 3.±9939917E+04 PROP -6.O083372OE.00 
$$1$35 C.G.MCTTCN 35135$ 
XCG 1.6OOOOOOOE+01 YOG -4.4339477E-Oi XOCG -i.057995E+00 YOCG 4.9±570777t-U? PITCH 1.93167539E+00 P-PATE-.688egq48E-01 
M$35 SENSFO AND COMMANFOV MOTION 5$$55 
XTNST ?.050021qE+O0 XSENS 2.00500219+E O XT4U 2.0V44C757E+O0 WDCOM -i.0OOOUE+O0 LOSS lo.4442999E-.O± tOSE~q S. 
YINST -6.91794522E-02 YSENS -6.91791522E-02 YTVU -9.221i37-qf-02 vOcOw 6.90072584E-02 TA -2.6314?qi2E400 1AEPR 5. 
GL SO -2.9i0924iE-09 TMCON .j97612113qEUO0 RONGS 2.0161qcq32E+00 RGEPq 3. 
513$ !fCKTG MECHANISM MOTION $31535 
CENTERLINE 
XCL 5.71679i1i4-03 YOCL -±.06143153E00 PTTCH t.53±67539+00 
YrCL -I.57206629E-02 VOCL -8.17374251E-02 P-PATE-4.6P98948E-0t 
TOP CORNER PATH 4.40322506E+00 
YTC B.59055750E-02 XnTC -i.08603425E+00 
YTC 2.9A320744E-00 YOTC -±.062OlO44E-0± 
BOTTOM CORNER 
XPC -7.44719928E-02 XOqC -j.0369881EOU 
YBC -3.C1464876E+Cf YORC -5.71q47058E-02 
11!$!$ POESP ON CONFIGURATION 3533$ 
ENGINES ON a a 0 0 0 a 7 8 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 23 8 
ACS TIME THIS INTERVAL =-9.08244576E-02 TOTAL ACS TIME 1.1491?554E+00 NVTPA 0 NHTRA 0 NATFLG(2) -2 
III. SENSOR AND DOCKING MECHANISM REQUIREMENTS DERIVATION 
The effort expended toward the derivation of sensor and mechanism hardware
 
requirements on this study is logically divided into two separate endeavors.
 
In Part A of this section the general approach is discussed, the specific
 
relationships between sensor and mechanism derived, and finally how and in
 
what form the results and data were obtained that parameterized these rela­
tionships.
 
In Part B each of the identified sensor and mechanism hardware parameters
 
are discussed individually. An expected attainable performance value is
 
selected, a margin factor assigned and the resulting recommended specifica­
tion defined. Specifications for each configuration,- i.e., manual, non-impact,
 
etc., are derived independently. Where applicable, the data and/or curves
 
generated in Part A are used in Part B to illustrate and provide justivication
 
for the values selected.
 
A. SENSOR/DOCKING MECHANISM TRADEOFF DATA
 
As the study progressed it became clear that many of the unique rendezvous
 
and docking system sensor and mechanism requirements in earlier programs and
 
studies were arrived at without any clear, or at least, documented foundation
 
for the values selected. Rather than select seemingly applicable values from
 
this earlier work that, in fact, may be propagating errors from previous in­
appropriate or erroneous assumptions, a "bottoms up" derivation of require­
ments was initiated. This section deals with our selected approach to derive
 
the necessary requirements, ini a traceable form, from the best knowledge of
 
expected conditions and error sources,
 
The key hardware of concern in this analysis is, (1) the sensors that provide
 
knowledge for control during the rendezvous and docking; and, (2) the docking
 
mechanism. These are closely interrelated, one affecting the other. The
 
requirements derivation is really a balancing or budgeting exercise, as
 
shown in Figure II-1.
 
The figure shows some of the more important properties this analysis will be
 
deriving requirements for. The center block,strategies that reduce vari­
ables to residual contact valuesis accomplished, in general, by the Tug
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FIGURE III-I THE DOCKING BUDGET ISSUE 
and its subsystem. It will also involve the man for manual configurations.
 
It is not an insignificant factor and requirements for this phase of the
 
docking will be discussed.
 
The-data obtained by sensor that is necessary for vehicle control during the
 
rendezvous andvdocking are shown in Figure 111-2. A key constraint on the
 
availability and accuracy of the data is the range of operation. There are
 
limits on the minimum distances from the target as well as the maximum. Those
 
limiting ranges vary considerably from one type of sensor to another.
 
On the other end of the budgeting process, some of the docking mechanism
 
design parameters are portrayed in Figure 111-3 along with the detail design
 
characteristics that are affected by those parameters.
 
The center block of Figure III-1, the control system and strategies that bring
 
the two mechanisms together, have certain characteristics that influence success
 
in accomplishing the docking, as mentioned earlier. The more significant are:
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Tug 	 Range 
Sensors Determine:
 
Range = Distance from Sensor to Target.
 
LOS - Angle from Tug %_to Une-of-Sight (Pitch and Yaw)
 
-e- = Target Attitude with Respect to LOS (Pltch and- Yaw)

Roll = Relative Roll Displacement Between Tug and Target'
 
Figure 111-2 Sensors 	Provide Intelligence
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Figure 111-3 Mechanisms Complete The Docking
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Tug deadband limits and rates,
 
Spacecraft deadband limits and rates,
 
Tug ACS jet minimum impulse bit,
 
Man's visual discernment capability for:
 
o S/C position misalignment,
 
o Errors in vehicle attitude alignment,
 
Transmission delays in visual and command data.
 
All of the above factors are considered in the subsequent analyses.
 
The relationships between these factors were found to be defined most effici­
ently by examining, or writing an equation for each docking mechanism in
 
terms of the errors contributed by Tug, man and the sensors.
 
Nine individual cases were postulated, They are:
 
o Angular Misalignment (Impact Docking)
 
o Angular Misalignment (Non-Impact Docking)
 
o Lateral Displacement (Impact Docking)
 
o Lateral Displacement (Non-Impact Docking)
 
o Lateral Velocity
 
o Contact Velocity
 
o Roll Misalignment
 
o Steerable Probe Maximum Angle (Non-Impact)
 
o Steerable Probe Maximum Rate (Non-Impact)
 
A detailed description of the geometrical relationship assumed and the result­
ing equations follow. Note that the non-impact docking requires a differen­
tial set of geometrical conditions from the impact cases.
 
In the discussion that follows, some of the derived equations were complex
 
enough to justify their mechanization in a computer program. Wherever that's
 
the case the program is provided. The programs allow for easy variation and
 
rapid plotting of a multitude of different parameters.
 
The purpose of these parametric curves is to provide not only quantitative
 
data, but sensitivity information as well for the definition of sensor and
 
mechanism design specifications in Part B.
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To avoid an unnecessarily large volume of paper in this report, the many com­
puter generated curves will not be provided. Only applicable
 
curves will be provided and they appear in Part B with the corresponding spe­
cification selection they support. Any other data desired could be duplicated
 
by implementing the computer program code supplied and selecting desired values
 
for the input variables,
 
1. Angular Misalignment, Impact Docking - The geometry assumed to derive the 
docking mechanism's angular misalignment, referred to as 7, at the time of 
cbntact is depicted in Figure 111-4. 
I 
Tug T!, Sens 	 Ul-O-3* hi&(OS) L 
FIGURE 111-4 	 ANGULAR MISALIGNMENT GEOMETRY
 
The potential error sources are combined as follows:
 
Z
Agae lateral position error at los
 
Angular Misalignment E ( 
 of target attitude data / 
RSS 
angular uncertainties)
 
+ 	( at docking 
lateral c.g. offset]Fto interface at
 
Ltoss of LOS data)
 
and angular uncertainties are:
 
o Tug deadband 
o Spacecraft deadband 
o LOS determination error
 
" Target attitude uncertainty
 
o 	 IMU drift after loss of at attitude data. 
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The lateral c.g. offset as defined from Figure 111-4 is:
 
dsanloss of attitude data ) x sin (target attitude uncertainty)
 
+ Eresidual lateral velocity x time from last correction] 2o
 
An RSS combination of errors was utilized after examination showed most errors
 
to be independent of each other.
 
If T = angular misalignment 
t = LOS 
AO = LOS determination uncertainty
 
= target uncertainty
 
= target attitude determination uncertainty
 
= Tug deadband
 
= spacecraft deadband (or precession)
 
= "IMU drift rate (deg/sec) 
tcg = distance, Tug c.g. to interface
 
IAL = distance at loss of spacecraft attitude data
 
'LL = distance at loss of LOS data
 
Vx = axial velocity
 
Vy = lateral velocity
 
6y = lateral position error
 
Then, lateral cg offset angular misalignment
 
sin AO)c 2 ,i )2]ry 5l +si-+ +Ao2 +A02 + 4 in-1 Jcg + L 
NOTES:
 
1) If IMU drift (6) is less than .1 deg/hr, the last term is negligible.
 
2) For an earth-pointing spacecraft, the Z term becomes iVx where Z is
 
earth rate or precession, not spacecraft deadband.
 
The above equation, being relatively complex, was coded in Fortran for compu­
ter solution and plotting. The code is shown below in Figure 111-5. Angular
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misalignment plots can be seen in Figures 111-12, 111-14, 111-21, and
 
111-22 of Part B.
 
PROGR4n ZREAA(IMPUTOUTPUTTAPES=INPUTTAPEbSourPUT.FILMPL)
 
C
 
NAMELXST /flOArA/OLCGOLALOLLLOPM1,DTMEEPSPSI.DLVXt#IFO
 
C
 
DIMENSION VY(Sl),Mt5i),SAVE(SI3)oYNAME(3).PTITLE(4)
 
C
 
DATA OVY. CON. 4IND / 0.005# 57.29577Y5, 51
 
C
 
CALL APLT(2N08h.SLC)
 
bo I INIONIND
 
I VY(l) a FLOAI(I-I)*OVY

KNT a 0
 
KPL u 0
 
999 CALL SfA*T
 
READ (5*5) PrIrLE
 
S FOboeATIAIU)
 
"d8 RfAO (W.IMDATA)
 
IFIIFGOGo4.f 01 00 TO 99
 
CALL PAGEND
 
wRITEEIINUAIA)
 
aNT a 6(NT * I' 
C 
A a PS1*2 * EPS",2 4 OME*.2 * PnX*92 (DLL*OLAL/VX)02 
8 0- (OLAL*SIN(OPfI/CON))*2 
C a OLCO * OLLL 
C 
00 10 =1 .NIND
 
0 a SQRT * tVYII3eLAL/VX).*a)/C
 
E m ASLJIU)
 
10 XII) 9QRTA * IE*CONI*42)
 
CALL WRITE(Xg1NINDOOAME(Zi AM49KNT),1)
 
KPL a KPL * I
 
DOQ 20 I1.mIND
 
20 SAVC(I.KPL) X(I)
 
YNAME(KPL) S NA$M*LZAMKNT)
 
ZF(RPL et0. 3) CALL PLOTAIVYSAVENZNOKPL.0.09OS,
 
0 *L*TVEg.YNAEPTITLE.1 P190951)
 
ZFKPL IEO. 3) KPL W a
 
GO To 998 
END 
FIGURE 111-5 ANGULAR MISALIGNMENT PROGRAM
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2. Angular Misalignment - Non-Impact Docking - The same physical condi­
tions portrayed in Figure 111-4 are applicable; however, for a non-impact 
docking VX, or axial velocity, essentially comes to zero at some stationkeep­
ing distance, Also, some means of relative positioning must be present 
throughout the docking, forcing the range for loss-of-target attitude infor­
mation and loss of LOS data to be the same, That range will be referred to, 
for non-impact docking as stationkeeping range (SK). This is on the order
 
of one to five feet.
 
For non-impact docking.the vehicle is in a translation deadband of a given
 
width (Sy) and lateral rate (Vy). Thus, the lateral c.g. offset part of the
 
equation from (1) becomes:
 
gS

sin-I Ig+ ISK
 
This results in an angular misalignment for non-impact docking (NI) equal
 
to:
 
'NI [sin_, _ Sy 2"
Y 
2 +
SK + 42 + + A
N [ 
where:
 
TNj = angular misalignment - non-impact docking
 
AG = LOS uncertainty 
= target attitude uncertainty
 
= Tug deadband
 
= spacecraft deadband
 
kcg = Tug cg to I/F distance
 
ISK = stationkeeping standoff distance
 
Sy = stationkeeping translation deadband width
 
The IMU drift term is not applicable since LOS data is never lost. -igure 111-17
 
in Part B shows typical curves for non-impact angular misalignment.
 
3. Lateral Displacement (X). Impact Docking - The physical condition of the
 
vehicle is portrayed in Figure 111-6.
 
The lateral displacement error is basically from two sources: angular errors or
 
uncertainties as they are reflected to the docking interface; and translation
 
lateral offsets between the two vehicles that are also reflected to the docking
 
interface.
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FIGURE 111-6 LATERAL DISPLACEMENT GEOMETRY
 
In the first category are:
 
a) lateral offset due to Tug deadband;
 
b) lateral offset due to spacecraft deadband;
 
c) lateral offset due to LOS uncertainty;
 
d) lateral offset due to target attitude uncertainty;
 
e) Tug angular error due to IMU drift after loss of LOS data.
 
In the second category are:
 
f) lateral offset due to target attitude determination uncertainty
 
at the time of target attitude data loss;
 
g) lateral offset due to residual lateral velocity from the time of
 
attitude data loss to LOS data loss,
 
Errors f) and g) above can be thought of as being imparted at the Tug c.g.
 
Until loss of LOS data the tug sensors continue to point the tug at the tar­
get so the above errors are not translated directly to the docking interface,
 
but rather are considerably less, being scaled down by the factor of
 
for the conditions of Figure 111-6. LLcg)
 
The final lateral error, shown below,is felt at the vehicle c.g., but also is
 
reflected directly across to the docking interface. It is:
 
o lateral offset due to residual vehicle velocity from the time of
 
loss of LOS data to docking contact.
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The above errors are shown in equation form as follows, with the equations
 
terms in the same order as the errors listed above.
 
2 
x = (&cg sin 4)2 + (Asc Sin: ) 2 + sin AO) + (isc 	 sin 0)2 
c sin( 2 	 angular
 
errors
+ sLL)L 2 
+Lcg-+ )2LL 	 -,J + EAL sin *] 2+( offset l 
where:
 
x = lateral displacement
 
AG = LOS uncertainty
 
A = target attitude uncertainty
 
= Tug deadband _ 
= spacecraft deadband
 
ILL = range at which LOS data is lost
 
iAL =range at which target attitude data is lost
 
Icg = Tug cg to I/F distance
 
6c = spacecraft cg to I/F distance
 
Vy = residual lateral vehicle (c.g.) velocity
 
VX = axial velocity
 
Typical plots of the above relationship over reasonable ranges of some of the
 
parameters is provided in Figure 111-13, 15, 23 and 24 of Part B.
 
The equation above, again a complex one, was coded as shown in Figure '111-7.
 
4. Lateral Displacement Prior to Stem Contact for Non-Impact Docking -
The lateral displacement of an impact docking is based on a continuously clos­
ing pair of vehicles and all the displacements they could experience during 
that closing. In the non-impact docking the vehicles eventually stop at a stand­
off distance, allowing time to trim out many of the earlier offsets and angu­
lar errors, resulting in an approximate coalignment and stabilized in a translation 
deadband control condition. 
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PROGRAM ZERILO(INPUT.OUTPUT.TAPESmtNPuTTAPEOUOUTPUToFILPL)
 
C 
NAMELIS /IINdOATA/ DLCGDL$COLLLVOPSIOLPSODTHEDEOLPOPHFUOOLAL
 
C
 
0IMENSION VYSI)OXtS1)oSAV(l51,J)INAME(3PITL14
 
OATA OVY, CON, NINO i 0.01," 57.295795. 5 I
 
C
 
CALL BPLr(2HNB,2HLC)
 
C.
 
00 1 1S1tNINO
 
I VY(I) x FLOAT(I-1)*DVY
 
KNT a 0
 
KPL x 0
 
999 	CALL START
 
REAP tSv5S PUI(LE
 
5 FO4MAT(4AQ)

C
 
998 REAO (5,INOATA)
 
IF(IFGO .EO. 0) 60 To 999
 
CALL PAGEHO
 
WRIVE(6I6NDATA)
 
KNT a KNY * 1
 
B OLLL/(DLLL 0 OLCG)
 
A '(OLCGSN(PSI/CON))..2 * (OLSC*SXN(PHl/CON))*ea
 
* (OLLL'SIs(OTHn/CON))..2 * IDLSCeSIN(EPS/CON))**2 
4 . (8BDLAL*SIN(PHI/CON))0*2 * *OLC&4S1&IOEL.DLLL/(VA*CON))3002 
an 10 INIaNIND
 
10 X(I) a SORT(A * (VY(1)ODLLL'VXbtOl * (ovY/VX(OtAt.,

-4 - OLLL))e"2) 
C 
CALL WRTIE(X.I.SNIONARE(Zr4LDtKNT).1) 
C 
KPL a KRL • 1 
00 20 ISloND 
20 SAVE(IK$LI a X(I)
 
INAME(KPL) S NAME(2HLOKST)
 
IF(KL w.to 3) CALL PLOTI(VYSAVitJIltOKuLOOOoO5.
 
6HLATVELNAMEvPTI fLEt,1,I,01) 
IF(KPL *EQ. 3) K'L a g 
G0 TO 998
 
EN
 
FIGURE 111-7 LATERAL DISPLACEMENT PROGRAM
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In non-impact docking, then, the area of concern is just how far the extend­
able probe, or STEM, tip ts moving from one TV frame to the next while the
 
ground controller is attempting to insert the STEM into the drogue. The ul­
timate value really sizes the drogue diameter. It is quite time-dependent,
 
specifically the TV frame update time.
 
Therefore, the only two dynamic conditions that reflect into lateral displace­
ment for this case are the minimum residual lateral relative velocity between
 
the two vehicles that the man on the ground, or the autonomous translation
 
stationkeeping subsystem, can trim down to, and the two vehicle's deadband
 
rates. In the case of the latter, the vehicle will normally be constrained
 
within a specified deadbend, limiting the maximum displacement to .1 ft for the
 
Tug with a .25 deg deadband, and a 23 ft moment arm from Tug c.g. td STEM
 
tip. The spacecraft will be less than this because of the shorter moment arm.
 
On an RSS basis, the above error of an inch or so is negligible compared to
 
the other factor -- residual lateral vehicle velocity. This is especially
 
true for a manual system where that residual is much larger. The equation is:
 
AK) sin + (isc.sin)xNI = (Vyt)2+ [Ccg 
where:
 
XNI = lateral displacement - non-impact docking
 
= Tug deadband 
= spacecraft deadband 
Vy = residual lateral vehicle velocity 
t = time from picture to picture, I.e., STEM command 
to STEM command
 
icg = Tug cg to interface distance
 
isc = spacecraft cg to interface distance
 
-hK = stationkeeping distance
 
A plot of the above relationship is shown as a function of time in Figure
 
111-18 of Part B, This equation was relatively straight forward, conse­
quently no computer aided solution was employed.
 
5. Lateral Velocity - The relative lateral velocity of the two mechanisms
 
at the docking interface is due to the vehicle rates within their deadband
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and the relative lateral velocity of the two vehicles, taken at their c.g.'s.
 
This is depicted in Figure 111-8.
 
FIGURE 111-8 LATERAL VELCITY GEONETY 
Algebraically, this can be expressed as follows: 
VL = y2 + (isc sin )2 + (cg sin ) 
where: 
VL= lateral docking mechanism velocity
 
Vy= lateral vehicle c.g. velocity
 
kcg = distance from Tug c.g. to I/F
 
s = distance from spacecraft c.g. to I/F
 
4,= spacecraft deadband rate
 
• = Tug deadband rate 
Curves plotting the above equation for typical values for the above para­
meters is shown in Figures 111-16 and 111-25 of Fart B. 
The above equation was coded in Fortran for computer solution. The code is 
provided in Figure 111-9.
 
6, 
 Contact Velocity (Vt) - Axial velocity is straightforward. It is
merely the closing velocity plus or minus any uncertainties in accomplishing
the closing velocity. +bat uncertainty is either sensor range rate deter­
mination error and/or manual trim capbility.
 
Algebraically,
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PROGRAM ZfRrLV(INPUTeOUTPUT.TAPESUINPUTTAPE6OUTPUTFILPL) 
C 
NAMELIST /INOATA/ OLSC9OLCGCPSOPSID.IFGO 
C 
DIMENSION VYfSI)YX(S1)9SAVC(S1.3).INAME(3),PTITLE(4) 
C 
DATA OVYg CON. NIND / 
c 
CALL BPLT(ZHNBRNLC) 
C 
00 1 IaAnIND 
I VY(I) a FLOAT(1-I)eOVY 
KNT a 0 
KPL s 0 
999 CALL 5IART 
READ (5S5) PTIrLE 
5 FORMAT(A10) 
C 
998 REDO (5.INOATA) 
0e01. 57.295779, 51
 
XF(IF60 oEQo o) 60 TO 999 
KNT a flT * 
C 
A a (0LSC6SIN(EPSD/COJ)).OZ* (DLCG@SIN(PSID/CON))e02 
C 
00 -10 Is1,NINO
 
10 X(l) m SRTV(I)*2 + A)
 C 
CALL WRITE(X91lNINOvn4etME(HLVgtXfV)9) 
KPL a KPL * I 
KRITE(6.INOATA) 
O0 20 AUININ 
tO SAVE(IKPL) X(l)
 
£NAIE(KPL) UNAFI(Ztt4LVXNT) 
IF(KPL oEQ. 3) CALL PLO?1(VYSAVENINOKPLooO000e 
0 6"LATVELtXNAHEvPfTLLEBIoI,0Et) 
ZFIKPL oQO 3) OWL 3 0C 
GO TO 998
 
NE 

FIGURE 111-9 LATERAL VELOCITY COMPUTER. PRoGRAm 
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QIrzh 
V= ± AVX 
where: 
VC contact velocity 
Vx= axial velocity or range rate () 
AVx = range rate uncertainty (AR) 
7. Roll Angular Mislignment -T - Roll angular misalignment, as de­
picted in Figure 111-10, is primarily a function of: (a) the ability to 
determine the misalignment, either manually or by sensor; (b) by the vehicle 
deadbands, and (c) by IMU drift from the time of last roll attitude correc­
tion, which is negligible for all practical purposes. The equation is: 
3*?R 4/ +f SR + (110K) +(aAh 
where: 
7 roll attitude misalignment 
4,= tug roll deadband 
S = spacecraft roll deadband 
AR= roll attitude determination uncertainty
 
S IMU gyro drift
 
I = range at which attitude data is lost
 
Vx axial velocity oR
 
Uncertainty In Roll
-A Attitude Determinaion 
From Target Cues 
FIGURE III-10 ROLL ANGULAR MISALIGNMENT 
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8. Stem Maximum Articulation Angle for Non-Impact Docking - The maximum
 
steerable probe (STEM) articulation angle required (see Figure It-li) is de­
termined by:
 
a) angular misalignment due to LOS uncertainty during stationkeeping
 
control;
 
b) angular misalignment due to target attitude determination uncertain­
ty during stationkeeping;
 
c) angular misalignment due to Tug deadband; 
d) angular misalignment due to spacecraft deadband; 
e) STEM angle required to account for the lateral relative translation 
deadband.
 
FIGURE III-i STEM ARTICULATION ANGLE (f) 
To relate the above to STEM articulation angle, the angular uncertainties (a 
through d) are first reduced to lateral offsets at the STEM tip and then are 
reflected into an angle whose tangent is the RSS sum of those offsets divided 
by the stationkeeping distance as shown below in a simplified form. 
RSS Sum of
 
a, b, c, d
 
and e
Tug 

e.g.
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In equation form, this reduces to:
 
[(icg + sin AO]+ (Ic sin AO)2+[dcg + Iy() sin 
2 + Sy2
 fl = tn~l" + ('sc sin:&)SK 
where:
 
l =STEM maximum articulation angle
 
AO - LOS uncertainty 
Aqb= target attitude uncertainty
 
1P = Tug deadband
 
S = spacecraft deadband
 
icg = distance from tug cg to I/F
 
isc = distance from spacecraft c.g. to I/F
 
ISK = stationkeeping distance
 
Sy = Tug translation deadband (relative to spacecraft)
 
A typical plot of the above relationship is provided in Figure 111-19 of Part B.
 
9o STEM Maximum Rate for Non-Impact Docking - The maximum rate the STEM,
 
shown in Figure III-ii, must be articulated at is a function of the Tug and
 
spacecraft deadband rates and the translation deadband lateral vehicle rate.
 
These vehicle rates must be reduced to rates the STEM would require with its
 
much shorter moment arm. In equation form, this is:
 
a=tan'1 [(Ag + 1. SK) .sin 2 : (Jac sin + V 
SK
 
where: 
a = STEM articulation rate (deg/sec) 
= Tug deadband rate
 
= spacecraft deadband rate 
Jcg = distance from Tug cg to I/F
 
isc = distance from spacecraft cg to I/F 
2SK = non-impact stationkeeping distance
 
Vy = translation deadband lateral rate
 
A plot of the above is provided in Figure 111-20 of Part B.
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B. Hardware Requirements Derivation
 
A unique set of requirements was derived for each of the following conditions:
 
Manual Impact Docking
 
Manual Non-Impact Docking
 
Autonomous Impact Docking
 
Autonomous Non-Impact Docking
 
Hybrid Impact Docking
 
Each of the above is treated separately in this section. For each of the con­
ditions above the requirements have been grouped into five categories, They
 
are:
 
Ranging Sensor Requirements
 
Video/Lighting Requirements
 
Docking Mechanism Requirements
 
Target Cue Requirements
 
Control System/Man Requirements
 
The above requirements are compiled in tabular form in this section. Five tables
 
are provided for each of the five different conditions.
 
1. Manual Impact Docking - The requirements for this type of docking are
 
provided in Tables III-1 through 111-5o Curves are provided where applicable
 
to back up the rationale associated-with some of the requirements.
 
2, Manual Non-Impact Docking - The requirements for this type of docking
 
are found in .Tables 1116 through III-10.
 
3. Autonomous Impact Docking - The requirements for autonomous impact dock­
ing are presented in Tables III-11 through 111-15.
 
.4. Autonomous Non-Impact Docking - The requirements are found in Table
 
111-16 through 111-19. The table for TV requirements is not provided since
 
video is not a critical requirement for the autonomous case.
 
5, Hybrid Impact Docking - Figures 111-20 through 111-24 summarize the re­
quirements for this case.
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TABLE III-1 REQUIRIENTS-RANGINGSENSOR 	 MANUAL IMPACT DOCKING
 
REQUIREMENTS 	 SOURCE
 
a. 	Attitude Determination All relative attitude corrections are provided manually from TV 
Capability - None observation. 
b. 	Acquisition Range= 12.5 n mi Trajectory errqr analyses resulted in successful rendezvous from
 
Margin x 2 12.5 n mi with very small ACS penalty over longer range rendezvous,
 
25.5 	n mi such as 50 n mi.
 
c. Minimum Range for Range Range data will be necessary on the ground to perform lateral
 
Data - 10 ft 	 thrusting maneuvers manually. Because of data transmission delays 
and crew response time no such corrections are probable in the last 
10 seconds0 At a constant closing rate of 1 fps, the minimum range 
is 10 feet.
 
d. 	Range Accuracy ­
.5 n mi to 25 n mi- < 100 ft Consistent with accuracy of rendezvous algorithm correction capa­
bility of <100 feet
 
10 ft to .5 n mi - 1 ft 	 The time of the last TV picture on which corrections will be based 
is at least 20 seconds (20 ft) from docking. A one foot error in 
range would result in an error of 57 in any lateral translation 
correction that is based on range0 This is approximately equal to
 
the 	error due to the estimated ability of the man to determine the
 
target attitude misalignment (± 1 in,) from which that correction
 
is derived. Specifically, for a nominally lighted offset "T" less
 
than 	2 feet across, one inch results in a 4 target attitude mis­
alignment uncertainty.
 
NOTE: The minimum velocity impulse (ACS total minimum impulse 
H bit) is .012 in/sec. At 20 ft (or 20 sec) the minimum H 	 offset that could be corrected for is 1/4 inch.H 
I­
' 
H 
TABLE III-i REQUIREMENTS-RANGING SENSOR (Cont'd) MANUAL IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENTS SOURCE 
e. Range Rate Accuracy 
Far (.5 n mi to 25 n mi) 
= TBD fps 
Near(10 ft to .5 n mi) 
+± .1 fps 
Rendezvous algorithm requirement. 
For impact docking a constant range rate of. 1.0 fps is desired. 
Little occurs to perturb this after the last corrections at 10 ft to 
2O ft, consequently an accuracy of + .1 is sufficient to ensure im­
pact well within the structural design margin of the mechanism which 
is presumed to tolerate at least ± 1.25 fps. Figure 111-12 shows a 
relative insensitivity to Axial Velocity over the range of .75 to 
125 fps. 
f. Field-of-View + 15 deg FOV must be adequate to: (1) find target in FOV at acquisition, (2) 
track during worst vehicle perturbations, and (3) determine target 
attitude from a pattern of given diameter up to a specified minimum 
range. In this case attitude determination by ranging sensor [(2) 
above) is not required. Previous stored knowledge of the docking 
port attitude and TV manual attitude coalignment maneuvers are suf­
ficient for docking. 
Regarding (1), current values of 3 n mi for Tug position error and 
1 n mi of-spacecraft position result in worst angular LOS error at 
'the minimum acquisition range (12.5 n mi) of 
sin-l f(32 + 12) +150 . 
12.5 
TABLE III-1 REQUIREMENTS-RANGING-SENSOR (Cont'd) 	 MANUAL IMPACT DOCKING
 
REQUIREMENTS 	 SOURCE
 
g. LOS Accuracy -	 Docking mechanism design parameters are relatively insensitive to
 
Near - + 1.00 LOS errors less than one degree. A preliminary allocation of errors 
° Far - TBD making up the + ! number is provided. They reflect realistic
 
achievable specifications.
 
Preliminary Allocation
 
Cue location error = 50
 
(I in, at I ft)
 
Sensor Alignment on Tug = ± .50
 
Sensor Accuracy (Bias, = ±.750
 
Threshold, Quantiti­
zation, etc.)
 
Computation Error = Neg
 
RSS loO
 
h. 	Loss of LOS 3l ft Lateral offset at the docking mechanism is somewhat sensitive to
 
this, One foot provides sufficient margin and is well within cur­
rent technology capability. Impact of the loss of LOS data on
 
lateral displacement (the most sensitive docking mechanism para­
meter) is illustrated in Figure 111-13 for the conditions shown.
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H TABLE 111-2, REQUIREMENTS-VIDEO/LIGHTINGHMANUAL 	 IMPACT DOCKINGH 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOURCE 
a) Type - Silicon Intensified 	 The silicon intensified vidicon is one of the most sensitive types of
 
Target Vidicon 	 television camera tube0 For this reason it will minimize the amount of
 
illumination the Tug must provide. The resolutionrequired by the Tug
 
application is in the range achievable with this camera tube, and the
 
wide 500:1 to 1000:1 dynamic range inherent in this technology minimizes
 
the mechanical adjustment required for the aperture of the camera lens.
 
b. Resolution - >500 Lines and 525 lines in a 200 field of view specified for the shuttle camera will 
>400 Pixels cover a one-foot x0ide area at 100 ft with 525/(200 tan 100) = 15 lines, 
which is adequate to display details of objects this size, as required 
for Tug. As the Tug approaches the target, smaller details will be 
resolved. 
c. 	FOV 200 Since TV is not used for initial acquisition the driving requirement on
 
FOV is to provide sufficient viewing capability of the s/c during in­
spection and of the docking port during closing.
 
o 	Max S/C cross section = 25' at 100' inspection point 
FOV 2 tan-i 25/2 14.250 for S/C inspection 
* 	fbcking ,port diameter-of interest = 3 ft. If last picture is 20 sec 
(20 it) from contact FOV = 2 (tan 4d L.5 8.5 for docking port20

viewing. 

Consequently, 200 FOV should provide sufficient margin.
 
d. 	Scan Rate = 30 Times/sec The output bandwidth of a camera is a function of the scan kate and
 
number of picture elements specified for the picture, Scan conversion
 
= 
e. 	Bandwidth 4.5 Megahertz electronic components are required to.reduce the bandwidth of the shut­
tle camera to the allowed transmission bandwidth for Tug. If an image 
dissector camera tube were used, the dcan rate could be lowered directly, 
TABLE 111-2 REQUIREMENTS-VIDEO/LIGHTING (Continued) 	 MANUAL IMPACT DOCKING 
REQU IREMENT 	 SOURCE 
d. and e. (cont'd) but the other advantages of the shuttle camera would be lost. There­
fore, the values shown are not necessarily requirements for Tug, how­
ever they are consistent with the other TV requirements shown in this
 
table, all of which were selected with a certain camera development
 
program in mind.
 
f. Camera Survivability - The candidate camera is specified to be capable of looking directly 
Look into the Sun at the sun. This implies that special protective measures, such as a 
shutter, will be incorporated in the camera to protect the intensified 
'target tube. A silicon vidicon type of camera tube does not necessarily 
require this special handling. 
g. 	Maximum Length - .3m (I ft) This is necessary to provide packaging within the Tug forward structure.
 
h. 	Target Illumination This is the shuttle camera anticipated capability. The lighting re-

Required - 5 to 10 ft Candles quirements in (i) and (j) below are based on this,
 
i. 	Lighting - Strobe or Tungsten The shuttle camera characteristics require that the target be illumin-

Flood 	 ated to a level of 5 to 10 ft candles-(5 to 10 lumens per sq. ft). The
 
power required to furnish this illumination can be estimated as fol­
j. 	 Lighting Power - lows: 
600 watts (Max) 
16.5 watts 	(Avg) Assume a Xenon Short-Arc Lamp within a reflecting housing such that
 
75% 	of the light produced falls within a 200 diameter circular cone co­
incident with the field-of-view of the camera. The area on th& surface
 
of a sphere of 100 ft radius illuminated by this cone of light is 970
 
sq. ft. and the lamp must produce 4700/.75 = 1000 lumens in order to
 
average 10 lumens per sq. ft. over 'this area. A well-designed reflec­
tor can assure that the edge of the cone will receive not less than half
 
H 	 as much illumination per unit area as the central area, and the ilium­
ination within the cone will everywhere be greater than 5 lumens per sq.
 
t3ft. The Xenon Short-Arc Lamp has a luminous efficiency of approximately
 
U'LA_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 
TABLE 111-2 REQUIREEENTS-VIDEO/LIGHTING (Continued) MANUAL IMPACT DOCKING 
40' REQUIREMENT SOURCE 
i. and j. (cont'd) 22 lumens per watt; the lamp power required is about 600 watts, when it 
is illuminated. 
The camera scans at 30 frames per sec, and the lamp need be illum­
inated only a minimum of 2 scan periods for each picture to be transmit­
ted to the operator, a maximum of I picture each 3 seconds. The duty 
cycle of the I lamp can therefore be 0;022. Assuming the efficiency of 
the power suppiy circuitry to be 0.8, the input power to the overall 
lamp and its control will average 600 x 0.022/0o8 16.5 watts when the 
lamp is operating to illuminate the target. 
TABLE 111-3 REQUIREMENTS-DOCKING MECHANISM MANUAL IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT SOURCE 
a. Angular Misalignment 
Margin 
= 30 
+ 1.50 
4.5" 
Figure 111-14 portrays angular misalignment vs residual lateral trim 
velocity error, assuming the uncertainties shown on the plot. In (b) 
on Table 111-5, a trim requirement of .1 ft/sec is established. Based 
on that, 3 deg is the expected angular misalignment for loss of space­
craft attitude data at 10 ft. 
b. Maximum Lateral Displacement 
= + .21 ft 
Margin x 2 
+ .42 ft(± 5 in) 
The value of .21 ft is obtained from Figure 111-15, assuming a nom-, 
inal spacecraft length of 15 ft (c.g. at 7 ft). 
c. Lateral Velocity at Docking 
Interface = .11 fps 
Margin x 2 
.22 fps 
The lateral velocity at the interface is the later&l vehicle residual 
velocity error plus deadband rate effects. From Figure 111-16 the 
expected maximum is .11 fps for a lateral vehicle,velocity of .1 fps 
(see (b) in Table 111-5). This requirement is relatively insensitive 
to spacecraft length. 
d. Contact Velocity = 1 .I fps This is merely the selected closing velocity plus the range rate un­
certainty of the sensor and its axial velocity control loop. Require­
ment lh specified the sensor error at + .1 fps. The control loop 
error is generally an order of magnitude less than that, so it will 
be neglected. 
e. Roll Misalignment + 56 This is a subjective requirement based entirely on man's ability to 
discern roll misalignment from a target vehicle cue. Five degrees 
is a reasonable starting value. Man-in-the-loop simulations will 
be required to verify this selection, 
H 
H 
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TABLE 111-4 REQUIREMENTS-TARGET CUES MANUAL IMPACT DOCKING 
REQU IREMENT SOURCE 
a. A corner reflector is re- Assumes the docking port attitude is known and the TV will provide 
quired on the docking axis sufficient visual data for conmit-to-dock 
for the cooperative ranging 
sensors (RF or laser radar). 
b. 	An array of reflectors may be
 
required to ensure ranging
 
data during the rendezvous
 
for the cooperative sensors.
 
The number and location is a
 
function of the preflight
 
knowledge of orbital trajec­
tories. It may be possible
 
to target the approach from
 
the docking port side thereby
 
requiring no more than (a)
 
above. Further analysis is
 
required.
 
c. 	An offset "T" or similar
 
visual cue is required on
 
the spacecraft for all can­
didates.
 
H
H
H 
(A 
TABLE 111-5H ________________MANUAL REQUIREMENTS-CONTROL SYSTEM/MAN IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOURCE 
a. Tug ACS Minimum Impulse Existing Tug baseline. Results in a min impulse translation of .012
 
Bit = 20 ms in/sec/pulse with a 1000 slug tug, which is more than adequate, since.
 
manual velocity error discernment is at least an order of magnitude
 
greater.
 
b. Lateral Translation Trim For this candidate this is a subjective requirement difficult to
 
Capability =l fps 	 demonstrate by analysis. It inv6lves the ability of the man to de­
termine the lateral velocity and position errors by observing a tar­
get on a TV, then correcting the errors within the time and picture
 
availability constraints. The value of oi fps was selected to avoid
 
any unnecessarily tight requirements on mechanism design (as illus­
trated in Figures 111-14, 15 and 16, provided for the three docking
 
mechanism requirements) that result when any lateral velocities over
 
.1 fps must be absorbed by the mechanism .1 fps does not, at the
 
moment, appear to be an unreasonably tight requirement. It will re­
quire demonstration via a man-in-the-loop simulation.
 
TABLE 111-6 REQUIREMENTS - RANGING SENSOR MANUAL NON-IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT SOURCE
 
Same as Table III-1 with the following exceptions, 
Minimum Range for Ranging - In a non-impact docking, the vehicle must be accurately maintained in
 
1 ft. a stationkeeping condition while the STEM is deployed. The range for
 
this operation is 3 - 5 feet, soone foot provides sufficient margin.
 
Range Accuracy For Near The overall accuracy of the range data must be sufficient to avoid the
 
Range (I ft to .5 n m i)- impact of the two vehicles during the 3 - 5 foot stationkeeping range.

A .5 ft overall accuracy is sufficient for this. On a short term
 
+ 6 in. - long term, basis, the minute-to-minute accuracy must be considerably better to
 
+ 1 in. - short term avoid damage to the STEM. Less than 1 or 2 in is desirable.
 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
I 
TABLE 111-7 
REQUIREMENT 
REQUIREMENTS-VIDEO/LIGHTING 
SOURCE 
MANUAL NON-IMPACT DOCKING 
Same as Table 111-2 
TABLE 111-8 REQUIREMENTS-DOCKING MECHANISM 	 MANUAL NON-IMPACT SYSTEM
 
REQUIREMENT 

a. 	Angular Misalignment - (prior 
to 	STEM contact) 

SLR 2.6 deg 

Margin + 1.5 

4.1 	deg 

RI' 3.5 deg 
Margin + 1.5 
5.0 	deg
 
b. 	Maximum Lateral Displacement 

at I/F (prior to STEM 

contact) 

= .2 

Margin x 2 

1.4 	ft (+ 5 in) 

c. 	Lateral Velocity at 

Interface 

N/A 

d. 	Maximum Contact Velocity 

.0082 ft/sec 

Margin 	 x 2 

.016 ft/sec 

e. Roll Misalignment = + 5 deg 

H 
H 
SOURCE
 
The values of 2.6 deg and 3.5 deg are derived from the attached Fig­
ure 111-17 where translation deadband, or lateral offset error, is
 
.5 ft or less (SLR), and 1.0 ft (RF)[see (c) on Table 111-5], and
 
the 	target attitude error, which is chiefly a crew discernment prob­
lem, is less than 2.5 deg. Again, the latter will require simula­
tion to verify.
 
This requirement sizes the STEM capture cone diameter. If the STEM
 
were guided manually based on real time TV, this would be negligi­
ble. However, there 'are considerable delays in TV response which
 
will make STEM alignment success subject to vehicle rates and resi­
dual lateral velocities from picture to picture. Based on maximum
 
vehicle rate of .1 deg/sec and maximum residual velocity of .002
 
fps, (see (e) on Table 111-10), the maximum lateral displacement is
 
.2 ft if TV response is one picture every 16 seconds (see Figure
 
111-18).
 
For a non-impact STEM approach, this spec is replaced by 3g, the
 
maximum STEM rate required. With the STEM approach, lateral veloc­
iey at docking is essentially reduced to zero.
 
Contact velocity is derived from the time for reel-in, which should
 
be less than 10 minutes. For a 5 ft arm, V = 5/600 sec = .008 ft/ 
sec assuming velocity is held relatively constant throughout by con­
tinuing to pulse the reel-in motor to overcome friction and avoid 
compressive loads on' the arm. 
Same as (e) on Table 111-3.
 
H TABLE 111-8 REQUIREMENTS-DOCKING MECHANISM (Continued)	 MANUAL NON-IMPACT DOCKING. 
REQUIREMENT 

f. 	Angular Misalignment at 

Contact = 2.60 

Margin + 1.5 

4.10 

g. 	Maximum Lateral Displacement 

at I/F at Vehicle Contact 

= .5 in 

Margin x 2 

1.0 	in
 
h. 	STEM Maximum Angle 
SLR RF 
+60 + 120 
Margin + 40 + 80 
+ 100 	+ 200 
i. 	STEM Maximum Rate = 2o3 0/sec 

Margin 	 x 2 

4.60 /sec 

j. 	Maximum STEM Extension = 5 ft 

.k. :STEM Extension Rate = .5"/sec 

1. 	STEM Retract Rate = .l"/sec 

maximum 

SOURCE
 
At STEM contact the Tug will go to an attitude hold mode, essential­
ly freezing the misalignments of (a). Consequently, the angular
 
misalignment at vehicle contact should be no greater than at STEM
 
contact.
 
The non-impact STEM approach is specifically implemented to reduce
 
this error to essentially zero, or at least within the manufactur­
ing and assembly hardware misalignments between the two vehicles.
 
This should be less than .5 in.
 
Twelve degrees is selected based on the attached curve (Figure III­
19), where the worst case translation limit cycle is 1.0 ft (RF)(see
 
requirement (d) on Table 111-10), and the maximum stationkeeping
 
distance is 5 ft.
 
This is based on the attached curve, Figure 111-20, where the maxi­
mum vehicle lateral velocity (deadband rate) is .02 ft/sec (see
 
(e) on 	Table III-10), and the stationkeeping distance is 3 ft (see
 
(i) on 	Table 111-3).
 
Distances beyond 5 ft are not practical for servicing donsiderations,
 
nor for STEM boom structural strength design, yet the greatest possi­
ble distances are desirable from STEM rate and angle design charac­
teristics, ground control response requirements, safety, etc.
 
Operational considerations would like the probe extended in 2
 
minutes.
 
Ground and operational considerations allow 10 minutes for
 
retraction.
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TABLE 111-9 REQUIREMENTS-SPACECRAFT CUES MANUAL NON-IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT SOURCE 
Same as MI (see Attachment B) 
H 
H 	 TABLE III-10 REQUIREMENTS-CONTROL SYSTEM/MANHMANUAL NON-IMPACT DOCKINGH 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOURCE 
Same as Table 111-5 except for addition of the following:
 
c. 	Axial Translation Minimum 

Trim Capability = .012 in/sec 

Margin x 2 

.024 in/sec 

d. 	Lateral Translation Deadband 
Capability - Manual -
SLR - .5 ft 

RF - 1.0 ft 

The 	non-impact docking requires very refined axial translation control.
 
Since the closing rates have been reduced to near zero at the time of
 
STEM extension, the ground controller should be able to detect very
 
small motions in relative errors from picture-to-picture (plus recog­
nition of a change of -1 in. from ranging sensor data), all of which
 
should allow the stationkeeping rate to be maintained with a single
 
minimum impulse of two axial jets. That capability for a mass of
 
1000 slugs and a total ACS thrust of 50 lbs is:
 
Impulse 50 lbs x .02 sec
Vx Mass 1000 
2
 
='.001 ft/sec

or .012 in./sec.
 
NOTE: 	 Even if TV pictures are 16 sec apart, the motion from pieture-to­
picture could be as small as .2 in.I
 
This is a man-in-the-loop capability, depending considerably on the
 
man, the cue, the lighting, TV delays, etc; all of them subjective.
 
Simulations will be required to validate the capability. The value
 
selected is relatively large and should encompass a reasonably
 
worst-case situation.
 
Note that an error in reading target attitude error of 1 deg results
 
in a lateral misalignment of only one inch or .08 ft at a stationkeep­
ing distance of 5 ft. Even 5 deg error is less than .5 ft (.43 ft).

The RF deadband is twice that of the SLR because of the decreased
 
accuracy in LOS measurement, which affects the deadband size.
 
TABLE III-10 REQUIREMENTS-CONTROL SYSTEM/MAN (Cont'd) MANUAL NON-IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT SOURCE 
e. Minimum lateral translation 
deadband rat6 capability -
Manual = .012 in./sec 
Margin x 2 
.024 in./sec 
(.002 ft/sec) 
See c. 
H
H 
H
 
U,
 
TABLE III-11 REQUIREMENTS-RANGING
H 
H 
REQUIREMENT 
a.l) Autonomous Attitude Deter-

mination Capability, 

Maximum Range = 200 ft 

Margin + 100 ft 

300 ft
 
a.2) Attitude Determination 
Minimum Range Capability, 
= 10 ft 
a.3) Attitude Determination 
Accuracy - + 1 deg 
SPreliminary Allocation: 
Cue Alignment/Orienta-
tion (w/r to s/c'axes) 
+ 0.50 
Sensor Alignment on Tug 
Sensor Accuracy (bias 
Xhreshold, Quantitiza-
ihon, Beam Width, etc.) 
+ 0.50 
+0.750 
Computation Error +0.05o 
RSS 1.030 
SENSOR AUTONOMOUS IMPACT DOCKING 
SOURCE 
Maximum inspection range of 200 ft is anticipated accounting for
 
smallest TV FOV of 10 deg and largest spacecraft diameter of 35 ft.
 
Attitude determination prior to inspection stationkeeping is not
 
requited.
 
For impact docking the docking mechanism angular misalignment is
 
affected, more than any other mechanism parameter, by the range at
 
which attitude data is lost. Figure 111-21 shows that for residual
 
lateral vehicle velocities of less than .01 ft/sec (see (b) in Table
 
111-15), the angular misalignment is not much different if the range
 
at which data is lost is 5 ft or 10 ft - 1.3 deg vs .4 deg; there­
fore a minimum range of 10 ft will be used, Docking mechanism ang­
ular misalignment capabilities less than 5 deg have little effect on
 
mechanism weight, complexity, or cost,
 
Figure 111-22 shows the sensitivity of angular misalignment to tar­
get attitude uncertainty for different ranges at which attitude data
 
are lost and two different values of residual vehicle velocity It
 
shows little sensitivity to target attitude uncertainty over the
 
range of .1 deg to 1 deg. Beyond 1 deg and as it approaches the
 
angular misalignment itself (f2 deg) it becomes a dominant error
 
source. One degree was chosen as it avoids this dominant range yet
 
minimizes unnecessarily complex sensor and target cue designs. This
 
number does, of course, include the target cue orientation and align­
ment accuracy as well as the sensor alignment and internal accuracy.
 
An approximate allocation is provided, based on realistic achievable
 
numbers.
 
TABLE 111-11 REQUIREMENTS-RANGING SENSOR (Continued) 	 AUTONOMOUS IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOURCE
 
b) Maximum Ranging Range Trajectory error analysis has shown that with the baseline Tug in­
(Acquisition) = 12.5 n mi sertion uncertainty of + 3 n mi and spacecraft knowledge uncertainty 
Margin x 2 of + 1 n mi, a terminal phase rendezvous can be accomplished from 
25.0 n mi 12.5 n mi with only negligible increases inACS propellant over'long­
er ranges. Therefore, in the interest of conserving time and the
 
power/weight impact of longer range sensors, the minimum reasonable
 
range (12.5 n mi) is selected.
 
c) Minimum Ranging Range Range data beyond the point where target attitude is determined for 
= 10 ft the lost time is not required for a non-impact system. See a.2) 
above. 
d) 	Range Accuracy ­
.5 n mi to 25 n mi - + 100 ft Consistent with accuracy of rendezvous algorithm correction capabil­
10 ft to .5 n mi - + 1ft ity. For non-impact docking, range is not a critical parameter once 
the 	closing velocity is established at 100 ft. It is not the pri­
mary parameters on which target attitude is computed. Ten percent
 
of the minimum ranging range of 10 ft seems a reasonable and achiev­
able value0
 
e) 	Range Accuracy ­
.5 n mi to 25 n mi - + TED Rendezvous algorithm requirement. 
10 ft to .5 n mi . f the axial velocity- tps, Range rate accuracy deteiines the tolerance on 
td be expected at docking. Figure 111-13 shows the sensitivity of, 
angular misalignment to axial velocity. It can be seen that for low 
lateral velocities (C.05 ft/sec for the autonomous case) it has 
little effect anywhere between .75 and 1.25 fps. Since little will 
occur to perturb the closing velocity when the last.corrections are 
made at the 10 ft minimum range point, a range rate tolerance of +.1 
fps provides more than sufficient margin. 
H0 
f) 	Field-of-View = + 150 FOV must be adequate to: (1) find the target in FOV at acquisition, 
(2) 	track during worst vehicle perturbations, and (3) determine
 
LA 
H TABLE III-11 REQUIREMENTS-RANGING SENSOR (Continued) AUTONOMOUS IMPACT DOCKING 
H 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOURCE 
f) Field-of-View (Concluded) 	 target attitude from a pattern of given diameter up to a specified
 
minimum range. Current values for 3 n mi for Tug position error and
 
1 n mi of spacecraft position result in worst angular LOS error at
 
the minimum acquisition range (12.5 	n mi) of sin-1 12.5 = 1500
12.5
 
For a 30 deg FOV and a minimum range of attitude determination of 10
 
ft (a.2), the maximum target diameter is 2 x 10 ft sin 15 deg = 5.1
 
ft; more than adequate for a target pattern size.
 
g) LOS Accuracy - + 1.00 Target attitude determination utilizes LOS data, therefore should be
 
compatible with requirement (a.3). The target attitude computation
 
P A involves more cues and more measurements, but the computation error
 
P is small. Meanwhile, the LOS data must be available at a closer
 
Cue Location Error = + .5 range - s l ft, making the cue's location accuracy at least as cri­
(I in at I ft) 	 tical an item as alignment of the four cues for target attitude de­
= + .0 termination was at a 10-ft range for requirement (a.3). The same 
=
Sensor Alignment on Tug breakdown of errors as was proposed in (a.3) above, is assumed here.
 
Sensor Accuracy (Bias,
 
Threshold, Quantiza- = + °750
 
tion, etc.)
 
Computation Error = neg.
 
RSS ± 1.00 
h) Loss of LOS Data = 1 ft 	 Figure 111-23 illustrates the sensitivity of lateral displacement 
(which is affected the most by this parameter) to loss of LOS data. 
One foot is necessary to minimize the effect of this error source, 
yet is an achievable number. 
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TABLE 111-12 REQUIREMENTS-VIDEO/LIGHTING AUTONOMOUS IMPACT DOCKING 
o REQUIREMENT SOURCE 
The TV is not a critical element in the autonomous candidates, if present at all. Its requirements 
are quite flexible with many off-the-shelf designs feasibly accommodating the anticipated require­
ments. 
TABLE 111-13 REQUIREMENTS-DOCKING MECHANISM AUTONOMOUS IMPACT DOCKING
 
REQUIREMENTS 

a) Angular Misalignment = + 1.40 
Margin x 2 
+280 

b) Maximum Lateral Displacement 

= + .16 
Margin x 2 
± .32(+ 4.0 in) 
c) Lateral Velocity at Docking 

Interface = .02 

Margin x 5 

.1 fps 

d) Contact Velocity =1 +.1 fps 

e) Roll Misalignment =+ 50 
SOURCE
 
Figure 111-21 earlier showed the relationship between lateral vehicle
 
velocity and angular misalignment. From (b) in Table 111-15, the
 
lateral velocity it is anticipated an autonomous system can achieve
 
is less than .01 fps. That results in a maximum angular misalignment
 
of 1.4 deg for a loss of spacecraft attitude datA at 10 ft, assuming
 
an axial velocity of 1 fps and a target attitude uncertainty of 1
 
degree.
 
A value of + .16 feet (or + 2 inches) was selected based on the curve
 
of Figure 111-24, a nominal spacecraft length of 15 feet (c.g. at 7
 
ft), and an achievable maximum lateral velocity residual of .01 fps
 
(see (b) in Table 111-15).
 
The value of .02 fps is selected from Figure 111-25. The lateral
 
velocity at the docking interface is approximately the vehicle cog.
 
lateral velocity; which, from requirement (b) in Table 111-15 is less
 
than .01 fps for very low velocities where the deadband rates (maxi­
mum of .1 deg/sec) become limiting conditions.
 
Requirement (g) in Table 111-11 specified the range rate accuracy of
 
the ranging sensor at + .1 fps. This essentially estab­
lishes the contact velocity tolerance. The control system errors are
 
negligible in ad autonomous configuration. The value of 1 fps was
 
selected from the data of Figure 111-13 to minimize its effect on
 
angular misalignment,
 
This requirement is limited by the ability of the sensor to determine
 
target attitude, The value of 5 deg is a somewhat arbitrary value
 
selected on the basis of the known capability of most sensors to de­
rive target attitude autonomously and the feasible roll misalignment
 
a mechanism can accommodate,
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H TABLE 111-14 REQUIREMENTS-SPACECRAFT CUES AUTONOMOUS IMPACT DOCKING 
t REQUIREMENT SOURCE 
a) 	An array of reflectors will 

be required on the docking 

axis for attitude determina-

tion. The maximum diameter 

of the array can be 5 feet.
 
b) 	The relative alignment/ 

orientation of the reflec­
tors in a) shall all be
 
within .5 deg of each
 
other and the spacecraft
 
axes.
 
c) A 47r steradian coverage 

of reflectors shall be 

provided for the cooper-

ative sensors for signal
 
reflection during rend­
ezvous (as a maximum)..
 
The attitude determination reflector array diameter is based'on a
 
sensor FOV of 30 deg [equirement (h) in Table III-Ii], and a minimum
 
range of 10ft for attitude determination (requirement (c) in the same
 
Table).
 
See 	requirement (d) in Table Ilt-lI.
 
If trajectory conditions are such that a predictable predetermined
 
approach path can be established for a spacecraft, of group of space­
craft, the reflectors may be limited to that side only.
 
TABLE 111-15 REQUIREMENT-CONTROL SYSTEM/MAN 	 AUTONOMOUS IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOURCE 
a) Tug ACS Minimum Impulse Bit This is current Tug baseline design. It results in a minimum im­
-20 ms pulse translation rate of .012 in./sec for a 1000 slug mass 
(25 lb x2x.02 sec) This is more than adequate when consider­1,000 
ing the insensitivity of most docking mechanism parameters to
 
lateral translation rates of less than .05 ft/sec. .05 ft/sec is .6 int
 
sec or 50 times the minimum capability of .012"/sec
 
b) 	Lateral translation trim For totally quiescent vehicle states with no major attitude correc­
capability = .012 in./sec tions and a reasonably accurate noise-free close-in stationkeeping 
Margin x 10 sensor (attitude and translation) the vehicle could theoretically 
.12 	in./sec achieve a translation deadband limit cycle rate approaching the
 
(.01 ft/sec) 	minimum impulse bit capability of .012 in./sec. Considering all the
 
above assmmptions, a margin of a factor of 10 is not too conservative
 
and yet quite adequate.
 
H 
HTABLE 111-16 REQUIREMENTS-RANGING SENSOR AUTONOMOUS NON-IMPACT DOCKING 
| REQUIREMENT SOURCE 
Requirements are the same as the impact docking, Table 11-11, except for the following:
 
a.2) 	Attitude Determination 

Minimum Range Capability = 

3 ft 

c) 	Minimum Ranging Range = 3 ft 

d) Range Accuracy - Same as Im-
pact Plus the following: 
3 ft to 10 ft = + .5 ft 
(day-to-day) ­
+ .1 ft 

(short term) 

e) 	Range Accuracy - Same as Im-

pact Docking Plus the follow-

ing: 

3 ft to 10 ft = .01 fps 

(either from a sensor or 

derived from range data)
 
This is the minimum range at which the STEM target retrieval activ­
ity 	will be conducted. Vehicle range and coalignment, utilizing
 
target attitude in the computations, must be maintained during this
 
phase. -
See 	(a.2) above.
 
A relatively stringent range accuracy is required during STEM activ­
ity so that a tight Tug deadband for the s/c range control loop can
 
be impleiented, thereby minimizing the transients and perturbations
 
on the STEM loop. .1 ft accuracy should permit a control loop
 
accuracy of + .2 ft, or 2.5 inches, which should be below the thres­
hold of range control of the STEM.
 
For non-impact docking the stationkeeping stability and accuracy is
 
of concern more than tolerance on impcat velocity. The requirement
 
is obviously a much more stringent one since range rate must be
 
driven to virtually zero aid, at that point, still a key parameter
 
in the stationkeeping control laws.
 
TABLE 111-17 REQUIREMENTS-DOCKING MECHANISM 	 AUTONOMOUS NON-IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOUCE 
The 	docking mechanism requirements are the same as for the impact docking, Table 111-12, in
 
certain cases. Those that are different are shown below:
 
a) Angular Misalignment 

±+ 1.20 

Margin x 2 

2.40 

b) Maximum Lateral Displacement 
at STEM Insertion - ± .1 ft 
Margin x 2 
+ .2 ft 
(±2.5 in) 
c) 	Lateral Velocity at Docking 

Interface -- Negligible 

d) Contact Velocity ­
.008 ft/sec 
Margin x 2 
.016 ft/sec 
H 
HI e) Roll Misalignment = + 50 
-
Angular Misalignment in the non-impact case is determined more by
 
the'magnitude of.the translation deadband than it is by lateral vel­
ocity. LOS and attitude data are never really lost. Figure 111-17.
 
shows the relationship between the translation deadband and angular
 
misalignment for several accuracies of target attitude knowledge.
 
Autonomous deadbands of .005 feet are achievable but from (c) in
 
Table 111-20, a value of .1 ft is a more realistic maximum for now.
 
This results in 1.2 deg angular misalignment for target attitude
 
data uncertainty of ,il degree.
 
This requirement sizes the STEM drogue diameter and is principally a
 
function of sampling, or command update, interval of the STEM con­
trol loop. In Figure 111-18 the sensitivity to this interval is
 
shown for several values,-- I sec through 15 sec -- where 15 sec re­
lates to a manual ground controlled STEM. In an autonomous mode the
 
automatic control loop will be cycled considerably faster than once
 
each second. It can be seen the lateral displacement is negligible
 
-- less than .1 of a foot. 
The lateral velocity is inherently very small for this type of non­
impact docking; certainly well below the threshold of.impacting
 
mechanism structural characteristics.
 
Contact velocity is derived primarily from the maximum STEM retract 
rate which is 5 ft (maximum)/10 min or .008 ft/sec. 
See 	 requirement (e) in Table 111-3. 
L 
H TABLE 111-17 REQUIREMENTS-DOCKINGMECHANISM (Continued) AUTONOMOUS NON-IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT SOURCE 
f) Angular Misalignment at At STEM contact the Tug will go to an attitude hold mode, essentially 
Contact = 1.20 freezing the misalignments of requirement (a) on Table 111-16. Con-
Margin x 2 sequently, the angular misalignment at vehicle contact should be'no 
2.40 greater than at STEM contact.
 
g) Maximum Lateral Displacement. The non-impact STEM approach is specifically implemented to reduce 
at I/F upon Vehicle Contact this error to essentially zero, or At least within the manufacturing 
= .5 in and assembly hardware misalignments between the two vehicles. This 
Margin x 2 should be less than .5 in. 
1.0 	in
 
h) STEM Maximum Angle = + 50 STEM angle is primarily a function of translation limit cycle as
 
Margin x 2 shown in Figure 111-19. For a'deadband of ol ft (see requirement(c)
 
+ 	 100 on Table i1-19) and the closest stationkeeping distance of 3 ft, a 
value of + 5 degree is derived. 
i) Maximum STEM Rate = 2o2 0/sec Maximum STEM rate is driven primarily by the translation deadband 
Margin x 2 lateral rate, shown in Figure 111-20, for several stationkeeping dis­
4.4°/sec tances. For autonomous systems these rates are very low (see (b) on 
Table 111-19) -- less than .01 ft/sec -- resulting in - 2.2 deg/sec 
for a stationkeeping distance of 3 ft. 
j) 	Maximum STEM'Extension 5 ft Distances beyond 5 ft are not practical for servicing considerations,
 
nor 	for STEM boom structural strength design, yet the greatest possi­
ble 	distances are desirable from STEM-rate and angle design chatac­
teristics, 	ground control response requirements, safety, etc.
 
k) 	STEM Extension Rate - Based on operational considerations that would like the probe exten­
.5 in/sec ded in 2 minutes. 
i) STEM retraction Rate - Based on an operational timeline allowing 10 minutes for retraction. 
.1 in/sec 
TABLE 111-18 RBQUIREMENTS-SPACECRAFT CUES AUTONOMOUS NON-IMPACT DOCKING
 
REQUIREMENT SOURCE
 
The cue requirements of the impact systems, Table 111-14, are all applicable here, together with
 
the following additional requirement:
 
d) A spacecraft cue will be re-'
 
quired in conjunction with
 
close-in sensor performance
 
during stationkeeping at 3 ft
 
to 5 ft. This sensor will
 
have to aid in derivation of
 
target attitude data as well
 
as relative translational
 
error (LOS) in three axes.
 
Total cross section cannot
 
be more than 1.5 ft based on
 
a 30 deg FOV and a station­
keeping distance of 3 ft.
 
H 
H 
TABLE 111-19 REQUIREMENTS-CONTROL SYSTEM/MAN 	 AUTONOMOUS NON-IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOURCE 
The 	control system requirements for the impact system, Table 111-15, are all applicable, plus
 
addition of the following:
 
c. 	Axial Translation Minimum The non-impact docking requires very refined axial translation con-

Trim Capability = .012 in/sec trol. The closing rates have been reduced to near zero at
 
Margin x 2 the time of STEM extension, allowing the stationkeeping rate to be
 
.024 in/sec 	 maintained with a single minimum impulse of two axial jets. That
 
capability for a mass of 1000 slugs and a total ACS thrust of 50
 
pounds is:
 
Impulse = 50 lbs x .02 sec
 
VX = Mass 1000
 
0001 ft/sec2 or
 
.012 in/sec.
 
d. 	Stationkeeping Translation If an ACS duty cycle of one firing per 5 sec is assumed (typical
 
Deadband 	 + .05 ft for rotational attitude control narrow deadband duty cycle), the
 
Margin x 2 rate from (b), Table 111-15, of .01 ft/sec results in 001 x 5 =
 
+ .1 ft .05 ft of travel between reversing pulses, which is essentially the
 
nominal boundaries of the translation deadband.
 
e. 	Lateral Translation Deadband See (c) above.
 
Rate .012 in/sec
 
Margin 	 x 2
 
.024 in/sec
 
TABLE 111-20 REQUIREMENTS-RANGING SENSOR 
REQUIREMENT SOURCE 
a) Attitude Determination 
Capability 
1) Attitude determination, 
maximum range capability 
200 ft 
Margin -+100 ft 
300 ft 
Same as autonomous impact system. 
2) Attitude determination, 
minimum range capability 
= 10 ft 
Same as autonomous impact system. 
3) 	Attitude determination Same as autonomous impact system. 
accuracy = + 1 degree 
.b) Acquisition range = 12.5 n mi Same as autonomous impact system. 

Margin x 2
 
25 n mi
 
c) 	Minimum Ranging Range = 10 ft Same as autonomous impact system. 

d) Range Accuracy Same as autonomous impact system. 
.5 n mi to 25 n mi - + 100 ft 
10 ft to 5 n mi - + 1 ft 
e) 	 Range Rate Accuracy Same as autonomous impact system. 
Far (.5 n mi - 25 n mi) = TBD 
Near (10 ft - .5 n mi) = t.1 fps 
f) 	 Field of View - + 15 deg Same as autonomous impact system. 
Margin 
g) LOS Accuracy - Near = 1.0 deg Same as autonomous impact system. 
H Far = TBD deg 
a, 	h) Loss of LOS data - I foot Same as autonomous impact system. 

HYBRID IMPACT DOCKING 
See 	Table Ill-li.
 
See Table III-11.
 
See Table IlU-ll. 
See Table lI-li. 
See Table IT-lio 
See Table III-11 
See 	Table TI-li. 
See 	Table III-li.
 
See Table III-ii.
 
See Table III-ii.
 
TABLE 111-21 REQUIREMENTS-VIDEO/LIGHTING 	 HYBRID IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOURCE
 
a) 	Type - Silicon Intensified Same as manual impact system (see Table 111-2).
 
Target Vidicon
 
b) Resolution - 500 Lines and
 
400 Pixels
 
c) FOV= 20 deg
 
d) Scan Rate - 30 Times/See
 
e) Bandwidth = 4.5.Megahertz
 
f) Camera Survivability -

Look into the Sun
 
g) Maximum Length - .3 m (1 ft)
 
h) Target Illumination -

Required - 5 to 10 ft candles
 
i) Lighting - Strobe of Tungsten
 
'Flood
 
j) Lighting Power ­
600 watts e4ax)
 
16.5 watts (Avg)
 
TABLE 111-22 REQUIREMENTS-DOCKING MECHANISM 	 HYBRID IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOURCE 
a) 	 Angular misalignment = 3 deg Same as manual impact system ( see Table 111-3) 
Margin 	 + 1.5 deg
 
4.5 	deg
 
b) Maximum lateral displacement
 
= + .21 ft
 
Margin x 2 
+ .42 ft (+ 5 in.) 
c) 	Lateral velocity at docking in­
terface = .11 fps
 
Margin x 2
 
.22 	fps
 
d) 	Contact velocity = 1 + .1 fps 
e) 	Roll misalignment = + 5 deg 
H 
TABLE 111-23 REQUIREMENTS-SPACECRAFT CUES HYBRID IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT SOURCE 
a) An array of reflectors will be 
required on the docking axis 
for attitude determination. 
The maximum diameter of the 
array can be 5 feet. 
Same as autonomous impact system (see Table 111­14) 
b) 	The relative alignment/orien­
tation of the reflectors in
 
a) shall all be within .5 deg
 
of each other and the space­
craft axes.
 
c) 	A 47 steradian coverage of
 
reflectors shall be provided
 
for the cooperative sensors
 
for signal reflection during
 
rendezvous (as a maximum).
 
d) 	An offset "T" or similar cue Same as manual impact system (see Table 111-14)
 
is required on the space­
craft for manual backup
 
docking activities.
 
TABLE 111-24 REQUIREMENTS-CONTROL/MAN 	 HYBRID IMPACT DOCKING 
REQUIREMENT 	 SOURCE
 
a) 	Tug minimum impulse bit 20 ms Same for all configurations.
 
b) 	Lateral Translation Trim Capa- Same as manual impact system (see Table 111-5). Although 
bility = .1 fps the autonomous control capability can perform much better than 
this, the docking mechanism, which is affected significantly by
 
this characteristic, must be designed for the worst situation
 
which is the manual backup control mode.
 
H 
H 
a, 
IV. DOCKING MECHANISM EVALUATION
 
The primary goal of this section is to compare candidate.docking mechanisms
 
for the Space Tug that are optimal combinations of hardware to support the de­
sign goals specified for the Space Tug. It is significant that we emphasize
 
the requirements and goals of the Tug because up until this point the require­
ments for docking systems have been very similar. The Tug represents a depar­
ture: For previous programs the primary goal was the structural joining of
 
two spacecraft for the. specific purpose of providing a pressurized passageway
 
between them. The requirements are different than those for previous systems,
 
therefore, we anticipate that the eventual design solution will be different.
 
A. DOCKING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES 
Listed below is a summary of the system level requirements identified for 
the docking system to be applied to the Tug. It was essential to carefully 
review the requirements established for previous programs to determine their 
applicability to the Tug. In the past, the goal of the docking system was to 
structurally attach .the two vehicles, providing a pressurized passageway be­
tween them. The final phases of the rendezvous was provided by the man-in­
the-loop, the astronaut, "flying" the two vehicles together. Now the goals 
have changed as well as the conditions, thus the system requirements and design 
guidelines should reflect these changes. 
The structural requirements in some ways are more complex than before.
 
Now we must-accommodate up to three spacecraft for delivery, and return another.
 
In addition, the one to be returned may be of a'different diameter than the one
 
delivered. The interface is further complicated by the requirement to accept
 
spinning payloads.
 
In other areas, the requirements are found to be analogous. With respect
 
to the budgeting of impact to the design of the Tug or to the payload, the
 
situation is similar to.that of the CSM and the IM. Just as it was important
 
to minimize the impact of the.docking system on the LIM to minimize weight to
 
be taken to the surface of the moon and back, ,so it is important to minimize
 
the impact of our system on the payloads. The principal mechanism design require­
ments are:
 
* 	Cantilever payload off front of Tug with load carrying capability defined
 
by Tug and orbiter operations;
 
.	 Eliminate final misalignment .betweenvehicles to align the -docking
 
interface;
 
* 	Provide capability to deliver up to three payloads and return one;
 
.	 Retrieval interface must be able to accommodate delivery of one diameter
 
payload and return another;
 
IV-1 
" 	Deploy payloads with desired low tip-off rate (.0083°Isec minimum, but
 
generally 10/sec);
 
* 	Deploy or retrieve spinning satellites with rates up to 100 RPM;
 
* 	 Capable of redocking immediately after deploy (infant mortality); 
" 	Have minimum design impact on payload;
 
* 	Minimize weight carried by Tug to maximize payload capability.
 
The major issues that affect docking mechanism selection are illustrated
 
in Figure IV-1. Compatibility with multiple payload mounting techniques, and
 
the ability to cope (in flight) with different payload diameters are constrain­
ing requirements. The issue of whether to support retrieved spacecraft in the
 
Shuttle bay with the docking mechanism or with separate support structure has
 
a significant design impact. Whether to burden the docking mechanism or the
 
sensors with the final spacecraft mounting alignment task is equally signifi­
cant. The servicing compatibility issue is also significant. These considerations
 
coupled with the question of the degree to which past-developments can be used
 
to reduce acquisition cost, form the basis for the design and selection of candi­
date docking mechanisms.
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Figure IV-1. Key Docking Mechanism Selection Issues
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B. HISTOICAL DOCKING MECHANISM DEVELOPMENT
 
The following is an overview of the evolution of mechanisms used to
 
structurally join two vehicles in orbit. It presents the concepts developed
 
for the Gemini, Apollo and ASTP programs as'well as some of the concepts
 
that were proposed but later eliminated. In addition, it presents a brief
 
analysis of some of the advantages and disadvantages of basic classes of
 
systems.
 
The U.S. space program's experience with the joining of two vehicles in
 
orbit began with the Gemini Program. The Gemini system employed a large trun­
cated cone, or frustum, mounted to the target vehicle. This cone, essentially
 
what was to become the docking drogue of the Apollo Program, was sized to
 
accept the forward end of the Gemini vehicle. The cone had a larger included
 
angle than the docking portion of the Gemini vehicle to allow lateral dis­
placements, and a slot that accepted a guide bar on the Gemini to provide the
 
desired rotational alignment. Energy dissipation of both rotational and
 
translational energy was provided by three groups of dampers located around
 
the base of the cone on the target vehicle.
 
The operation of the system involved the rendezvous of the Gemini with
 
the target vehicle, then the maneuvering required to insert the forward end
 
of the Gemini into the cone. Spring loaded latches on the Gemini then en­
gaged receptacles in the cone effecting capture. The spacecraft was then
 
retracted until it contacted structural pads on the target vehicle, thus any
 
subsequent loads were not reaated through the damper assemblies.
 
In July 1962, NASA announced that they would accomplish lunar landing
 
by the use of the lunar orbit rendezvous technique, thus they had a require­
ment for an Apollo docking mechanism. The CSM contractor initiated a study
 
that was to result in the selection of the probe and drogue concept in
 
December 1963. To arrive at this decision required an analysis of the systems
 
identified at that time in light of the requirements of the Apollo Program.
 
The systems were identified as either impact or non-impact in nature.
 
The impact systems required that the active vehicle initiate a closure rate
 
within a specific bandwidth such that this energy could be employed to effect
 
a capture. The non-impact systems, on the other hand, required the active
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vehicle to station keep near the target vehicle such that a tether could be
 
extended to capture the target vehicle, allowing it to be retracted back to
 
the active vehicle. The following description and analysis of the seven con­
cepts evaluated for the Apollo Program is from "The Apollo Experience Report,
 
The Docking Syste " by Robert D. Langley of MSC.
 
The impact systems evaluated were the probe and drogue, the ring and
 
cone, and the (at that time) yet to be proven Gemini system.
 
Proke and drogue - The probe 
and drogue docking system consists 
of a probe mounted on the CM and a 
drogue installed in the LM (Fig. IV-2). fl hatch 
The probe consists of a probe head, Linearshaed 
a single center piston for impact charge separation 
Droue
energy attenuation, three pitch 

P ,iSchbunge
arms with bungees'for lateral loads Sal 
and vehicle alinement, and an elec- Probe retractor 
trical reel mechanism to effect re­
traction after initial capture. The
 
drogue is a funnel-sae tutr Probe 
that guides the probe head to the Pitcharm
 
initial capture position, where
 Spring latch 1, Attenuatordrogue-mounted latches engage the 
probe head. For crew transfer l 
after hard docking, both the probe 
and the drogue have to be removed CA 
to provide a clear passageway.Ring and cone 

- The ring and 

Figure IV-2 - Probe and Drogue
Docking System
 
cone docking system was developed by 
MSC and consists of a ring mounted 
on the CM and a cone mounted on the 
LM4 (Fig. IV-3). The tubular ring is 
supported by six identical impact Ring
 
attenuators that attach to the CM
 
egress tunnel. After initial cap- Cone 
ture latching, the two vehicles are 
pulled together to the hard-dock 
position by three electrical reel­
in mechanisms. The cone consists C 
of four structural elements and cap­
ture latches to engage the ring.
 
The cone serves as the guide for the
 
ring from contact to capture latch Iiattc 
engagement and is removable, after Reel _,ncabl
e
 
hard docking, to provide for crew A " 
C
 
transfer. 

Figure IV-3 - Cone and Ring
 
Docking System
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Gemini docking system - The Gemini 

docking system consists of a struc­
tural ring on the CH and a cone on the
 
IM (Fig. IV-4). This system is a reversal
 
of the ring and cone system in that the
 
cone is reversed (similar to drogue)
 
and is supported by the impact attenu­
ators. This system, although used
 
successfully in the Gemini Program,
 
was never seriously considered for the
 
Apollo Program because of the severe
 
weight penalty that would be imposed
 
on the LM. 

Nonimpact Docking Systems 

The nonimpact docking systems
 
include those systems that achieve
 
initial capture of the passive vehi­
cle by extending a member from the
 
active, stationkeeping vehicle. The
 
four nonimpact systems evaluated were
 
the inflatable probe, the stem, the
 
stem and cable, and the inflatable
 
tunnel.
 
Inflatable probe - The inflat-

able probe system uses an extendible 

inflatable tube and support struc- 

ture mounted on the CM and a conical 

drogue mounted on the L24 (Fig. IV-5). 
The 4-inch diameter tube is housed 
on a reel mechanism located at the 
base of the support structure. The 
tube is extended to 20 feet and made 

rigid by gas inflation. The capture
 
latch mechanism is mounted on the 

forward end of the tube for engage-

ment of the latches in the LM drogue. 

After capture, the tube is reeled 

in to achieve hard docking.
 
Atenute Cone Sepation ring 
Attenuatios 
[M AticPnA
manual latches 
Figure IV-4 - Gemini Docking System 
CM- X 7 
LM drogue 
=== k,=.
 
lcR . 
7 i 
inflatableprobe-/ 
Foldingsuprttructure -
LMstructure
 
* Sofl probe extends 0 CMRCSaimingofprobe X 
0 Vanaoble-speedreel 0 No ilermoulecompression 
Figure IV-5 - Inflatable Probe
 
Docking System
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The stem docking system
Stem ­
(Fig. IV-6(a)) consists of a CM-mounted
 
stem device and a combined drogue and hatch
 
installed in the IM. The stem devicemehns
 
is constructed of sheet metal that is
 
heat treated in the rolled position
 
so that a metal tube is formed upon,
 
extension of the sheet from the spool
 
of the reel mechanism. Once the tube
 
is extended, the crew manually guides "
 
the stem probe head into the drogue to 	 L---"eh-­
effect capture latch engagement. Re- Stemmechanismelemenj 
traction is provided by the reel 
mechanism. 	 * Ball-ended stem extends 0 Variable-speed reel 
a Probe manually aimed 0 No inlermodule compression 
Stem and cable - The stem and Fig IV-6(a) STEM 
cable system (Fig. IV-6(b)) is almost s,xk 
identical to the stem system, except that inuator 
the stem cannot be manually directed, and '7tMdoue Sp.ngla-ch
 
the probe head is permanently attached ---- - - ---­
to a cable rather than to the stem.
 
After capture latch engagement, the -/
 
stem retracts and leaves the vehicles 	 S Slemexlendsatc /
* len retracts/
attached by a single cable tether. A 	 ecabe tieremains
variable-speed cable-reel device then 	 0 ValblCeS5eoCdCebteeh 
effects a closure rate to the hard- Fig IV-6(b) STEM & Cable
 
dock position.
 
- The inflat-unnelInflatable tunnel 

able tunnel (Fig. IV-6(c)) is a
 
flexible device that ts stowed in the CM r' 5tunnel an  rel ases and exten s by gas 	 I 
pressure. After capture latch en­
gagement with the LM drogue, the tun­
nel is retracted to 
dock configuration. 
achieve a hard- \-Seal a *n 
dynamic rCTerisl, CS 
* VehiCleeCS-Orel '--"I 
Fig IV-6(c) Inflatable Tunnel 
The selection process employed both analytical and test techniques to
 
provide information for the trade analysis. Both were done in two dimen­
sions and the fidelity of the simulations were rather crude. However, this
 
did provide data that allowed the concepts to be evaluated with respect to
 
each other. The inflatable probe was found to be marginally feasible, and
 
it was felt that the Gemini system resulted in a prohibitive weight increase
 
in the LM. None of the remaining concepts could be demonstrated to be clearly
 
superior, thus judgment was one of the prime factors in selecting the probe
 
and drogue.
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An evaluation of any of these systems' application to docking in future
 
space missions dictates an inspection of the'requirements that were used to
 
guide these systems evolution. Then, and only then, we can realistically
 
assess the potential for their application.
 
For the Gemini, the requirements were to demonstrate the feasibility of
 
aligning (both laterally and in rotation) and joining structurally two vehi­
cles in orbit. To accomplish this goal, the designers recognized that one of
 
the primary functions of the mechanism was to be that of compensating for
 
less than idealinitial conditions between the two vehicles. These conditions
 
can be discrepant in either displacements (lateral and angular) between the
 
two halves of the mechanism at contact or variations in the relative velocity
 
between the two bodies.
 
The solution to the problem of displacements, or misalignments, of'the
 
halves of the docking mechanism is one that has been applied exclusively
 
throughout the American Space Program. That is, one half of the mechanism
 
is inserted into a cone, or drogue, which applies the necessary corrective
 
forces-to guide the inserted half, generally a probe, to the apex of the cone
 
thus aligning.the mechanism. For the Gemini program the cone was mounted on
 
the target vehicle and the forward end of the Gemini capsule acted as a probe.
 
In addition a slot in the cone was provided such that a guide bar on the cap­
sule provided accurate rotational alignment of the vehicles.
 
Variations in the closing velocity were accommodated by a.spring,and damp­
ing arrangement attached to the drogue on the target vehicle. Again this is
 
the- approach that has continued to be employed, with the exception that in the
 
case of Apollo the drogue was totally passive and the probe provided the energy
 
attenuation.
 
Finally, an investigation of the action of the latching mechanism reveals
 
that the Gemini employed a two step system in which the first step was that
 
of capturing the target vehicle, and the second was that of pulling them to­
gether so that additional latches could be used to provide the desired rigid
 
interface.
 
An inspection of the Apollo system shows that the basic theory or con­
cept of the Gemini system was employed, but modified to better suit the new
 
design goals.. As in the Gemini system, a drogue is used to convert the tranl
 
lational kinetic energy of the active vehicle into the desired forces to align
 
the two vehicles. For Apollo however, due to weight restrictions on the
 
Lunar Module (the target vehicle) a smaller drogue was employed, thus a sep­
arate probe was required. In addition, again due to weight constraints, the
 
energy attenuation was moved from the drogue to the probe.
 
If docking concepts are categorized as central and peripheral then it can
 
be observed that all the proposed concepts for Apollo werb of the central type.
 
This is because there was no requirement for the docking interface to transmit
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large structural loads, one of the prime assets of a peripheral docking sys­
tem. If the concept is reviewed closely enough, however, there are charac­
teristics of the Apollo system that lend themselves to application as a
 
basically peripheral system. The probe and drogue are obviously centered,
 
but their duties are only in the initial alignment and.capture phases of the
 
docking operation. Figure IV-7 illustrates the separate phases of activity
 
associated typically with the docking operation. The first phase is one that
 
has not been used in the past, but certainly is a possibility for future dock­
ing operations. If the docking mechanism is within the field of view of a
 
camera then the docking mechanism itself could provide visual cues as to the
 
final alignment, in addition to the docking aids used in the past. Phases 2
 
through 7 are those that have been accomplished by the probe and drogue
 
throughout the Gemini and Apollo programs. As can be seen there are two basic
 
activities described: first aligning and capturing the payload, typically
 
with a set of light latches; then drawing the two together so that a firm
 
structural connection can be made by a second set of stronger latches. In
 
the case of the Apollo program, the diameter of the ring of structural latches
 
was dictated by the requirement to provide a crew passageway. Thus, the
 
Apollo system was really a combination of central and peripheral systems, but
 
the diameter of the peripheral portion was-small enough to characterize it
 
as a purely central system.
 
The concepts proposed for Apollo were characterized as impact or non­
impact. The final selection was impact, but the rationale behind this must
 
be viewed in light of the requirements that were defined. The obviously ad­
vantage of the impact type system is that the kinetic energy of the active
 
vehicle can be transformed into forces to provide the alignment of the two
 
halves of the docking interface. The alternative is to provide a control
 
system that can provide the desired level of alignment itself. Providing the
 
alignment through impact is not without drawback. Complications arise in that
 
the remaining kinetic energy must be removed through an energy absorption sys­
tem, typically springs and dampers, also, the area of contact and post-contact
 
dynamics is less than desirable. For central systems, the problem of jack­
knifing- is something to be contended with, and the docking mechanism must be
 
made stronger (heavier) to absorb the loads. For Apollo, the docking was to 
be between two stabilized vehicles, thus if the first impact did not effect
 
capture (eg Apollo 14) the second attempt was not complicated by tumbling of
 
one of the vehicles. Since docking in the Shuttle era will require docking
 
to passive payloads, this may become a very significant factor in favor of
 
non-impact systems.
 
Since the Apollo program there have been two major programs that have
 
required on-orbit docking. Skylab continued to use the Apollo probe and
 
drogue, while the Apollo-Salyut/Soyuz program has opted for the development
 
of the International Docking Mechanism (IDM). Figure IV-8 illustrates the major
 
components of this system. Again this is an impact type system. Depending
 
upon the size of the mechanism selected (based upon the loads to be handled)
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Figure IV-7 - Typical Phases of Docking 
it can be considered for either enteral or peripheral applications. The unique
 
feature of this mechanism is that it is androgynous. That is, any two halves
 
can be mated. It is a two step operation of impacting the mechanism with
 
sufficient velocity to allow the guides to align the mechanism, and to deflect
 
the guide ring enough to compensate for angular misalignments so that the cap­
ture latches may effect capture. Then retraction cables pull the interface
 
seal surfaces together such that the structured ring latches can make a rigid
 
structural connection between the two vehicles.
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Figure IV-8 - ASTP Docking Mechanism 
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C. CANDIDATE DOCKING SYSTEM MECHANIZATIONS 
During the course of the study, three types of docking mechanism have
 
proven to be most amenable to Space Tug docking requirements. These are the 
DAC square frame system, the 1*ISE adaptation of the Apollo probe/drogue, and 
a new hybrid soft dock system that applies the STEM as a contact and closure'
 
mechanism. These systems are described in the following subsections.
 
1. MDAC Square Frame Mechanism - The square frame was the docking mechanism 
concept recovended by MfAC in their 1US/Tug Payload Requirements Compatibility 
Study (NAS8-31013). This approach has many virtues, and has been recognized as 
a suitable candidate in this study. Figure IV-9 illustrates the major elements 
of the square frame payload support and docking concept. It meets the myriad 
docking and payload support requirements with a structurally efficient new 
design featuring a variety of moderately complex mchanisms.
 
The basic structural component is the A-frame. A family of A-frames
 
are capable of stacking spacecraft as illustrated. Each A-frame member is
 
universally jointed to permit the overall structure to be opened up to support
 
spacecraft of various sizes, and to permit installation of a shock absorbing
 
device in each strut to absorb impact docking loads. An inflight adjustable
 
square frae joints the tips of a set of four A-frames based on the Tug struc­
ture. This adjustment capability makes it possible for this design to deliver
 
one spacecraft diameter and retrieve another. Figure IV-1O shows the payload
 
attachment mechanism. This device secures delivered spacecraft prior to
 
deployment, secures retrieved spacecraft, and provides a friction level
 
suitable for despin of spinning spacecraft provided with a despin ring mount.
 
A set of drive motors/idler wheels (not shown) provides a spin-up capability
 
for deployed spacecraft requiring this service.
 
The servicing potential of this configuration is somewhat limited, or at
 
least interrupted, by the peripherial design of the payload support structure.
 
Separate mechanisms would be required to service components on the base of
 
the spacecraft, inside the square frame, or on the outside of the spacecraft.
 
Conceptual designs for achieving both types of servicing exist.
 
This concept is basically a new development. MDAC has done a considerable
 
amount of design work, but the hardware is not yet flight qualified. Design
 
virtues such as flexibility and lightweight make this concept a leading con­
tender for Space Tug docking.
 
2. MNSE Apollo Probe/Drogue Application - The MMC Multi-Use Mission Support 
Equipment OBSE) study evolved an interesting application of the flight proven 
Apollo probe/drugue to Space Tug docking requirements. This approach makes 
maximum use of the flight proven probe/drogue design, and limits new develop­
ment to a set of static structure capable of meeting multiple payload support 
requirements. Figure IV-11 shows how the same spacecraft shown in Figure IV-9 
would be supported using the *IMSE concept. 
This approach meets the same array of requirements as the square frame
 
concept using the flight-proven Apollo Probe/Drogue in combination with an
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array of static structure. In addition, this approach was conceived to meet
 
IUS and Shuttle automated payload requirements. As a consequence, the design
 
has been standardized for a broader application spectrum than is required
 
specifically for Tug applications. It supplies eight hard mounting points
 
for spacecraft of various diameters using a family of spider beams., Struc­
turally, this approach appears heavier than the square frame approach, but
 
it is simpler, uses more existing hardware, and should be less costly to
 
develop. Provision of spin-up capability in the Apollo probe design will be
 
a significant development problem--the spin-up requirement should be carefully
 
assessed before this capability is implemented.
 
A more detailed illustration of the MMSE concept support structure is
 
shown in Figure IV-12. A spider beam capable of providing 8-hard point mounts
 
for a spacecraft, and adapting to the basic Tug structure is illustrated. The
 
standardized set of payload interface adapters is also shown. This set of
 
adapters meets the four standard sets of mounting points in the spider beam.
 
These adapters would be unnecessary if the spacecraft hardpoints were stan­
dardized to meet the available selection of spider beam mounting points.
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Figure IV-12 - NMSE Structural Detail 
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The virtue of the N1SE approach is limiting the development of new equip­
ment to static structure, rather than complex mechanisms. The disadvantage is
 
an anticipated higher weight.
 
3. 1ybrid Soft Dock Concept - The hybrid soft docking concept, illustrated
 
in Figure IV-13, incorporates several desirable features. It achieves soft
 
docking through the use of a steerable, extendable STEM-mounted probe. This
 
probe could be controlled in a.closed loop fashion by a special sensing de­
vice, or could be manually inserted using video concepts. The STEM is then
 
used to draw the spacecraft back for a soft attachment to an open A-frame
 
structure that is in flight adjustable, possibly using an adjustable square
 
frame. Since the A-frame structure need not have the variable geometry asso­
ciated with hard-dock dynamics, it is singly hinged instead of being U-jointed.
 
This approach should be slightly lighter than the MDAC approach, and overall,
 
somewhat simpler and less costly to develop.
 
Figure IV-13 Hybrid Soft Dock System
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The hybrid soft dock concept has a good potential for minimizing space­
craft design impacts through eliminating contact shock loads, and lightening
 
the specialized docking structure requires on the spacecraft. The steerable
 
boom portion of this design, however, is a new development. The potential
 
advantages do not come free. Since the concept is new, thorough evaluation
 
of concepts and a preliminary design activity was conducted. The results of
 
this activity are reported in the following paragraphs.
 
a. Candidate Extendable Boom Concepts - A variety of extendable boom
 
concepts is illustrated in Figure IV-14. Extendable tubular booms are elements
 
made of thin metal strips which are wound flat on a spool when stowed and form
 
a circular tube with overlapped or interlocked edges when extended. Two of the
 
most prominent manufacturers of this type extendable boom are Astro Research
 
Corporation of Santa Barbara, California, and Fairchild Industries of German­
town, Maryland. These units have been widely used in space for such applica­
tions as antennae and deployment of experiment packages, sensors and cameras.
 
Extendable contoured booms are also made of metal strips which are spool­
stowed, generally have larger package envelopes and offer greater structural
 
strength. They have lenticular (quasi-biconvex) or twin lobe shapes with
 
welded, interlocked or overlapped edges. The Viking Surface Sampler boom,
 
made by Celesco, is a welded lenticulag shaped boom. Astro Research Corpora­
tion and Boeing Company have also made this type boom while the interlocked
 
edge type is made by Sanders Associates, Inc. of Nashua, New Hampshire, and
 
the twin lobe type by Fairchild. These booms have been used where heavier
 
tip loads are anticipated. The twin-lobe boom, for example, was used on Skylab
 
to transfer film cassettes between the ATM and the airlock.
 
Telescoping cylindrical booms have not been used extensively in space but
 
were considered for this application due to their simplicity. Commercial units
 
are built by Sanders and Tri-Ex Tower Corporation of Visalia, California. They
 
consist of a series of close-fitting concentric metal cylinders which telescope
 
for stowage and are extended by screw jack or cable with sufficient overlap re­
maining between sections to maintain structural strength. Package size for the
 
tubes and deployment mechanisms is a major problem for the soft docking extenda­
ble boom application.
 
Expandable linkage booms consist of lazy tong linkages connected to frames
 
at the linkage pivot points. Extension and retraction are accomplished by
 
moving the first frame relative to the base while working against a tensioned
 
centrally-located cable. A version of this boom, developed by the Martin
 
Marietta Corporation, was successfully flown on Skylab to deploy the optical
 
head of the T-027 experiment.
 
Prestressed element booms consist of cylindrical segments with centrally
 
located axial holes through which a tensioned cable is run. Cable tension is
 
maintained by springs which permit the segments to be stowed on a spool. As
 
the segments are extended, they form a rigid tubular structure by being com­
pressed by.the tensioned cable. A working model of this boom has been built
 
at Martin Marietta Corporation. The General Electric Company and the Illinois
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Figure IV-14. Extendable Boom Concepts
 
Institute of Technology have also prepared working models using this concept.
 
Its simplicity and superior load capability make it attractive for soft docking
 
application. Additional development work appears to be warranted.
 
b. Capture Latch Concepts - The three types of capture latch mechanisms
 
shown in Figure IV-15 have distinct operational characteristics which influence
 
their use. The pivoting probe latch allows angular motion between the Tug and
 
spacecraft to take place without restraint since the probe is permitted to pivot
 
within the latch fingers. This feature eliminates end moments on the extendable
 
boom but may increase axial loading if axial play 'cannot be removed. This cap­
ture latch concept is much simpler than the clamping type, however, and could
 
more easily incorporate a free rotating probe for capture of spin-stabilized
 
spacecraft.
 
The clamped probe type capture latch offers maximum control of the space­
craft and eliminates end play between probe and latch. While a somewhat more
 
complex mechanism than the pivoting type latch, operational features are superior.
 
When a sensor has determined that the probe on the end of the steered boom has
 
been captured by the drogue, a spring-actuated clamp is released which engages
 
the conical end of the probe and forces it against the inner 'surface of the
 
drogue, continuing the probe and hinging the longitudinal axis of the boom
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perpendicular to the X-Y plane of the spacecraft. Engagement speed of the
 
,clamp is controlled by an integral damping device. Release of the clamp is
 
accomplished by activating a solenoid which retracts and latches the clamp.
 
The probe may be a passive, rotating or fixed cone or may have 'anactive
 
latching capability. The concept for a latch type probe shown in Figure IV-15
 
employs spring-loaded pivoted fingers which will swing inward under light
 
load to permit the probe to enter a hole in the drogue and expand when the
 
probe is inside the hole to effect capture. This type latching probe places
 
control of latching and release on the Tug side of the interface which mini­
mizes spacecraft impact.
 
While three separate concepts have been showh, features of each may be
 
combined. We have recommended a clamping type latch with the latch in the
 
probe as the most versatile system.
 
Description Illustration Advantages Disadvantages 
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Figure IV-15. Capture Latch Concepts
 
c. Steering Mechanism Concepts - Steering mechanism concepts considered
 
for extendable boom pointing were of two general types (Figure IV-16)--those
 
having bearing-supported pivot points with integral motor/tachometer assem­
blies in the pivots, and those having flexure pivot points with separate motor
 
drives.
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The AM star tracker gimbal system is the integral type. This developed
 
hardware has very high performance characteristics such as pointing accuracy
 
of 1 arc sec., weight capability of 500 kg, and a gimbal range of +90 degrees
 
in one direction and +50 degrees in the other direction. This capability is
 
greater than that required for extendable boom pointing for a nonimpact docking
 
system. Even if simplified to the greatest extent possible, this system would
 
be more costly than a flexure gimbal system due to the use of many more special
 
parts, and more complex electronic controls. Also, this system would require
 
redesign to meet envelope requirements and to interface properly with the ex­
tendable boom housing and Space Tug structure.
 
A system using flexural pivDts to provide gimbal capability which uses a
 
minimum number of simple parts has been designed by the Martin Marietta Corpora­
tion. Type 800 flexural pivots developed by Bendix provides the required de­
flection angle and radial load capability along with selectable torsional spring
 
rates. Gear motor/encoder units in the size and capability required for boom
 
pointing have been developed and qualified for other space programs and should,
 
therefore, be available at reasonable cost. The use of tandem-mounted sets of
 
pivots at each pivot location allowing the boom to be steerable while permitting
 
controlled boom movement due to side loads on the boom tip is a unique feature
 
of the flexural pivot type of boom steering system.
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Figure IV-16. Steering Mechanism Concepts
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d. Selected System Design - Figure IV-17 depicts a design evolved from the
 
preceding concept trades--for the boom selection, the articulation mechanism, and
 
the latch on the spacecraft. The selected system (Figure IV-18) employs a SPAR­
type of extendable tubular boom, a flexure type of articulation, and a clamped
 
probe latch on the spacecraft. The requirements and ground rules utilized in
 
arriving at this design are as follows:
 
* 	retracted length of boom assembly = .3 meter (I ft) maximum;
 
o extendable boom steerable + .35 rod (200), two directions;
 
* 	time to retract boom = 10 minutes +.25 minute;
 
time to extend boom = 2 minutes +.25 minute;
 
compatibility with servicing concept desirable;
 
low impact capture latch for boom probe;
 
centering and gripping mechanism for probe;
 
free rotating probe for spin-stabilized spacecraft;
 
provide undock and capture release capability;
 
maximum boom loads after capture--bending moment, 552 neuton (124 lbs),
 
shear, 9.3 neuton (2.1 lbs), axial load, 53 neuton (12 lbs);
 
Tug attitude control system active during retraction;
 
Final misalignment removed by guide arms;
 
mechanically operated latches make docking connection to spacecraft;
 
closing velocity = .38 m/s (1.25 fps) maximum.
 
The resulting nonimpact docking system design (Figure IV-18) consists of
 
a steerable extendable tubular boom with tip probe gimbal ring mounted on the
 
Space Tug and a drogue and clamping latch on the spacecraft.
 
The extendable boom housing, which must rotate +.35 radians in-two dtrec­
tions, is attached to the square gimbal ring through two sets of tandem-mounted
 
flexural pivots. In one set, one pivot is motor driven through a gear set to
 
provide the +.35 radian rotation while the other flexural pivot permits con­
trolled rotation due to side loads on the boom tip. The other set may be
 
similar, to provide redundant drive capability, or both pivots in the set may
 
be free to flex. To provide rotation on the perpendicular directions, two
 
flexural pivot sets are located between square gimbal ring and support brackets
 
which attach to the Space Tug structure. Thus, the extendable boom may be
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steered as required while being protected from excessive side loading by
 
flexural pivots having torque values compatible with the boom tube ultimate
 
bending moment of 24 newton-meters (210 in ib). Since the flexural pivots
 
seek a null position, they will tend to center the boom.
 
The probe on the tip of the extendable boom contains spring loaded pivoted
 
arms which retract under light load as the probe passes through a hole in the
 
drogue and expands inside to effect capture. The drogue is mounted on flexible
 
supports to minimize impact loads at capture. Once captured, the probe is
 
clamped against the inside of the drogue by a damped, spring-loaded clamp
 
which centers the probe in the drogue and holds the spacecraft face perpen­
dicular to the boom centerline. Clamping action is initiated by sensors which
 
are activated when the probe is fully within the drogue. Emergency release is
 
accomplished by retracting the clamp and probe arms by solenoid actuation.
 
Once captured, the spacecraft is slowly drawn to low impact docking with
 
the Tug with the docking frame guide arms providing final alignment. The boom
 
is extended approximately 1.5 meters (5 ft) in two minutes by its tension mechan­
ism while lower speed retraction, taking approximately 10 minutes, is provided
 
to minimize axial loads on the boom and minimize impact loads at mating. A free­
rotating probe may be provided for capture of spin-stabilized spacecraft with
 
despin capability provided at the docking interface.
 
D. SUMMARY COMPARISONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 
Table IV-I presents the major comparison evolved during the docking
 
mechanism support analyses. These comparisons are given for the three sub­
systems that were selected as candidates to be used in system synthesis and
 
ranking. No attempt is made to-select between these subsystems pt the sub­
system level. Rather, these criteria evaluations were made an input to the
 
system selection process described in Vol. II, Section III.
 
The evaluations of system complexity, spacecraft impacts, multiple
 
delivery/retrieval compatibility and spinning spacecraft compatibility are
 
self explanatory and are supported in earlier portions of this section. The
 
weight estimates given reflect an evaluation of the weights required to sup­
port the worst spacecraft combination identified in MDAC's Payload Utilization
 
of Tug-Follow on (NAS8-29743), rather than a methodical evaluation of all
 
reasonable combinations. These spacecraft are the CN-51 and EO-59 illustrated
 
in Figure IV-9 and IV-Il. Under these ground rules, the 'Standard' weight
 
given for the MMSE approach may be too severely penalized. This weight is
 
the direct output of the MMSE study, which reflects a broad standardization
 
process. The weight of the MMSE approach tailored for the PUT combination is
 
the lighter 323 kg (710 lb) shown in the table. The cost data shown is sup­
ported in Volume V of this series.
 
When these candidates were combined into the system selection process-­
the square frame candidate was included in all the top ranking systems. The
 
nonimpact system was a close contender in the manual system designs (it was
 
felt to be a risky approach for an autonomous system). The MMSE approach did
 
not rank as well, because of the apparent weight penalty.
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1Table IV-I. Docking Mechanism Concept Comparison
 
Criterion --

System Spacecraft 

Complexity Impact 

Requires relatively Peripheral docking 

DDT&E
 
Weight Cost
 
253 kg
 
(556 ib) $3.6 M
 
441 kg
 
(970 lb)
 
(Standard)

323 kg $1.5 M
(710 lb)
 
(Tailored)
 
241 kg
(531 ib) $7.2 M
 
Mechanism 

Square 

Frame 

Probe
Drogue 

Soft 

complex structural 

support mechanisms 

integral with 

docking mechanism 

Uses developed 

docking mechanism,

requires new
design only for 

static structure 

Simple structural 

t
support mechnism,
but complex soft-

dock mechanism 

mechanism has 

potential for. 

docking/structural 

support compati­
bility
 
Central probe & 

peripheral struc-

tural support for
delivery/retrieval 

must be separate 

Eliminates docking 

shock loads with-

out interferring 

with deliver/ 

retrieval struc-

tural support
 
dock steerable anisms
 
probe
 
Servicing Multiple 

Compatibility Compatibility 

Somewhat Achieved with 

limits space- adjustable 

craft accessi, mechanisms 

ble region
 
Provides 

good access 

to spacecraft
for servicing 

Can use ser-

vicing mecha-

nism as soft-

Achieved 

with standard 

array of
interface 

equipment 

Achieved with 

simpler ad-'
justable mech- concept 

Spinning 

Compatibility 

Can le de­
signed into, 

concept 

Requires 

some devel-

opment of

Apollo 

Probe/Drogue 

Can be
 
designed into 

V. OPERATIONS ANALYSES
 
Identification and classification of mission operational characteris­
tics and constraints which are applicable to rendezvous and docking was performed.
 
Operational characteristics/constraints are derived from Shuttle, Tug
 
and Spacecraft operations documentation and orbital variations. A typical de­
liver/retrieve mission profile is illustrated in Figure V-1 with a summary of
 
the operation&l considerations and constraints.
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Figure V-i: Mission ,and Orbital Variations Impact System Design
 
Operations sequences were delineated to establish the functions which
 
must be performed in order to accomplish mission objectives. The primary opera­
tions differences in autonomous, manual and hybrid systems is in the allocati6n
 
of these functions for performance onboard (automated) or manually (ground
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based control). The "best mix" hybrid system optimizes interaction between
 
onboard and ground to make use of the best features of each.
 
Those operational steps associated with manual system are shown in
 
Figure V-2 for impact and non-impact docking systems. This scenario illustrates
 
that the rendezvous and inspection phases are identical for both impact and non­
impact systems. Another noteworthy feature of the operations sequences is that
 
some functions (e.g., Steps 1 and 4) are best performed autonomously, even in
 
a manual system. Operational complexity is seen to increase for non-impact dock­
ing and potentially requires two console operators. One to maintain "station­
keeping" attitude, while another console operator extends the STEM to capture
 
the spacecraft. The combination of the operations sequences and the interrela­
tionship of the Tug control system with the man-in-the-loop constitutes a
 
definition of the manual system operations concepts used for this study.
 
A corresponding operations scenario and pictorial definition of the auto­
nomous system is illustrated in Figure V-3. For the autonomous candidate the
 
role of the mission control center was purposely reduced to monitoring only.
 
This was done to define a total autonomy capability in case future requirements
 
should dictate the need for such a system. Both impact and non-impact sequences
 
are shown as is the pictorial definition of the limited degree of interaction
 
for the autonomous system.
 
The hybrid system mission sequences are presented in Figure V-4 for an
 
impact docking system only. This illustrates the optimum interaction between
 
onboard and ground systems, which makes use of the inherent advantages of each
 
system.
 
Specifically, the functions allocated to onboard systems are the rapid
 
reaction functions, such as closing the control loop around the sensed data.
 
The functions allocated to the ground include difficult to automate functions
 
such as decision making which require excessive preprogramning of potential
 
problem sets and recognition cues for each potential failure.
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A. MISSION OPERATIONS FUNCTIONAL INTEUACES 
Mission model variations and economic factors dictate multiple space­
craft delivery and single retrieval on a single STS flight. Also, for schedule 
reasons, it is necessary to deliver one size spacecraft and retrieve another.
 
These requirements increase the operations complexity and mission planning re­
quired. Complex trajectories are involved and operational interfaces must be
 
established between the Tug control center and control centers for all space­
craft involved. The resultant communications network provides for spacecraft
 
statusing before deployment, infant mortality retrieval, if required, and veri­
fication that the spacecraft is safe and ready for retrieval or servicing.
 
Operations interfaces for a manual rendezvous/docking system are illus­
trated in Figure V-5, since this system has the most mission operations in­
volvement.
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For a manual rendezvous and docking system the TV image downlink data
 
transmission for real-time support presents a data loading'problem. Since the
 
space tug has limited capability for data downlink, the image data is competing
 
with other systems data on the downlink. Also, the network must handle orbiter,
 
tug and other payloads data.
 
Several alternatives exist to solve this problem. Some onboard software
 
data compression schemes are possible. Narrowing the scan field to eliminate
 
useless background data, image data compression or processing of the image data
 
and transmitting digitized range, range rate, line-of-sight and target attitude
 
angle data and their rates for reconstruction on the ground, are options.
 
B-. CONTROLHANDOVER CONSIDERATIONS 
The NASA Space Tracking Data Network (STDN) or DoD Space Ground Link
 
System (SGLS) station coverage is very good at high altitudes. However, the
 
lower altitude coverage is minimal with the reduced number of stations planned.
 
It is anticipated that the Tracking Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) will be
 
operational and eliminate coverage voids in the time frame considered. Time
 
delay variations in data transmission and loss of data when switching over from
 
a ground station to'the TDRSS must be accounted for and planned around. Con­
trol handovers during critical operations should be minimized and analyses were
 
performed to determine methods of minimizing these handovers.
 
The reference spacecraft selected involve three distinct orbits which
 
cover the range of orbital altitudes from 1667 km (900 n mi) to geostationary
 
altitude and inclinations from 00 through 1030. The analyses included the per­
cent of coverage (communication opportunity) by STDN/SGLS vs TDRSS and the RiF
 
transmission time delays for the reference spacecraft orbits. The results are
 
summarized in Figure V-6.
 
The conclusions reached were that handovers may be minimized by using
 
TDRSS for low earth orbits and using STDN/SCLS stations for medium and high
 
earth orbits.
 
Another operational consideration included the lighting variations re­
sulting from orbital parameters. This analyses was necessary from two aspects.
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Figure V-6. Mission Control Handover Considerations
 
Since TV cameras and Scanning Laser Radar (SLR) sensors are being considered for
 
the system, the pointing constraints must be considered. It is well known that
 
some TV cameras cannot be pointed directly at the sun. The SLR operates on a
 
reflected laser beam from the spacecraft being approached and the effects of
 
pointing this sensor at the sun are unknown. Distinguishment of the target space­
craft from celestial bodies may be impacted in certain lighting situations. Each
 
individual spacecraft will present a different operational planning problem
 
based on time of launch and orbital variations. The simulation/demonstration
 
tests for those candidate systems having TV sensors require high fidelity
 
celestial scene simulation to determine the criticality of these effects.
 
An operational analysis was conducted to determine-the variations in
 
orbital day/night cycles for the reference spacecraft selected. The parametric
 
data developed is presented as a family of curves which show percent of orbit
 
in 	shade as a function of Beta angle and circular altitude. These results are
 
shown in Figure V-7.
 
Since Beta is the angle between the sun line and the orbital plane, it
 
varies seasonally with orbital precision and is a function of orbital inclination.
 
The time in shadow is maximum for a given orbit when the Beta angle is zero.
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Figure V-7. Time in Darkness is a Function of Orbital Parameters
 
The maximum time in shadow for the selected reference spacecraft is
 
tabulated in Table V-I in the form of percent of orbital period and time (minutes)
 
The results of this operations analysis indicates that, although unde­
sirable, the rendezvous and' docking could be planned around these periods of
 
darkness. However, the effect of shadowing the docking port by the spacecraft
 
dictates a light should be provided on the tug to illuminate the docking port
 
and any alignment aids provided by the spacecraft. An an operational constraint,
 
the TV camera must not be pointed within +TBD degrees of the sun line during the
 
mission. 
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Table V-li Reference Spacecraft are 

Spacecraft 

EO 56 - Environmental Monitoring 

Satellite
 
AP 05 - Environmental Perturba-

tion Satellite
 
CN 52/E0 09 - Domsat/Syncronous 

Earth Observation Satellite 

Shadowed less than 28% of orbital period
 
Orbit
 
Altitude Maximum Time in Shadow
 
900 n mi 28% or 33.5 minutes
 
6,900 n mi 11% or 48.3 minutes
 
Geostationary 5% or 16.1 minutes
 
19,323 n mi
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VI. SUPPLEMENTAL SENSOR ANALYSIS
 
A. RADAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
 
In compiling the data base of sensor hardware candidates, one area to
 
which little emphasis was placed in recent Tug rendezvous and docking studies
 
was the conventional RF radar as a ranging sensor. Consequently, not because of
 
any bias toward this sensor but rather to treat all potential candidates fairly
 
and with equal detail, a significant effort was made to configure feasible RF
 
radar sensor candidates during this study. Requirements and performance definition
 
had already been done for the other prime ranging systems - the laser radars - all
 
of which was available and much of it applicable to this study. Specifically the
 
most pertinent documentation is Reference 3 and 4 in Volume II. The remainder of
 
this section will be to develop similar requirements and characteristics for RF
 
radars performing a rendezvous and docking function at geosynchronous altitudes.
 
The first part of the effort was to canvas all available RF radar designs 
to determine applicability to a rendezvous and docking role4 It was found that 
the RF radars and their functions were best examined in two roles; first, the 
rendezvous phase or from acquisition at ' 12.5 rn to down to a range of ,'-100 
feet; and secondly, the phase from owlOD ft. on to the minimum range at docking 
of iv 3' to 10'. During the first phase, range, range rate and line-of-sight 
information was desired. For the second phase, data for target attitude 
derivation was also required, at least for some configurations. 
An obvious and the only'real candidate defined for accomplishing the
 
first phase was a derivative of the Apollo LM rendezvous radar, which, even with
 
modifications for a passive target and different range requirements, provided
 
a benefit from previous development programs and related flight experience. In addi­
tion, the Shuttle Orbiter is proceeding toward procurement of a system with simi­
lar requirements to that for Tug. Its developments will undoubtedly benefit the
 
Tug program.
 
The selection of candidates for the second phase, or close-in docking,
 
was not as easy. No real development of a system fitting the Tug requirement has
 
been done to date. Several designs have been proposed. Those considered as po­
tential candidates for this study were:
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o FM (Coherent Wave radar (Ref. X)
 
o Microwave Interferometer pulse radar
 
o X-Band Coherent pulsed doppler radar
 
All of the above are new designs. From these candidates the X-band co­
herent pulsed doppler design was selected as most straight forward for the Tug
 
rendezvous and docking application. It represented the least complexity, yet
 
met the established requirements..
 
Four different types of rendezvous and docking systems were considered,
 
each possessing a different configuration and/or set of requirements for the rang­
ing sensor. Some of the candidates required a ranging sensor that performed only
 
rendezvous, the'docking being controlled by TV. Others required ranging sensor
 
data on down to 3 to 5 feet. Also, candidates were configured that depended on
 
a cooperative ranging sensor (passive retroflectors on the target) and others
 
specified non-cooperative (skin track) ranging sensors. The non-cooperative VS
 
cooperative trade was pertinent only to the rendezvous, not the docking, phase
 
requirements. A non-cooperative ranging system for close-in data gathering,
 
specifically attitude determination, is not feasible.
 
In the following four sections, then a detailed derivation and discussion
 
of requirements for the following RF radar candidate system is provided:
 
Rendezvous radar (passive non-cooperative target)
 
Rendezvous radar (passive cooperative target)
 
Dual mode radar (passive non-cooperative target)
 
Dual mode radar (passive cooperative target)
 
The dual mode radar, as it will be referred to hereafter, is a combina­
tion of two systems into a single unit, the conventional rendezvous radar dis­
cussed first, and the close-in X-band coherent pulsed doppler radar selected
 
earlier. The non-cooperative VS cooperative for the dual mode refers only to
 
the rendezvous part of the radar.
 
There is no requirement for a close-in radar by itself for the system
 
candidates configured in Volume II.
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1. Noncooperative Pulsed Doppler Rendezvous Radar - The basic Apollo/LM
 
rendezvous radar was developed for NASA by RCA/Burlington and operated in the
 
cooperative active mode with a transponder located on the target vehicle. This
 
technology can be utilized in the design of a rendezvous radar for the Space Tug
 
by employing a pulsed doppler radar with frequency diversity in the noncoopera­
tive mode. The radar operates at X-Band and provides precision angle tracking
 
via an amplitude comparison monopulse system. Angle rate is obtained from a
 
rate gyro mounted on the antenna. Range rate information is obtained directly
 
by measuring the two way doppler frequency. An ICW radar design is employed with
 
pulse modulation where the duty cycle is 40%. The advantages of such a design are
 
that much of the circuitry used in the Apollo/LM radar can -be employed and this
 
reduces the cost of the rendezvous sensor. Further, accurate range rate informa­
tion is obtained more efficiently than with either an SLR or a simple microwave
 
pulsed radar. Due to the relatively small target uncertainty and search volume
 
(100 x 100) the radar can be operated unambiguously in a low PRF mode. Hence a
 
constant PRF is employed during angle search with a correspondingly small eclipsing
 
loss in the search mode, which can be ignored. The employment of frequency di­
versity increases the target radar cross-section in the noncooperative mode and
 
reduces the radar power requirements. At X-Band, five r.f. frequencies 50 MHz
 
apart can be employed without causing any problems-due to excessive r.f. band­
width, and this will increase the radar cross-section of the target vehicle to 10
 
2
 
meter
 
The following parameters during target acquisition apply:
 
Search time: "ts" -6 seconds 
Angular Search Area: A. = 100 x 100 = 100
 
Initial Acquisition Range: Rf = 50 n miles
 
False Alarm Time: T_ = I hr.
fa-1hr 
Required probability of detection: Fd = 0.99
 
Spacecraft radar cross-section: lOm 
2
 
Range rate ! 200 ft/sec
 
The PRF is 1.6 KHz yielding an unambiguous maximum range of 50 n miles.
 
The antenna diameter is 3 ft., which at X-band yields a half-power beam width of
 
02.3 
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The. dwell time of the radar beam on the target is then 
-t 	 =td = @b2 . (2.3)2(6) (l03) 	 37r-e
 
317 m-sec
1
(100)
A9 

The number of pulses integrated during 	the dwell time is:
 
-
N = (PRF) td = (1.6)(03)(317)(0 3) = 507
 
The probability of false alarm is then given by:
 
- 4
Pfa N 	 507 = 1.4 x 10 
Tfa B ( 3 6 0 0 )(i0) 
This assumes an acquisition bandwidth of B = 1.0 KHz for this IW system.
 
For a radar system design with a probability of detection of Pd = 0.99,
 
the signal to noise requirement for a Swerling Case I target with Rayleigh sta­
tistics is given by:
 
: O(I) + Li - 10 rog 10 N + e 
where:
 
DO (l) = 14.5 db 
Li integration loss = 8 db
 
If = fluctuation loss = 14 db -
Assuming a frequency diversity system with 5 equally spaced frequencies, we then
 
get hf = 14/5 = 2.8 db. Since Ne = 5, the transmitter will transmit 101 pulses
 
at each frequency for a period of 63 m-sec.
 
The signal to noise requirements are, then, given by:
 
S= (14.5 + 8 - 27 + 2.8) = 1.7 db
 
N 
The transmitter power requirements, i.e. the average transmitter power, is, then,
 
given by:
 
PAV = (SIN)(47r) 3 Rmax4 F (KTB) L dR
 
G 2;kz C-T dT
 
where dR, dT = receiver duty cycle & 	 duty cycle
 
L = system losses
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The power balance is, then, given by: 
Parameter +db -db 
(4 1)3 33.0 
(SIN) 1.7 
Rmax 4 (R = 50 .m.) 219.0 
KTB (B 5.6 KHz) 174.-
F 6.0 
L 6.0 
G 2 74.0 
-A2 (A = 0.1 ft) 20.0 
GrT (10 m2 108 ft2) 20.0 
dpIfT 1.6 
Totals 285.6 269.7 
The average transmitter power requirements are then 15.9 dbw or 39 watts,
 
which appears reasonable and allows a high-reliability transmitter design.
 
Range data in this ICW system are obtained by comparing the phase of
 
the dimodulated tones from the received signals with the transmitted phase. From
 
an information point of view, phase detection processing and early/late gate
 
tracking should provide the same accuracy in the measurement of range. A quanti­
tative assessment of the "random" range error of this ICW radar system can be ob­
tained by utilizing the following expressions:
 
1 and 1­
/2 (SIN) b 
where SIN = I.F. signal to noise ratio
 
B = I.F. bandwidth 
77= duty cycle 
b = servo bandwidth
 
In order to reduce prime power requirements and to maintain a reasonable
 
dynamic range in the radar receiver, the transmitter power levels can be reduced
 
for the terminal rendezvous phase. A 20 db reduction in power is assumed for
 
this phase, and the receiver bandwidth is increased to 100 KHz. The resulting 
radar signal to noise ratio, r 6 , and Or R/R at close range are listed in Table 
VI-l below (n = 0.4, B = 100 KHz, and b = 5 Hz). 
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Table VT-I Close-in Signal-to-Noise Ratio
 
Range (R) (S/N) - radians 0"R/g 
-
1000 ft 64.8 db 4.1 x 1,-4  2.6 x I0

- 4 
 1.7 x 1010
500 ft 76.8 db 1.0 x 10
 
-5 
 2.1 x i0"II
 300 ft 85.8 db 3.8 x 10

-5 
 4.2 x-10
200 ft 92.8 db 1.6 x 10
- 12
 
4.1 x 10-6  2.6 x 10 13
 100 ft 104.8 db 

' 
The results shown in Table VI-I indicate that the "random! range error
 
at close ranges is negligible. Hence, the range measurement accuracy will be
 
determined solely by the bias error. The bias error has been plotted as a func­
tion of range in Figure VI-I. This error is determined by the highest tone
 
frequency so that to achieve lower bias errors in the range measurement at close
 
ranges would require a higher tone frequency. This change can be easily accom­
plished by adding an additional modulation tone at 820 kHz which will reduce the
 
bias error to 10 ft. at a range of 100 ft. Without this modification, the range
 
measurement accuracy at close ranges will be as shown in Figure VI-I. The range
 
rate measurement accuracy is determined by the two way doppler measurement accu­
racy and will be 0.1 ft/sec at the close ranges considered here (R! 1000 ft).
 
The angular accuracy is determined by the amplitude monopulse system and is again
 
made up of "random" and "bias" component errors. Due to the high signal to noise
 
ratios at close ranges the random error will again be negligible and the angular
 
accuracy of the system will be determined by the bias error. This error is 8
 
mrad. per axis. A summary of the system characteristics for the modified Apollo/
 
LM rendezvous radar is given in Table VI-2. A block diagram of the system is shown
 
in Figure VI-2. The four modifications indicated in this block diagram are for the
 
conversion of the current cooperative active Apollo/LM system to a high PRF non­
cooperative rendezvous radar for the Shuttle orbiter0 This modified system
 
required a multiple PRF, pulsed doppler radar implementation because of the larger
 
angular search volume, which will not be required in the Space Tug rendezvous
 
radar. RCA/Burlington has built such a modified rendezvous radar for NASA/JSC
 
under contract NAS9-13-576 ("Tracking Techniques for Space Shuttle Rendezvous").
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Table VI-2. Radar Characteristics Sumnary - Modified Apollo/LM Radar 
Type: Non-Coherent Pulsed Dop'pler
 
Frequency: X-Band ( = 3.2 cms)
 
Modulation: ICW
 
PRP: 1.6 KHz
 
Duty Cycle: 40/60
 
Transmitter Average Power: 39 watts
 
Maximum Range: 50 n miles
 
Minimum Range: 100 ft.
 
Frequency Diversity: 5 frequencies 50 MHz apart
 
Target Radar Cross Section: 10 meter2 (diversity)
 
Radar System Losses: 6 db
 
Radar Antenna: 3 ft. dia. dish (Cassegrain)
 
2.30
Antenna Beam Width: 

Angular Coverage: 100 x 100
 
Acquisition Time: 6 seconds
 
Range Accuracyf See Figure VI-I
 
Range Rate-Accuracy: 0.1 ft/s&c
 
Angular Accuracy: 8 mrad (per axis)
 
Weight: Antenna 51 lbs
 
Transmitter - 12 lbs Total weight - 85 lbs 
Electrofnics - 22 lbs 
Input Power: 200 w(max)
 
MTBF: 2000 hrs
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This system employed 5 r.f. frequencies at X-Band and 5 PRF's and demonstrated
 
excellent performance down to a minimum range of 100 ft. Thus, there is every
 
reason to believe that a modified Apollo/LM radar can be built for the Space Tug
 
that will operate satisfactorily down to 100 ft.
 
Another interesting tradeoff that was investigated involved a change in
 
the diameter of the radar antenna. The 3 ft. diameter Cassegrain dish antenna
 
employed in the Apollo/LM radar may conceivably cause some mechanical installation
 
problems in the Space Tug docking.adaptor. Thus, the effects of a smaller an­
tenna diameter on the radar system performance were investigated and traded off
 
against other radar parameters. In particular, a reduction of the antenna diame­
ter to 2 ft. appeared to be interesting and a preliminary design was performed.
 
The details-of this tradeoff analysis are given below:
 
Antenna Diameter - 2 ft. Half Power Beam width = 3.450 
.100 = 714 m sec
td=(34 (103) 

N.= (1.6)(103)(714) (1073) = 1142 
fa= -1142 -5
 
f (3600)(5.6) (103) 5.6 x 10
= 
The increased antenna beam width and associated lower antenna gain can
 
be traded off against a lower detection probability. For a radar system design,
 
with a probability of-detection of 0.9 instead of,0.99 we get D (1) - 12.5 db.
 
The new signal to noise requirements at 50 n miles are, then, given by:
 
S/N = (12.5 + 9.1 - 30.6 + 1.6) = -7.4 db 
The antenna gain for a 3 ft. diameter dish was 37 db at X-band. For a
 
2 ft. diameter dish,.the antenna gain is:
2-

G 72 - 33.8 db and 2 = 67.5 db
 
The new transmitter average power requirements can now be obtained by
 
again employing the radar range equation; as follows:
 
33.0 + 219.0 + 6.0 + 6.0 + 20.0 + 1.6 285.6
 
7.4 + 174.0 + 67.5 + 20 268.9
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The average transmitter power requirements have now been increased to
 
16.7 dbw or 47 watts which is only slightly larger than the previous transmitter
 
design. Hence, a similar transmitter can be employed and no substantial change
 
in the transmitter weight is expected. However, there will be a reduction in the
 
antenna weight due to the smaller dish so that an overall weight of 75 lbs. for
 
the pulsed doppler rendezvous radar is now a realistic estimate. TWe system power
 
requirements have been slightly increased to 200 watts.
 
A major change in the specifications of the acquisition parameters necessi­
tated a revision of the acquisition strategy. The new specifications as determined
 
at a meeting at NASA/Huntsville on 11/5/1975 are given below:
 
Search Time: "ts" = I minute
 
Target 3 0 uncertainty angle (per axis): +300
 
Angular Search Area: A. = 600 x 600 = 3600
 
Initial Acquisition Range: E = 25 n miles
m 

False Alarm Time: Tfa = 1 hr.
 
Required Probability of Detection: Pd = 0.90
 
Spacecraft Radar Cross Section: 10 m2 (diversity)
 
Range Rate 200 ft/sec
 
In'contrast to the situation where the angular search area is relatively
 
small, the requirement of a larger search area of 600 x 600 results in a sub­
stantially larger eclipsing loss that has -to be accounted for in the power balance.
 
To minimize this loss, a multiple PRF approach during search will be employed.
 
This concept is similar to the modified Apollo/LM radar for the Shuttle Orbiter
 
application. For the 2 ft. diameter antenna, the dwell time of the radar beam
 
on the target is, then:
 
td (3.45) 2 (60) (103) ' 200 m-sec 
3600
 
The doppler uncertainty is 4 kHz for a relative velocity of 200 ft/sec.
 
The radar acquisition bandwidth will be maintained at 1 KHz, so that the dwell
 
time of the signal in this bandwidth, when the radar is simultaneously searching
 
in doppler, is 50 m-sec. During this interval five different PRF's are employed
 
at the following frequencies:
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PRF 1 = 85 KHz 
PRF 2 = 85.75 KHz 
PRF3 = 86.5 KHz
 
PRF4 = 87 KHz
 
PRF5 = 89.4 KHz 
Hence, each PRF is turned on for a period of 10 m-sec. Similarly, to take ad­
vantage of the frequency diversity system, five different carrier frequencies
 
are again employed during this 50 m sec time interval. Hence, each r.f. carrier
 
frequency is turned on for a period of 10 m-sec. The bandwidth-integration time 
product is, then: 
td 13) 03-5) 
n= B r (10 )(50)(10) = 50 
The probability of false arm, is, then:
 
5
 
= 1.39 x 10
­
50fa 

_(3600)(103)
 
This is slightly better than the Pfa for the single PRF system and assumes an
 
acquisition bandwidth of I KHz for this ICW system implementation.
 
/ 
The signal to noise requirements for this system and a detection prob­
ability of Pd = 0.90 is, then, given by: 
S (12.5 + 4.5 - 17 + 1.6) - +1.6 db 
N2
 
The new power balance for Pd = 0.9, G = 67.5 db (2 ft. diameter antenna), and 
R m= 25 n miles is shown below: 
Parameter + db- db
 
): 3(4 9 33'.0 
Rmnax (Rm = 25 rim) 207.0
 
(SIN) 1.6 17.
 
KTB (B = 1 KHz) 174.0 
F 6.0
 
L 11.0 
G 67.5 
A2 ( = 0.1 ft) 20.0 
0rT (l0 m = 108 ft2) 20.0 
dR/dr 1.6 
Totals 280.2 261.5
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\3 
Here, the system losses "L", are the total system losses including the eclipsing
 
loss. The average transmitter power requirements are 18.7 dbw or 74 watts,
 
which again appears reasonable and allows a high reliability transmitter design.
 
A summary of the system characteristics for this system is given in Table VI-3.
 
The system modifications in Figure VI-2 for the modified Apollo/LM radar, now,
 
would apply to the Space Tug Radar as well.
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Table VI-3 Radar Characteristics Summary - Modified Apollo/LM Radar 
Type: Non-Coherent, Pulsed Doppler
 
Frequency: X-Band ( = 3.2 cms)
 
Modulation: ICW
 
PRF: 85 KHz, 85.75 KHz, 86.5 KHz, 87 KHz, 89.4 KHz
 
Duty Cycle: 40/60
 
Transmitter Average Power: 74 watts
 
Maximum Range: 25 n. miles
 
Minimum Range: 100 ft.
 
Frequency Diversity: 5 r.f. carrier frequencies 50 MHz apart
 
Target Radar Cross-section: 10 meter2 (diversity)
 
Radar System Losses: 11 db (inc. eclipsing loss)
 
Radar Antenna: 2 ft. diam. dish (Cassegrain)
 
3.50
Antenna Beam width: 

Angular Coverage: 600 x 600
 
Range Accuracy: See Figure VI-l
 
Range Rate Accuracy: 0.1 ft/sec
 
Angular Accuracy: 8 mrad (per axis)
 
Weight: Antenna - 41 lbs
 
Transmitter - 12 lbs Total - 75 lbs.-
Electronics - 22 lbs. 
Input Power: 275 watts (max.) 
MTBF: 2000 hrs.
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2. Rendezvous Radar for Passive Cooperative Rendezvous - A detailed descrip­
tion of the pulsed doppler rendezvous radar was given in Part 1. It describes
 
a radar which utilizes a "non-cooperative" rendezvous radar for acqui­
sition and tracking from a maximum range of 25 n miles down to a minimum range
 
of 100 ft. This system employes frequency diversity and, therefore, requires
 
no target aids or corner reflectors. A similar system can be employed in the
 
cooperative passive mode with some savings in power and weight if a corner re­
flector is used on the target vehicle.
 
Employment of a single trihedral corner reflector at the docking port of
 
the spacecraft will reduce power requirements and acquisition time in the case
 
where the attitude of the spacecraft with respect to the Tug is known apriori
 
to within +400 of the radar boresight axis. If the attitude of the spacecraft
 
is not known apriori then an array of corner reflectors would have to be employed
 
to obtain 3600 solid angle coverage. An alternative target aid configuration is
 
a Luneberg lens which is insensitive to target aspect angle and will provide an
 
almost constant radar cross-section as a function of the spacecraft attitude.
 
This type of target aid can also be mechanized in terms of two hemispherical
 
lenses each of which would cover a 1800 solid angle. Unfortunately these devices
 
are somewhat bulky and do not lend themselves to a simple mechanical installation
 
on the spacecraft. However, they should be considered in spacecraft applications
 
where volume restrictions are not of paramount importance. The radar cross-section
 
of a Luneberg lens "Ecco" Reflector is given by:
 
4r 32r4 where; r = radius of spherical lens used
 
- = wavelength 
Measured values of these lenses are close to the predicted radar cross-section
 
(see Figure VI-3). Ecco reflectors are available in almost any specified size in
 
the range of 3" to 48 nominal diameter. At X-Band the Emerson & Comming Inc.
 
Type 140 lens gives a return over a full 1400 solid angle with the 3 db points

0 
at ±65 . A 12 in. diameter lens will have a maximum radar cross-section of 65
 
2
meter2 and will guarantee a 30 meter cross-section over a 1300 solid angle. This
 
design appears attractive for certain installations and would allow a 4.8 db re­
duction in radar transmitter power with some reduction in sensor weight. The weight
 
of this target aid is 11 lbs. Omni-azimuth Luneberg lens Ecco reflectors are also
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available with a uniform value of radar cross-section for all values of azimuth
 
.
angles and for elevation angles within the range of approximately +150 In this
 
case, clusters of reflectors would not be required for complete azimuth coverage,
 
but the penalty for this feature is a greatly reduced effective target radar
 
cross-section. Thus, a 12 inch diameter ornni-azimuth lens will have a radar cross­
section of 13 meter2 at X-band and will weigh approximately 13 lbs. Omni-Direc­
tional Luneberg lens reflectors which provide full 360 solid angle coverage are
 
also available but are not recommended because of their still lower radar cross­
section.
 
Another target aid configuration is a two-dimensional Van-Atta array which
 
is a phased array antenna designed to irradiate the radar signal in the directiqn
 
of the incident wave. This device can be implemented as a flat microstrip array
 
and will provide effective coverage over a +600 angle. Thus, again, multiple
 
devices would be required to cover the full range of aspect angles if the space­
craft attitude is not known. This device could be incorporated into solar arrays
 
and panels with a minimum amount of interference thus providing angular coverage
 
over a region which is normally inaccessible for other target aids. Still, the
 
most popular radar target aid for the rendezvous mission is the corner reflector.
 
If the orientation of the spacecraft is not known apriori a minimum of 6 corner
 
reflectors would be required, and-the size and installation considerations for
 
these target aids becomes important.
 
If a trihedral, triangular course reflector is employed, the radar cross­
section of such a target aid is given by:
 
41Ta where: a = side of course reflector
 
= wavelength
 
To provide an apparent target radar cross-section of 15 meter2 then would
 
require a corner reflector having a 0.8 ft length on each side at X-Band. This
 
size appears reasonable for a cooperative passive rendezvous system. In the ab­
sence of a target aid (non-cooperative mode) a target radar cross-section of 10
 
meter2 can be achieved regardless of the spacecraft orientation if a frequency
 
diversity radar is employed instead of a monofrequency radar. This radar imple­
mentation would employ five X-Band frequencies 50 MHz apart for a total-bandwidth
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2 
of 250 MHz. The apparent target radar cross-section for this mode is 10 meter
 
This is brought about by the complex scattering pattern of the target vehicle
 
which contains many peaks and nulls which are frequency dependent. Hence, a
 
frequency diversity radar will effectively see the average target radar cross­
section which is substantially greater than the mono-frequency radar cross­
section. Thus, by employing a frequency diversity system in the cooperative
 
passive mode the radar should never see a target cross-section of less than 10
2
 
meter even if it is not pointed to within +40 of the axis of the corner re­
flector target aid.
 
A comparison between a non-cooperative and cooperative passive rendezvous
 
radar was made in the report "Radar Acquisition and Tracking Systems". For a
 
target aid consisting of a 0.8 ft trihedral corner reflector with a 15 meter2 radar
 
cross-section, the radar characterfstics as well as the estimated size and weight
 
are given below:
 
Type: Non-Coherent, pulsed doppler system
 
Frequency: X-Band (3.2 cms)
 
Peak Power: 10 Kw
 
Pulse Width: iA sec 0.2 v sec
 
PRF: 1.6 KHz 8.0 Khz
 
Duty Cycle: 1.6%
 
Average Power: 16 watts
 
Radar System Losses: 6 db
 
Diversity Bandwidth: 250 MHz (3.75%)
 
Radar Antenna: 3 ft. diam. dish (Cassegrain)
 
Antenna Beamwidth: 2.30
 
Angle Tracking: Amplitude Comparison Monopulse
 
Receiver Bandwidth: 1.4 MHz 7.0 MHz
 
Angle Tracking Accuracy (I):
 
Bias - 8 mrad. 
Random - 2 mrad. 
Range Accuracy (i0'): 24 ft.
 
Acquisition Time: 6 sec.
 
Maximum Range: 25 n miles
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Minimum Range: 100 ft.
 
Estimated MTBF: 2000 hrs.
 
Weight: 70 lbs
 
System Power: 120 watts
 
600 x 600.
Search Volume: 

Target Aid: 
Trihedral, triangular Corner Reflector - 0.8 ft on side 
2
 
- 15 meter
Target Radar Crass-Section 

Alternate Approach: Passive, Microstrip Van-Atta Array (located
 
on solar panels) or 12" Luneberg Ecco Reflector
 
(Type 140)
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3. Dual Mode Radar (Passive Non-cooperative) - The dual mode radar is com­
prised of the rendezvous radar, described earlier in part 1, and a new design
 
close-in radar for "'300 ft on in to at least 3 ft from the target. This section
 
will describe only the close-in design, however, a summary of both well be pro­
vided at the end of this section. A discussion of the targets aids for this close­
in design is also presented in this section.
 
In the docking mode (R < 328 ft) the radar utilizes a wide pulse width
 
to allow time sharing of the received pulse from the target vehicle tracking aids.
 
These tracking aids consist of 4 passive antennas and delay lines equally dis­
placed about the docking port. The geometrical layout is illustrated in Figure
 
VI-4 which also gives rough dimensions of the antennas. The 4 antennas are identi­
cal, circularly-polarized microsttip antennas with a relatively broad beam width,
 
i.e. a half-power beam width of about 40-60 . Each antenna is terminated by a
 
delay line and reflecting short circuit. Hence, the target aids are completely
 
passive and require no power from the spacecraft. Each delay line has a different
 
amount of delay so that the reflections from each target aid can be readily separ­
ated.by the radar. The minimum amount of delay required in each delay line is
 
set by the transmitted pulse width and the target depth in-order to avoid arrival
 
of the return pulse while the long transmitted pulse is still on and to allow
 
receiver gating of all reflections from the spacecraft to avoid problems due to
 
glint and scintillation. This should allow the radar to operate all the way to
 
docking except for field of view limitations. After establishing the.minimum de­
lay required for each delay line, the pulse returns are "tagged" by adding addi­
tional delay to each target aid which allows separation of the returns on a time
 
shared pulse basis. Range is measured by utilizing the target aid return provid­
ing the smallest delay, i.e. by measuring the roundtrip pulse propagation time to
 
the leading edge of the return pulse utilizing a wide bandwidth receiver (100 NHz
 
bandwidth) to provide the necessary range measurement precision. A digital range
 
measurement implementation can be employed to determine target range in incre­
ments of 1 nano-second which provides a range accuracy of 6 in.. This is similar 
to the SLR range measurement technique. Range rate can be obtained by differenti­
ating the range data or by performing doppler measurements. If the relative 
velocity of the target spacecraft with respect to the Tug is too low it may be 
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desirable to employ the former approach; An alternative method of providing the
 
multiple target measurements is to employ multiple receiver channels, range gated
 
at different times to cover the appropriate interpulse interval. Each channel
 
would, then, contain a filter bank covering all velocities of interest during the
 
docking phase. Angle measurements are performed with the amplitude comparison
 
monopulse system of the rendezvous radar, although for the docking mode measure­
ments a phase comparison monopulse implementation would be preferred. All of the
 
radar measurements may be obtained in either digital or analog form. This pro­
vides digital'information.to the guidance computer and analog data for astro­
naut monitoring. 
The measurements obtained by the radar during the docking phase will,
 
therefore, yield the following parameters:
 
(1) Range to the 4 target aids equally displaced around the docking ports
 
(2) Angle and angle rates to the 4 target tracking aids
 
(3) Roll angle between the 2 vehicles (derived)
 
By measuring the range and angles to the 4 target aids the relative target atti­
tude and the relative roll angle between the 2 vehicles can be calculated without
 
the use of active equipment on the spacecraft.
 
The location of the target aids on the spacecraft is determined by the
 
resolution capability of the docking radar. The target aids may be assumed to
 
be point source targets, so that the angular resolution of the radar can be ob­
tained from the following expression:
e 
Km /S/N PRF/b 
In order to allow the radar to operate at short ranges it is desirable to
 
utilize a radar antenna with a wide enough beamwidth to properly illuminate all
 
four target aids. This can be accomplished in a dual-mode radar by removing the
 
subreflector from a Cassegrain antenna system so that the radiation pattern of
 
the radar is simply the illumination pattern of the hyperboloid subreflector.
 
In a monopulse tracking radar a four-horn feed is normally employed to provide
 
this illumination. The illumination beamwidth is typically 300 or greater.
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An alternative approach would be to -employ a separate antenna cluster at the back
 
side of the subreflector and switch in this monopulse array at the start of the
 
docking phase of the rendezvous mission. We may, then, utilize the following
 
parameters:
 
PRF = 1 kHz
0 = 300 

KmN 1.5 b = 5 Hz
 
0 30 deg. = 24.7 mrad.
 
1.5 SIN 
Hence, to achieve an angular accuracy of 3 mrad or better requires a system signal
 
to noise ratio of at least 20 db. This will directly affect the maximum range of
 
the docking sensor for a given separation of the target aids on the spacecraft.
 
Assuming a maximum range of 500 ft. and a target aid separation of 3 ft, it -should,
 
then, be possible to employ a docking sensor with an angular accuracy of 3 mrad.
 
The radar equation can now be employed to obtain the radar transmitter
 
power requirements for the docking mode. A monopulse feed consisting of a 4 horn
 
cluster with a total aperture of 2.75" x 2.75" will be assumed for the radar an­
tenna. This array has the following characteristics at X-band:
 
300
Plane Beamwidth:
E ­
°
 29.5

- Plane Beamwidth:
H 

E - Plane Sidelobe Level: -22.2 db
 
H - Plane Sidelobe Level: -23.6 db
 
E - Plane Error Slope Per Sum Beamwidth: 1.42
 
H - Plane Error Slope Per Sum Beamwidth: 1.50
 
Gain Factor: 0.59
 
Antenna Gain:
 
G = 0.59 (-4±If)2 = 15.5 db 
A circularly polarized, microstrip antenna having an aperture of 2" x 2"
 
will be assumed for the target aid antenna. This antenna has the following
 
characteristics:
 
43.50Beamwidth: 

Gain: 14.2 db
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System losses are assumed to be 10 db which includes the losses due to
 
the delay line terminating the target aid antenna. A wideband receiver must be
 
employed in the docking mode in order to achieve the required range measurement
 
accuracy. Hence, a receiver bandwidth of 100 MHz is selected- for preliminary cal­
culations which should yield an accuracy of about 6 in. in the range measurements
 
to the four target aids. The system power requirements for the-docking mode
 
are, then, calculated from the radar range equation:
 
P (29.94103%)( -) R4 rmB 
GT2 GR2 71 4L 
where: S = signal to noise ratio 
N 
R = range
 
B = receiver bandwidth
 
Fn = receiver noise figure
 
GT = radar antenna gain
 
GR = target aid antenna gain
 
L - system losses
 
A = radar wavelength
 
The power balance is given below:
 
Parameter +db -db 
(29.94)(10 ) 44.0 
S/N 20.0 
R4 (Rmax = 500 ft) 108.0 
KTB (B = 100 14Hz) 124.0 
Fn 6.0 
GT2 
 31.0
 
GR2 
 28.4
 
'A (4 = 0.105 ft) 39.2
 
L (inc. delay line) 10.0
 
Totals 227.2 183.4
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The peak power requirement for docking mode operation is, then, 43.8 dbw
 
or 24 Kw. The transmitter peak power requirement for the rendezvous mode has
 
previously been calculated at 44 Kw so that,despite the larger receiver bandwidth,
 
sufficient power should be available from the transmitter of the dual-mode radar.
 
The average transmitter power for docking mode operation is given by:
 
PAV = (24)(103)(10 3)(9)(10 6) = 216 watts 
This is about a factor of 3 greater than the average transmitter power in the
 
rendezvous mode at maximum range (R = 25 n.m.). However, it is still feasible to
 
use the same radar transmitter if other parameters in the radar range equation
 
are appropriately modified. A reduction in the radar pulse repetition frequency
 
is probably the simplest way of achieving this goal since the relative velocity
 
between the 2 vehicles during the docking phase is very low. Thus, it is rela­
tively easy to reduce the PRF to about 320 cycles which would yield the same
 
average power as in the rendezvous mode. A reduction in the servo loop noise
 
bandwidth to 3 Hz will then maintain an angular resolution of about 3 mrad.
 
The minimum range limitation of the sensor is again dictated by antenna
 
field of view limitations since the delay line in the target aid will theoreti­
cally allow the radar to operate to contact. For a nominal radar antenna beam­
width of 30 and a target aid spacing of 3 ft., the "pseudo" minimum range of
 
the radar is 5.6 ft. This assumes illumination of the target aid antennas at
 
the half-power point and obviously shorter ranges are possible with reduced range
 
measurement accuracies. Although this would appear adequate, operation at shorter
 
ranges could also be achieved by broadening the radar antenna beanwidth so that
 
minimum ranges of 2 ft. could be readily implemented.
 
The range measurement accuracy is mainly determined by system bandwidth
 
considerations and a digital pulse ranging system is normally employed in the
 
automatic mode to measure the pulse propagation time delay to the target aid and
 
back. This is determined by a leading edge measurement on the return pulse so
 
that the r.m.s. time error in the pulse delay measurement is a function of the
 
leading edge perturbation by noise. This is given by the following expression:
 
1
T = 
VI-25.
 
Hence, utilizing a docking radar system with a receiver bandwidth of 100 MHz
 
and a system signal to noise ratio of 20 db (R = 500 ft), we get:
 
-~I
 
T (100)(10) r = n-sec 
This corresponds to a range measurement accuracy of 6 inches at maximum range,
 
which appears more than adequate. As the two vehicles come closer together the
 
system signal to noise ratio will increase,thus improving the range measurement
 
accuracy and providing greater accuracies in the relative target attitude and roll
 
angle determination. This results because the S/N ratio increases as the fourth
 
power of the decrease in range and the angle tracking noise error decreases as the
 
square root of the increase in the S/N ratio (see previous discussion). The above
 
parameters selected for docking mode operation thus appear reasonable for prelimi­
nary design purposes and indicate that a dual-mode radar is indeed feasible for
 
rendezvous and docking and will do a satisfactory job in isolating the docking
 
port from the remainder of the spacecraft structure. This can be accomplished
 
without the use of a scanning system so that range and angle data to the 4 target
 
aids is always available.
 
A summary table of a dual-mode radar which can provide the docking measure­
ments as well as the search acquisition, and track functions required for rendez­
vous is given below:
 
Type: Non-Coherent, Pulsed Doppler
 
Frequency: X-Band (2 3.2 cms)
 
Modulation: ICW
 
PRF: 85 KHz, 85.75 KHz, 86.5 KHz, 87 KHz, 89.4 KHz
 
Duty Cycle: 40/60
 
Transmitter Average Power: 74 watts
 
Maximum Range: 25 n miles
 
Minimum Range: 100 ft.
 
Frequency Diversity: 5 rcf. carrier frequencies 50 MHz apart
 
2
Target Radar Cross-section: 10 meter (diversity)
 
Radar System Losses: 11 db (inc. eclipsing loss)
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Radar Antenna: 2 ft. diam. dish (Cassegrain)
 
3.50
Antenna Beamwidth: 

Angular Coverage: 600 x 600
 
Range Accuracy: See Figure I
 
Range Rate Accuracy: 0.1 ft/sec
 
Angular Accuracy: 8 mrad (per axis)
 
Weight: Angenna - 41 lbs
 
Transmitter - 12 lbs Total - 75 lbs.
 
Electronics - 22 lbs
 
Input Power: 275 watts (max)
 
MTBF: 2000 hrs.
 
Docking Mode 
Peak Power: 24 Kw (reduces as R ) 
Pulse Width: 9 p sec (time shared received pulse)
 
PRF: 320 Hz
 
Average Power: 67 watts
 
Antenna: Same (subreflector removed) or four-horn cluster on back side of
 
subreflector
 
Antenna Size: 2.75 in. x 2.75 in.
 
300
Half-Power Beamwidth: 

Receiver Bandwidth: 100 MHz
 
Maximum Range: 500 ft.
 
Minimum Range: 2.ft.
 
Range Measurement Accuracy: 6 in. (R = 500 ft)
 
Angle Measurement Accuracy: 3 mrad
 
Total Sensor Weight: 80 lbs
 
Input Power: 275 watts max.
 
MTBF: 3000 hrs.
 
Target Aids
 
Rendezvous Mode: None (Frequency Diversity)
 
Docking Mode: 4 passive antennas & delay lines in "Diamond" configuration
 
around docking port
 
Antenna: Flat, microstrip antenna (2" x 2" aperture)
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Antenna Beamwidth: 43.5'
 
Antenna Polarization: Circular
 
Antenna Gain: 14.2 db
 
Power Requirements: None
 
Target Aid Weight: 2 lbs
 
Target Aid Spacing: 3 ft.
 
The operational docking mission utilizing this sensor is quite similar to
 
missions utilizing the SLR sensor in the cooperative passive mode. The docking
 
phase will include inspection, alignment, closure, and docking and will start
 
from a stationkeeping phase at a range not exceeding 500 ft. The radar sensor
 
is mounted on the Space Tug and the target aids are mounted on the spacecraft sur­
rounding the docking port. A minimum target aid spacing of 3 ft. is desired. The
 
hardware mounting locations and the Space Tug docking trajectory are such as to
 
keep the target aid array within the radar's field of view throughout the final
 
docking phase. During the inspection and alignment phase the Space Tug orienta­
tion will be adjusted via the Space Tug guidance system until the target aid array
 
falls within the 30° FOV of the radar and the target aids are required. The guid­
ance system will accept the range, range rate, and angle data and the relative
 
target attitude and roll angle data will be computed. The system will act on this
 
data to decrease the range and eliminate vehicular orientation errors according
 
to the desired docking trajectory. As the range between the 2 vehicles decreases
 
the range and angle measurement accuracies of the radar will improve until the
 
minimum range of 2-5 ft. is reached where the docking parameter errors are negli­
gible. During the docking phase, then, the radar will continuously track the
 
target aids until the LOS, pitch, and yaw errors have been nulled out and the
 
radar is tracking on "boresight'l utilizing the sharp pattern null of the monopulse
 
tracking patterns.
 
The advantages of a dual-mode radar are summarized below:
 
(1) High measurement accuracies at close ranges (Docking accuracies
 
comparable to those of the SLR sensor system)
 
(2) Low minimum range limitation
 
(3) No glint or scintillation errors at short ranges
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(4) 	Easy location and isolation of docking port
 
(5) 	Automatic handover from rendezvous sensor
 
(6) 	Automatic docking mission operation by closing the loop directly
 
through the guidance system
 
(7) 	State-of-the-art sensor design and previous experience from Apollo/
 
LM rendezvous system development
 
(8) 	Implementation with highly reliable components that are already
 
space qualified.
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4. Dual Mode Radar (Passive Cooperative) - The dual mode cooperative radar
 
is merely a combination of the rendezvous system described in Part 2 and the
 
close-in radar discussed in Part 3. Consequently no further detailed discussion
 
is required, however a summary of the characteristics taken from those earlier
 
sections, is provided here for completeness.
 
Rendezvous Mode
 
Type: Non-Coherent, pulsed doppler system
 
Frequency: X-Band (3.2 cms)
 
Peak Power: 10 Kw
 
Pulse Width: 1 p secO- 0.2 p sec
 
PRF: 1.6 KHzWO 8.0 Khz
 
Duty Cycle: 1.6%
 
Average Power: 16 watts
 
Radar System Losses: 6 db
 
Diversity Bandwidth: 250 MHz (3.75%)
 
Radar Antenna: 3 ft. diam. dish (Cassegrain)
 
2.30
Antenna Beamwidth: 

Angle Tracking: Amplitude.Comparison Nonopulse
 
Receiver Bandwidth: 	 1.4 MHz007.0 MHz
 
Angle Tracking Accuracy (a' ):
 
Bias - 8 mrad.
 
Random - 2 mrad.
 
Range Accuracy (i0): 24 ft.
 
Acquisition Time: 	 6 sec.
 
Maximum Range: 25 n 	miles
 
Minimum Range: 100 ft.
 
Estimated MTBF: 2000 hrs.
 
Search Volume: 600 x 600
 
Rendezvous Target Aid:
 
Trihedral, triangular Corner Reflector - 0.8 ft. on side 
2
 
Target Radar Cross-Section - 15 meter
 
Alternate Approach: 	 Passive, Microstrip Van-Atta Array (located on solar
 
panels) or 12" Luneberg Ecco Reflector (Type 140)
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Docking Mode 
Peak Power: 24 Kw (reduces as R ) 
Pulse Width: 9 u-sec (time shared received pulse)
 
PRF: 320 Hz
 
Average Power: 67 watts
 
Antenna: Same (subreflector removed) or Four-Horn cluster on back side
 
of subreflector
 
Antenna Size: 2.75 in. x 2.75 in.
 
300
Half-Power Beamwidth: 

Receiver Bandwidth: 100 MHz
 
Maximum Range: 500 ft.
 
Minimum Range: 2 ft.
 
Range Measurement Accuracy: 6 in. (R = 500 ft.)
 
Angle Measurement Accuracy: 3 mrad.
 
Target Aids: 4 passive antennas & delay lines in a "diamond" configura­
tion around docking port. See Part 3.
 
Total Sensor Weight: 75 lbs.
 
Input Power: 275 watts max.
 
MTBF: 3000 hrs.
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B. VIDEO SENSOR ANALYSIS
 
The TV camera is an integral and, in fact, the key element in a manual
 
rendezvous and docking system. In space related activities, to date, it has
 
generally performed only the function of gathering an image and transmitting it
 
to a viewer, either onboard or on the ground, leaving him to perform the neces­
sary actions. In the manual configuration this is still basically the role of
 
the camera. It was found, and is proposed, that some of the relatively busy and
 
critical tasks of the ground controller can be relieved by providing an autonomous
 
capability to do some-processing of the TV imaging data onboard and use the out­
put to perform some vehicle control functions; e.g., maintaining the Tug line-of­
sight on the center of the target.
 
When considering the TV in an autonomous role, this and considerably more
 
image processing capabilities must be added. These were assumed to be
 
feasible when configuring those autonomous candidates employing a TV. This
 
approach provides considerable potential toward improving system performance via
 
software processing additions. It certainly warrants further studies and imple­
mentation concept development.
 
Image data processing is of special interest to the Tug program. The
 
baseline Tug downlink data rate of 50 Kbs places a finite constraint on the rate'
 
of which pictures can be sent to the ground.-General Dynamics' Space Tug
 
Avionics Definition Study assumed a new picture on the ground only once each
 
16 seconds. This makes reliable ground control of the Tug a-marginal situation
 
at best. Some onboard image data processing and control command computation is
 
one possible approach to relieving this concern. Another possible alternative,
 
and one that should be pursued in parallel with the image. data processing studies,
 
is to Incorporate data compression of the imaging data onboard, followed by re­
construction on the ground. Studies by IM4C, and others, has shown considerable
 
reduction of data can be accomplished for very minimal loss of picture quality.
 
The thrust of this section, then, will be threefold; first, detailed
 
discussions of hardware requirements for the TV camera and its lighting aids will
 
be presented in Part I. Following that, in Part 2, are results and related dis­
cussion of some TV image data processing feasibility work done at Martin Marietta.
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Recommended additional effort is also provided. Finally, some concepts for
 
image data compression and related discussion is provided in Part 3.
 
1. TV Camera Requirements - The space tug will use a television camera as
 
an aid in inspection of and docking with a satellite. The satellite will be
 
passive in these procedures, but it may have such features as retroreflectors,
 
visual orientation cues, and other passive (non-powered) facilities.
 
The docking may be a man-in-the-loop, autonomous, or manually supervised semi­
autonomous procedures The camera will be required to function at a maximum
 
distance of 100 feet from the satellite. At this distance it must allow study
 
of one-foot-diameter surface features in detail in order to permit determin­
ation of satellite relative orientation and to allow visual inspection of the
 
satellite before docking is attempted.
 
Because the satellite may be in the shadow of the earth during this procedure,
 
lighting must be provided by the tug to allow camera operation in the absence
 
of solar illumination.
 
The data link to the operator will permit approximately one picture of 525
 
lines by 430 pixels every 10 to 20 seconds, but data compression techniques
 
may be employed to increase this rate substantially.
 
Several camera types, existing or yet to be developed, may be suitable to meet
 
thec technical requirements for space tug, but the ultimate selection criterion
 
is cost, technical performance being adequate. Other factors such as band­
width, power required, weight, and size become important largely as they im­
pact the cost of the total system.
 
One way to reduce cost is to use, to the extent possible, technology that has
 
already been developed or is being developed for other programs. The space
 
shuttle camera, shortly to be developed, will be operating in a similar en­
vironment with similar requirements and is a case in point. If it should prove
 
to meet tug requirements, using it with minor modifications would save the cost
 
of developing a new camera for the tug. The intended characteristics of the
 
shuttle camera are summarized in Table VI-4. It is possible the shuttle may be
 
able to use a silicon vidicon tube. It is anticipated tug requirements will 
require an intensified target tube, 
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TABLE vI-4 SHUTTLE CAMERA CHARACTERISTICS
 
TYPE . . . . .... 1" Silicon Intensified Target (SIT) Vidicon 
Tube 
FOV o o ... 0 . . . . 200 
RESOLUTION . .... . .. 525 Lines by 430 Pixels 
CAMERA SURVIVABILITY ... . . Look Directly at Sun 
OUTPUT BANDWIDTH . ..... 4.5 Megahertz 
DYNAMIC RANGE. . .,. , . . . . Approximately 10,000:1 
TARGET ILLUMINATION REQUIRED 5 to 10 foot Candles 
MAXIMUM LENGTH . . . . . . . 12" 
POWER.. .... .. ,.. 15 Watts at 28 VDC 
WEIGHT . ... ,.... 15 Pounds 
IMAGE SCAN RATE .. ,.... 30 Times/Second 
LIGHTING ... ... Strobe or Tungsten Flood Lamps 
DEVELOPMENT STATUS .. RFP in Spring 1976; ATP 11/76 
The tug camera will be used for autonomous, man-in-the-loop or manually
 
supervised semi-autonomous docking, for satellite inspection, and for close­
in range determination. Lighting during these operations may vary from full
 
sum to earth shadow. The camera should have the ability to look directly
 
into the sun without damage, and the tug should have the ability to provide
 
illumination of the satellite. The data link to earth permits direct trans­
mission of one picture every 10 to 20 seconds, but this rate can be increased
 
by the use of data compression, as discussed elsewhere in this report, to the
 
order of one frame every several seconds. Some on-board data processing algor­
ithms have already been developed by Martin Marietta,
 
Compatability of Shuttle Camera Specifications with tug requirements is sum­
marized below:
 
a, Type - The silicon intensified vidicon is one of the most sensitive
 
types of television camera tube0 For this reason it will minimize the amount
 
of illumination the tug must provide. The resolution required by the tug
 
application is in the range achievable with this camera tube, and the wide
 
500:1 to 1000:1 dynamic range inherent in this technology minimizes the mech­
anical adjustment required for the aperture of the camera lens.
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b. Resolution and Field of View - The 525 lines in a 200 field of view
 
specified for the shuttle camera will cover a one-foot wide area at 100 feet
 
with 525/(200 tan 100) = 15 lines, which is adequate to display details of
 
objects this size, as required for tug. As the tug approaches the target,
 
smaller details will be resolved. Further, the rendezvous system is able to
 
point the tug accurately enough to acquire the satellite within the 20' field
 
of view.
 
c. Camera Survivability - The candidate camera is specified to be capable
 
of looking directly at the sun. This implies that special protective mea­
sures, such as a shutter, will be incorporated in the camera to protect the
 
intensified target tube. A silicon vidicon type of camera tube does not nec­
essarily require this special handling.
 
d. Output Bandwidth and Scan Rate - The output bandwidth of a camera is a
 
function of the scan rate and number of picture elements specified for the
 
picture. Scan conversion electronic components are required to reduce the
 
bandwidth of the shuttle camera to the allowed transmission bandwidth for tug.
 
If an image dissector camera tube were used, the scan rate could be lowered
 
directly, but the other advantages of the shuttle camera would be lost.
 
e. Target Illumination and Lighting
 
The shuttle camera characteristic requires that the target be illuminated to
 
a level of 5 to 10 foot Candles (5 to 10 lumens per square foot). The power
 
required to furnish this illumination can be estimated as follows.
 
Assume a Xenon Short-Arc Lamp within a reflecting housing such that 75 per­
cent of the light produced falls within a 20-degree-diameter circular cone
 
coincident with the field of view of the camera, The area on the surface of
 
a sphere of 100 ft radius illuminated by this cone of light is 970 square ft,
 
and the lamp must produce 4700/.75 = 13000 lumens in order to average 10
 
lumens per square foot over this area. A well-designed reflector can assure
 
that the edge of the cone will receive not less than half as much illumina­
tion per unit area as the central area, and the illumination within the cone
 
will everywhere be greater than 5 lumens per square foot. The Xenon Short-Arc
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Lamp has a luminous efficiency of approximately 22 lumens per watt; the lamp
 
power required is about 600 watts, when it is illuminated.
 
The camera scans at 30 frames per second, and the lamp need be illuminated
 
only a minimum of two scan periods for each picture to be transmitted to the
 
operator, a maximum of one picture each 3 seconds0 The duty cycle of the lamp
 
can therefore be 0.022. Assuming the efficiency of the power supply circuitry
 
to be 0.8, the input power to the overall lamp and its control will average
 
600 x 0.022/0o8 = 16.5 watts when the lamp is operating to illuminate the
 
target.
 
Another function of the target illuminator is to illuminate the retroreflec­
tots or the visual cues furnished to indicate relative orientation of the
 
target with respect to the tug during docking operationso These retroreflec­
tots will always appear much brighter to the camera than their surrounding
 
background on the target, and should present no unusual problem to the moni­
toring operator or to the circuitry designed for their detection and data
 
processing. The retroreflectors themselves must be designed to produce return
 
beams large enough to accommodate the geometry of the positions of the illum­
inators with respect to the camera0 Several kinds of retroreflectors are
 
available for this purpose, including optical corner cubes, optical "cat's
 
eyes", beaded screens, and the like.
 
In summary, then, the SIT vidicon camera, yet to be developed for the Space
 
Shuttle, with the characteristics outlined in Table VI-i, will be suitable for
 
use on Tug, and would probably be a cost-effective implementation. Scan con­
version equipment will be required to adapt its essentially conventional TV
 
scan rate to the much lower data rate allowed by the ground communication link
 
for Tug. When the final camera selection is made for Tug, other camera imple­
mentations should be subjected to analysis of their possible contributions to
 
the overall system cost effectiveness0
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2. TV Image Data Processing - A study by Martin Marietta for NASA Langley
 
Research Center (Contract NASI-13558) was conducted that focused on the use of
 
the TV for generating data other than just images for visual viewing. The
 
title of the final report is "Video Guidance, Landing, and Imaging Systems for
 
Space Mission" by Roger T. Schappell, Robert L. Knickerbocker, John C. Tietz,
 
Christopher Grant, Robert B. Rice, and Richard D. Moog. The study was con­
cerned with exploring the adaptive potential of video guidance technology for
 
earth orbital and interplanetary missions. The premise is that since a number
 
of imaging systems are available and will undoubtedly be flown on future space­
craft for scientific imaging, inspection or remote control functions, it is
 
logical to explore further utility and capability of these sensors in terms of
 
autonomous real time target acquisition, pointing, and tracking, thereby aug­
menting the primary guidance, navigation, and attitude control hardware, and
 
enhancing the scientific data gathering ability of the vehicle.
 
More specifically, the study was concerned with the application of video
 
acquisition, pointing, tracking, and navigation technology to three primary
 
missions--a planetary lander, an earth resources satellite, and spacecraft
 
rendezvous and docking; The emphasis is on making maximum use of available
 
information to enhance the onboard decision-making capabilities of a given
 
spacecraft.
 
The synopsis of the study results to be discussed in this section re­
lates to the latter application; spacecraft rendezvous and-docking. It has
 
been established thait most future spacecraft such as Space Tug, Earth Orbital
 
Teleoperator Spacecraft and Free Flying Satellite Experiments will carry a TV
 
camera for manned observation and possibly remote control. Since a camera is
 
available and the potential mission requirements are such that real time auto­
nomous operation would extend the operational capability of the chosen vehicle,
 
consideration must be given to making maximum use of available data such as the
 
video output. A discussion of the feasibility of this technique and experi­
mental results follows.
 
The primary objective of the study was to develop algorithms for the
 
missions discussed above and to evaluate them in the laboratory using a physical
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simulator and scaled surface models. The first phase of the study resulted in
 
a successful feasibility demonstration of the planetary landing site section
 
system.* Subsequent to this, other algorithms were developed and tested for
 
the earth resources and rendezvous and docking missions, respectively.
 
The 	approach taken was as follows:
 
1) 	Establish the reference mission requirements and constraints.
 
2) 	Perform the necessary analytical and digital simulation studies
 
in order to assist in arriving at representative guidance and
 
navigation requirements.
 
3) Develop video data processing algorithms as a function of
 
target characteristics and observables.
 
4) 	Breadboard video data processing logic and integrate it with the
 
TV camera, display, and physical simulator.
 
5) 	Develop software for automating experiments and for providing
 
a permanent record of results.
 
6) 	Design and build scaled surface models.
 
7) 	Integrate and checkout 6D simulator, breadboarded algorithms,
 
scan electronics, TV camera, surface model, and PDP-9 scientific
 
computer.
 
8) 	Run experiments and document results.
 
The 	significance of this study, as verified by the analytical and ex­
perimental results, is that the output of a scanning sensor system such as a
 
TV camera can be operated on by conventional filtering techniques and simple
 
processing algorithms to arrive at an adaptive and autonomous sensor system
 
capable of making intelligent decisions with regard to the observed area or
 
constituent of interest.
 
* Schappell, R. T., Knickerbocker, R. L., Tietz, J. C., Grant, C., and
 
Fleming, J. C., Final Report, Video Guidance, Landing, and Imaging Sys­
tem (VGLTS) for Space Missions, NASA CR-132574, February 1975.
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In other words, one does not require.large computational complexity and
 
hardware to provide a degree of intelligence for the applications of interest in
 
this study. On the other hand, further experimental work is required to provide
 
a more comprehensive definition and selection of the observables, and to opti­
mize the algorithms and data formatting electronics for a particular mission.
 
This future activity is discussed in the sumnary and recommendations section,
 
I Theory of Operation - The following discussion outlines an approach to
 
automatically provide steering and stationkeeping on an unmanned vehicle for
 
rendezvous and inspection of other spacecraft. The system comprises a TV
 
camera, specialized scan control, analog pre-processor or dedicated mecro­
processor and onboard digital computer as shown in Figure VI-5. The system
 
components function in much the same way as the planetary lander video guidance
 
system in that the digital computer provides a supervisory function while data
 
rate computation is performed in the microprocessor hereafter referred to as the
 
video processor (VP). Large data block storage in the spacecraft digital com­
puter and a high-speed A/D converter interface are, therefore, not required.
 
The system is essentially self-contained, thus minimizing processing by the
 
onboard computer.
 
The several different tasks will be based on a common sequence of pro­
cessing. The camera is commanded to scan a certain area of given coordinates
 
and size of scan in the field of view. The VP operates on the camera data and
 
issues discrete values to the spacecraft digital computer at the end of a frame.
 
The digital computer then decides what the next camera operation and VP function
 
will be. A wide variety of tasks may be accomplished in this manner depending
 
on the digital computer software. With this scheme, all mundane calculations
 
are performed in the VP leaving the digital computer free for other work and
 
allowing lower data rates on A/D converters. Also, detailed logic and complex
 
calculations are resident in the digital computer which is best suited to this
 
purpose.
 
As an example of this type of processing, consider the problem of
 
horizon detection. Assume the object is a bright disk on black background. The
 
digital computer would set the camera frame size to be approximately twice the
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Onboard Digital Computer 
1 VideoGuidance: 
aRoutines' Equations 
S IMU-Camera 
ACS/AutopilotL--- ------ ---
AACSAcs 
Main 
Figure VI-5 Onboard Rendezvous and Docking System Configuration
 
expected area of the object. A frame would be scanned in which the VP would
 
take the following functions: Integral video (threshold), first X moment,
 
first Y moment. At the end of scan, this information is passed to the digital
 
computer which calculates area, diameter and center in X and Y coordinates.
 
The next step would be to scan four smaller frames which would be positioned
 
to cross the limb in each of four directions for more accurate measurement. The
 
digital computer would command each of these in sequence and retain the results
 
for a precise determination of object relative position. During scans the
 
digital computer is free for other tasks while the VP is collecting data.
 
The basic functions required in the VP, of course, depend on the par­
ticular task, but it would appear the following are adequate for most and are
 
surprisingly easy to accomplish in the analog hardware as well. The following
 
functions are to be calculated over one frame of scan.
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Ave - Integral of the video signal 
S - First moment of the video signal in the X direction 
x 
S Y - First moment of the video signal in the Y direction 
Iy - Second moment of the video signal in the X direction
 
I - Second moment of the video signal in the Y direction
 
I - Cross moment 
Figure VI-6 shows a block diagram of the VP. As shown, some threshold­
ing and filtering of the video is required. The system shown is a small analog
 
version of the processor. It is commanded directly by the digital computer.
 
Computer 
D Lod IefcThreshol Valve 
Thr old
Camera 

Video I - 9 l V If_ A_
 
Signal Low Pass 1
 
X Scan 
Y Scanr AID 
X IX
 
IC: Dl 
P Comp, D13videoVP Mode Commands4Comp13 !On Board2 
Processorl Digital 
. 1Computer 
Figure VI-6 Video Processor Block Diagram 
It is also possible to mechanize these functions in a microprocessor. 
1) Far Steering 
2) Near Steering 
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3) Feature Detection and Inspection (Track Intermittently) 
a) Spacecraft sizing
 
b) Axis orientation determination
 
c) Spin rate determination 
d) Home on predetermined features
 
e) Determine whether dock is feasible
 
f) Docking maneuver
 
Figure VI-7 shows a simplified scene and the associated video function
 
required for far steering. The guidance equations determine when the object is
 
within range and field of view. Then a frame is scanned and the VP takes A,
 
S., and. y. The digital computer then calculates X and Y in camera coordinates
 
and translates these to steering signals. At the appropriate distance, de­
termined from A (proportional to size) or a ranging device, the system changes
 
to near steering logic, as shown in Figure VI- 8.
 
VP Functions/Frame of Scan 
X A * Videdt 
1f Vdeo X5- .S 
f vid YS dt.
• " -
Scene Then the Object Center is Defined by 
G SX/Ao SxA 
It May be Required for Low-Pass Filter to Remove Starfteld and Modifythe Gray Scale 
for Contrast EnhancementI 
Figure VI-7 Far-Steering Video Functions
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Given Approximate Data from Previous Scans, 
SAccurate Relative Position Is Obtained by 
Scanning an Area Covering Object Boundaries 
jn Two or More Places. By Knowing the Com­
manded Scan Coordinates and the Relative 
Placement of the Camera, Frame 1Yields Data 
on the X Position of the Sracecraft Edge, While 
Frame 2 Shows What the YCoordinate Is. 
Frame 2- Scene 
Figure VI-8 Near-Steering and Stationkeeping
 
Figure V1-8 shows one possible method of near steering and stationkeep­
ing to be performed while doing other tasks. This approach may be used while
 
taking pictures, looking for predetermined features, or performing surveillance 
maneuvers.
 
Following are a few of the functions which may be performed with the
 
appropriate software additions and the same basic hardware.
 
Geometric area
 
Average brightness
 
Major and minor axes of an equivalent ellipse
 
Angular orientation of major axis
 
Search for predetermined feature
 
Track feature (i.e., automatic docking)
 
Determine spin axis and spin rate (software may be quite complex) 
Physical Simulator and Video System Electronics - Figure VI-9, the ren­
dezvous and docking experimental system, involves a camera and electronics
 
mounted on a 3-degree-of-freedom translation servo. A PDP-9 computer commands
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the scan position of the camera and samples the video signal at that point in
 
the field of view.
 
POSITION

P 9-9 CO4PUTER POSITION 
A/D X SERVO 
VI__DEO
 
SIGNAL. 
LOGICTV
 
CAMERA

~X, Y SCAN 
ELECTRONICS
 
TARGET
 
Figure VI-9 Laboratory Setup
 
The following algorithms were tested in the laboratory with representa­
tive scenes: Calculations for area, object center, angular orientation, and
 
ranging. A means of recording the scene scanned by the camera was developed.
 
The actual scene is shown in Figure VI-i0. Figure VI-il is essentially a bright­
ness map with the video signal quantitized on a scale of 0-9. Each number
 
represents a sample point brightness. In this case, the "frame is composed of
 
5000 points, 100 in .the X direction and 50 in the Y. The printout is dimen­
sionally distorted due to the fixed printer spacing.
 
In order to calculate area and centers more accurately, thresholding
 
was used on the video signal. This sharpens edges and excludes background
 
clutter. It is assumed the object of interest is brighter than the background.
 
The logic used is; if the video signal is larger than the threshold, a "one"
 
is assigned to the pixel; if it is less, a "zero" is assigned, Figure VI-12
 
is a thresholded version of Figure VI-i. In the following, only threshold
 
signals are used.
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Figure VI-lO Test Scene 
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BRIGHTNESS HISTOGRAM 
NO. SAMPLES AVE STO.DEV. 
5000 7.5652 2.9143 
LEVEL 40. OF POINTS 
0 0 
1 171 
2 701 
3 415 
4 286 
5 184 
6 201 
7 POP 
8 279 
9 2561 
Figure VI-I Digitized Brightness Map; 0 = Dark, 9 = Light 
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Figure VI-12 Thresholded Version 
-- 
Several targets of known areas were placed in front of the camera.
 
Repeated measurements of the I sq. in. objects were used for calibration.
 
Table VI-5 shows the system calculations of the object areas. It is felt that
 
the larger errors on the small object are due to the coarseness of sample
 
points. Repeatability was checked with several other objects of varying size.
 
Experimental results are shown in Table VI-6 for a simulated satellite.
 
Table VI-5 Area Calculations
 
Shape Actual Area System Calculation
 
.25 in.2 .313 in.2
Square 

.996 in. 2
 Square 1 

2 	 1.918 in. 2
 Rectangle 

1.882 in.2
 Rectangle 2 

2.837 in.2
 Satellite 

Table VI-6 Area Measurement Repeatability
 
Measurements Std.
 
Shape (1.000 = Frame Size) Mean Dev.
 
Dot 	 .0072, .0070, .0042, .0055 .0015
 
.0034, .0054, .0056
 
Ats 	 .088, .0918, .0928, .0910 .0018
 
.091, .0912
 
Oval 	 ;2084, .2088, .2070, .2092 -.0023
 
.2124
 
It is seen that there is a sizable dispersion on the smaller object
 
measurements in relation to its area calculation.
 
Geometrical center calculation tests were performed to simulate condi­
tions of small far-off objects and also near objects with discernable shapes.
 
Figure VI-13 illustrates a small bright dot which was moved around the field
 
of view. The equipment-calculated center has been scaled and drawn onto the
 
figure (marked X and Y) to show how well the hardware worked. The area of the
 
dot is approaching the coarseness of the sample points; hence, the area calcula­
tions are poor. Nonetheless, the center was calculated correctly. Figure VI-14
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Figure VI-14 Object Center Test A
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shows some bias in the Y direction. Figures VI-15 and .VI-16 show the images for
 
a representative spacecraft in different orientations. The algorithm appears to
 
have found the same point on the object in each test.
 
The orientation algorithm was used to calculate the angle from local
 
horizontal to the major axis of an oblong object. Figure VI-17 shows two
 
images produced by these tests. The calculated angles and centers have been drawn
 
on the printouts for reference. The angles range from -900 to 900 since the
 
algorithm does not distinguish one end of the object from the other.
 
Figure VI-18 and VI-19 illustrate the use of two cameras separated by a
 
.distance 2d, plus center-finding calculations to find range data. To simulate
 
this, the laboratory camera was translated in the X direction for the second picture.
 
Using the formula derived previously:
 
Range = 2df 2 X 1. X 5.9 19.4 feet 
XL-XR 1.2.24 - .60546
 
Although it is not clear what this range means for a 3-dimensional object,
 
which may have projections toward and away from the viewer, this problem can be
 
circumvented by viewing only a portion of the object of interest and ranging
 
that small area alone. This would involve feature detection prior to ranging.-

Basic Algorithms - The integral of the video signal over a frame pro­
vides the averaaebrightness of the scene. This signal is useful for automatically
 
setting camera iris. If the video signal is thresholded such that if'it is be­
low a certain level, a zero is produced; and if it is above that level a one is
 
produced. The, the integral of this signal over a frame is the sum of the geo­
metric areas of the bright objects in the field of view. The objective is to set
 
the threshold at a value which passes the object of interest and eliminates the
 
background noise. Fortunately, if the object is large enough in the field of
 
view, background noise (stars) will not contribute significantly to the area
 
calculation.
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In equation form:
 
= fVAAVE 
VT dtAVET = f 
TF
 
where T denotes a thresholded signal, and V is the video signal.
 
By calculating the first moment of brightness in both the X and Y
 
directions, the center of brightness may be calculated as follows:
 
= 4 V.Xdtsx 
V , Y dtSY 
then the centers are,
 
= Sx 
AVE
 
Y'
-
= SY.
 
B 
 AVE
 
where X is the X deflection on the image plane
 
Y is the Y deflection on the image plane
 
XB is the X coordinate of center of brightness, and
 
YB is the Y coordinate of center of brightness.
 
To calculate the geometric centroid, a thresholded video signal is used
 
X 
- JFV t
 
fV Tdt
 
VTYdtX 
Y 
 = fVT dt 
The orientation of an eliptical object may be calculated by using second
 
moments and the cross-product moment; in -all cases using a thresholded video
 
signal.
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2IXX = fix dt 
Iy .= fVY2 dt 
V
 
IyK n F VXY dt 
These values are then changed to object-centered coordinates.
 
= IXX - AVET -2I'XX 
IIW = Iyy - AVET -2 
l'XY = IXy = AVET 'T YT 
The angle to the major axis of the object is then: 
- I XYI'yy
0 1/2 tan 
I'
 
Results and Conclusions - As shown in the laboratory results, the basic
 
routines are written and checked out which will accomplish the basic processing
 
for a multitude of tasks. For steering, the centroid routines would be used.
 
Automatic threshold setting will have to be worked out, as will the guidance
 
equations, to translate the camera image plane coordinates to spacecraft or ren­
dezvous coordinates, Automatic ranging with dual cameras or split optics looks
 
feasible with the algorithms as developed. This is attractive since the same
 
system that provides cross-range steering will also yield range and range rate
 
information.
 
Close-in steering and stationkeeping with this system also appears
 
feasible, but here special problems must be overcome. Since the object is 3­
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dimensional, some distinction must now be made as to what point on the object
 
should be tracked-and what parts avoided (i.e., solar panels and booms). Com­
puter logic will be required for this in addition to some type of feature
 
detection. The same basic algorithms will probably be used, but will be im­
bedded in a larger logical procedure for each task.
 
Recommendations - Short-term future work should be in the area of di­
mensionally calibrating the system, including target and camera. This will
 
involve a mathematical model of the system such that when a position is commanded
 
by 	the computer, the scan spot on the target is known. Also, an error model will
 
be required. For this, many frames of the same scene are needed to produce a
 
spread of data and, thus, the error dispersion for the several measurements. The
 
area calculation errors, for example, will be a function of object size in the
 
field of view, sample point resolution, and the focal length. Centroid measure­
ment will also be troubled by lens aberration and angular distance from the
 
optical centerline. These items fall under the category of refinement of the
 
laboratory setup.
 
Longer term future work should center on the problems of how the system
 
is to be implemented onboard the spacecraft. Here, trades need to be made be­
tween using a special-analog preprocessor vs a microprocessor dedicated to this
 
task. In each case, the unit should be self-contained and not require a great
 
deal of external processing by the onboard bomputer. Another major area of in­
vestigation will be some type of supervisory software to provide autonomous
 
completion of the required task. This will involve a rudimentary artificial
 
intelligence scheme with enough capacity that it will not be easily fooled by
 
the range of scenes it will encounter. The tradeoff here will be between soft­
ware complexity vs probability of success.
 
The 	following tasks are recommended:
 
1) 	Performing a stationkeeping and docking phase requirements
 
analysis for space vehicles such as Shuttle Orbiter, Space Tug,
 
Interim Upper Stage, Earth Orbital Teleoperator Spacecraft,
 
Free Flying Satellite Experiments, and the Astronaut Manquvering
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Unit. This will provide the necessary parametric data for
 
establishing a realistic set of design requirements. Con­
sideration soould also be given to a multiple spacecraft docking
 
system. Maximum use should be made of past and current study
 
results relating to the various spacecraft.
 
2) 	Conducting design investigations and feasibility studies on video
 
processing algorithms, hardware alternatives, target definition,
 
and target spacecraft motion effects. This task involves the
 
utilization of work accomplished at MSFC and MMC on the develop­
ment of stationkeeping and docking algorithms and an evaluation
 
of preliminary experimental results thus far achieved. Camera
 
tradeoffs should also be performed as a function of mission re­
quirements.
 
3) Demonstrating the feasibility of the video system in a computer/
 
hardware six-degree-of-freedom simulator. This will enable the
 
evaluation of various rendezvous and docking algorithms in a
 
dynamic environment with realistic scaled target vehicles.
 
4) 	Performing a preliminary design for an engineering prototype sys­
tem for the next phase of development. This will include the
 
definition of weight, power, and dost estimates for the eventual
 
fabrication of a protoflight system.
 
5) 	Design, develop, and evaluate a prototype video stationkeeping and
 
docking sensor system.
 
3. TV Image Data Compression Techniques - The use of TV image data downlink
 
became commonplace during Apollo Lunar missions, Skylab and Apollo Soyuz Test
 
Project. However, the data management required a wide band data link capability
 
to be added to the Space Tracking Data Network (STDN). The current study is
 
based on using the baseline Space Tug data and communications system which is a
 
16k bps PCM telemetry system. General Dynamics Avionics study recommendation
 
avoided the addition of a wide band downlink capability to the Tug by reducing
 
the image data downlink rate. This provided the mission control console opera­
tor with an image update at 16-second intervals for "supervisory" control.
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However, a more frequent display update would be very desirable, if not manda­
tory, when the operator is required to respond to an off nominal 'sitiation and
 
assume full control of the active vehicle.
 
Several alternative methods are considered feasible to provide adequate
 
update rates for manual control. Typically, for previous programs, mission con­
trol center display updates have occurred at approximately 2-second intervals
 
and were limited by RF propagation and network processing delays. Uplink capa­
bilities have been such that with sub-bit encoding the uplink command genera­
tion and transmission capability was one 35-bit command work, approximately
 
each 300 milliseconds. Therefore, the time delays in the STDN remote site and
 
Mission Control Center, processing are not the constraining factors on the
 
operation.
 
Martin Marietta has performed image data compression and enhancement
 
analyses during the Skylab program. These techniques were applied to Earth Re­
sources Experiment Program (EREP) image data with very good results. An
 
illustration of the Martin Marietta facility used for image data processing
 
studies is presented in Figure VI-20.
 
An image monitor software package has been developed with 71 operational
 
commands used to do image operations such as; correlation studies, feature ex­
traction, image screening, two-dimensional Fourier transforms, convolution
 
studies, and digital filtering studies. The large amount of programming work
 
necessary to establish a workable-image processing capability'has been accom­
plished, including:
 
1) Monitor subprocedure and conditional sequence control commands.
 
2) 	Image subblocking and scan conversion routines.
 
3) 	Random access core to disc data management commands.
 
4) 	Scanning, digitalization and display of images.
 
5) 	Dynamic core area allocation and buffer sizing to allow effective
 
use of the core size.
 
6) 	 An extensive library of histogram, graphing, statistical and data 
study routines. 
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Figure VI-20 Image Data Laboratory Setup 
7) 	A compatible tape writing and reading routine for IBM and CDC
 
formats.
 
8) 	Parameter table assignment system to allow dynamic exchange of
 
constants and operation data during processing.
 
9) 	Several point intensity commands such as scaling, biasing,
 
thresholding, logarithmic contrast expansion and compression,
 
and non-linear operations.
 
10) 	 A fast two-dimensional Fourier transform using fixed point arith­
metic and batch scaling, including centering, bit reversal, and
 
radial filtering routines. This is important because of the rela­
tion of correlation operators to transforms.
 
11) Convolution, correlation, and digital filtering routines which
 
relate to many effective and efficient processing techniques such
 
as feature extraction, noise elimination, template screening,
 
enhancement, and image separation.
 
12) 	 The Walsh-Hadamard transform routine for research in new algorithmic
 
techniques.
 
Considerable emphasis for the Image Facility has been on small computer
 
and dedicated processors that could perform onboard imagery processing.
 
Thirteen papers have been authored by Martin Marietta personnel on the
 
subject of data compression (Bibliography 1 through 13). The scope of Martin
 
Marietta's previous imagery data handling and compression studies was broader
 
in nature, but the techniques and approach are applicable to the problem at hand.
 
A functional block diagram flow of the process is illustrated in Figure VI-I
 
in which the onboard TV camera performs the "Image Sensing" function. The
 
sensed image is dititized and source encoded onboard. Some advantages and dis­
advantages of data compression schemes investigated for the source encoding
 
function are shown on the diagram. The flow illustrates that channel encoding
 
is performed followed by transmission to the STDN ground station as via TDRSS to
 
the Mission Control Center. The remaining functions are performed on the ground
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Figure VI-21. Image Data Compression, Transmission and Reconstruction Flow 
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and reconstruct the image. A data compression and error control program was per­
formed at Martin Marietta under-NASA Contract NAS9-9852. The purpose of the
 
study was to evaluate digital data processing and error correcting code techniques
 
and how they could be applied to Apollo VSB communication systems.
 
Several methods for reconstruction of the data was considered in this
 
study and some examples are shown in Figures VI-22 through VI-25, with the
 
original curve and the reconstruction of the same using the method indicated.
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Figure VI-25. First Order Interpolator
 
The method which gave the best results, as applied to image data, was the zero
 
order interpolation (ZOI). Data compression ratios are based on the number of
 
data samples taken compared to the number of transmitted samples required to con­
vey the basic intelligence contained in the curve. The study was conducted in
 
two phases as outlined below:
 
PHASE 	1 : 
" 	Zero-order interpolator (ZOI) selected for image compression
 
" 	Convolutional coding used with viterbi decoding for error
 
correction
 
" 	Hardware design included a viterbi decoder to run at 7.5 MPS
 
" 	Image compression demonstrated with single frames of digitized,
 
compressed and reconstructed pictures
 
" 
Viterbi decoding demonstrated by simulation on general-purpose
 
computer
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PHASE 2:
 
o 	Effects demonstrated for combination of compression and channel
 
errors using viterbi decoding (errors tend to come in bursts-out
 
of viterbi decoder; a single error can significantly impact com­
pressed data)
 
o 	Complete simulation showed results for a picture that is:
 
DIITZD ODRSSD ENCODED TRANSMITTlED OVER DECODED RECONSTRUCTED 
NOISY CHANNEL 
(ZOI) (CONVOLUTIONAL) (VITERBI) (SEE FOLLOW-
ING 	PHOTOS)
 
o 	ZOP compressor also evaluated
 
o 	Results verified the validity of combining error control with data
 
compression as a means of reducin RF power without sacrificing
 
picture quality
 
o 	During viterbi decoding studies, an iterative process (Blizard) for
 
increasing performance was discovered and developed into an inde­
pendent decoding algorithm that appears to have good potential for
 
comnunications
 
The application of this technology for image data compression for a
 
manual rendezvous and docking system should be studied further, since data
 
loading on the network is expected to become more critical. The major elements
 
of a typical end-to-end data management system application of this technique is
 
.illustrated in Figure VI-26.
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